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Abstract
This dissertation examines weblog community as a materially afforded and
socially constructed space. In a set of three case studies, this dissertation
examines three separate weblog communities between 2004 and 2008. CASE
STUDY I looks at knowledge management bloggers in order to better
understand how bloggers form communities. In this case study, it will be
shown that blogs group thematically and in temporal bursts. These bursts of
thematic activity allow for movement in and out of a community, as well as
act as a bridge between different weblog communities. CASE STUDY II
examines two pseudonymous bloggers in order to better understand how
presentation and identity is understood in blogging. It will be shown in CASE
STUDY II that social identity in weblog communities is negotiated through
blogging practices such as transparency in writing and truthful presentation.
CASE STUDY III delves further into social identity by examining a community
of academic bloggers and how traditional, institutionalized expectations
influence social identity over time, and if this influence differs in the core
and periphery of the community. It will be shown in CASE STUDY III that
there is indeed a difference in how social identity is negotiated and
performed between core and periphery members of a weblog community.
Finally, a model towards an integrated approach to researching blogs is put
forth.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1. Introduction
This dissertation examines the material affordances, that is everything the
material can do delimited by the forms it can materially support, and social
construction of weblog communities as evidenced between 2004 and 2008.
This dissertation argues that weblog community cannot be found through
link visualization alone, and demonstrates that weblogs form communities
through linking patterns, linking between the blogs, discursive behaviors,
and discussions between bloggers. Additionally, it is argued here that while
networks can be found through the visualization of reciprocal linking
patterns, an added ethnographic approach is necessary in order to find the
community within the network of links.
Three case studies are contained in this dissertation, each of which
addresses one aspect of the larger study. To the extent that these case studies
were conceived and written as a free-standing articles, the reader will
encounter occasional repetition in the descriptions of the study.
Nevertheless, the data and research focus discussed in each article are
distinct, and the articles have been developed to show linkage between them.
CASE STUDY I suggests a model for finding and visualizing community within
weblog links. CASE STUDY II demonstrates that social identity in weblog
communities is negotiated through blogging practices such as transparency
in writing and truthful presentation of the self over an extended period of
time. CASE STUDY III examines social identity further, claiming that it is
within the constraints of a community’s shared, negotiated communicative
norms that social identity is performed.
One premise of this dissertation is that the blog is a tool. It is what
happens within the tool, and how blogging is valued and negotiated within
different communities, that is of interest for research. Each case study in this
dissertation examines a different community as a materially afforded and
socially constructed place – thus what is valued and rewarded in each
community is constructed slightly differently, still afforded through the
weblog tool, but socially constructed through the values and norms of each,
separate community.
In this chapter, key terms used in this dissertation are briefly explained
before the structure of the dissertation is presented.

1.1 Key Terms
The overview of key terms listed below is intended to show how these terms
are used in this dissertation. When necessary, the terms are discussed in
more depth when first used in a case study.
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1.1.1 Blog (weblog)
It has been argued that the weblog is as old as the Web itself (Blood 2002).
The blog has its online roots in the commentated lists of links created by
computer savvy web designers and early web users plotting their wanderings
though Cyberspace. Since the late 1990s, the medium has undergone a
dramatic shift (Blood, 2002, Kumar, Novak, Raghavan, and Tomkins, 2004).
Gradually, commentary was added to these lists – and what once was used as
a primitive tool for searching began to resemble more and more journals and
news sources. In 1999 platforms such as Blogger (blogger.com) made
blogging as easy as typing into a word processing document. Blogger offered
users a low-threshold means of publishing that included template style
publishing and out-of-the-box social networking solutions such as comment
availability on each post and links to the permanent locations of archived
data, permalinks (Blood, 2002). It was this ability – push button publishing
– that contributed to the initial large-scale adoption of blogging:
It is this free-form interface combined with absolute ease of use which has, in my
opinion, done more to impel the shift from the filter-style weblog to journal-style blog
than any other factor. And there has been a shift. Searching for a filter-style weblog
by clicking through the thousands of weblogs listed at weblogs.com, the EatonWeb
Portal, or Blogger Directory can be a Sisyphean task
(Blood, 2000 as found in Walker-Rettberg, 2008, p. 28).

Today, blogs are most often defined en masse and by their format: a main
posting area with the most recent entries on the top, as well as one or more
sidebars which can list information about the weblog author, a list of links to
similar or recommended blogs, or links to other bits of the authors digital
presence. Walker (2005) defined the blog as follows: “A weblog, or blog, is a
frequently updated website consisting of dated entries arranged in reverse
chronological order so the most recent post appears first” (p. 45). However,
Schiano, Nardi, Gumbrecht, and Swartz (2004) add that blogs represent a
wide variety of habits, demographics, cultural backgrounds and interests,
and cannot not be classified as belonging to the same domain of practice due
to a shared publishing format. As Anjewierden, De Hoog, Brussee, and
Efimova (2005) have shown, blogs group thematically, creating communities
based around common interests and shared practices.
The blogs studied in this dissertation had to meet the following criteria;
they had to contain permalinks and social networking capabilities, such as
comment sections, and trackback capabilities. To further limit the range of
blogs studied, sites which are frequently updated and which may even
contain social networking capabilities, but which identify as news sources or
institutional sites have been excluded. However, bloggers who are affiliated
with a news source or institution have not been excluded if there is a voice
beyond that of the institution.
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1.1.2 Blogosphere
Early research examining the phenomenon of blogging was based on the
premise that weblogs all belong to a large network of links — the blogosphere
(Graham, 1999, Quick, 2001, Blood 2002). It was not until weblog linking
patterns were examined over time that researchers began to uncover small
clusters of blogs rather than a dense mass of nodes (see Tremayne, Zheng,
Lee & Jeong, 2006 on the war blogosphere, or Trammell, Tarkowski,
Hofmokl, & Sapp, 2006 on the Polish blogosphere). Currently, weblog
research on networks and communities tends to either focus on the
blogosphere as a whole (a distributed network), or as forming smaller
communities (decentralized networks). The difference in the two types of
networks is dependent on the strength of relationships that are mined from
the weblogs. This dissertation examines smaller, decentralized communities;
however, these communities are not only examined from a network
perspective, but also from a social and ethnographic perspective.
1.1.3 Network and community
Network describes the linked connections between weblogs. Here, these
connections are measured and visualized through reciprocal hyperlinking
patterns. In the CASE STUDY I, the term network was used to define linked
groups of bloggers. As this was a data-driven and exploratory study, based
on the hypothesis that weblogs do form bursty communities, a definition
which includes information about linking behaviors was not used.
Community is used in this dissertation to stress the importance of the
social component driving the links in the network. While the term network
stresses connections through hyperlinks, community stresses both the
hyperlink, and the social connections. The way community used in these case
studies is based on Penelope Eckert’s definition of a community of practice1:
A community of practice is a collection of people who engage on an ongoing basis in
some common endeavor. Communities of practice emerge in response to common
interest or position, and play an important role in forming their members’
participation in, and orientation to, the world around them. It provides an
accountable link, therefore, between the individual, the group, and place in the
broader social order, and it provides a setting in which linguistic practice emerges as
a function of this link. Studies of communities of practice, therefore, have
considerable explanatory power for the broader demographics of language
variability (Eckert, 2006: 1)

1 The notion of community of practice was first introduced as a social learning theory by Jean Lave and
Etienne Wenger (1991) and has since been developed in many fields to explore the social component in
community building and development.
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1.1.4 Discourse and action
Mediated Discourse is accessed using Mediated Discourse Analysis (MDA),
which originated as an alternative approach to text analysis, in order to
better understand the actions people take with texts and other cultural tools,
and the social consequences associated with these actions (Norris & Jones,
2005: xi). Norris and Jones (2005) state that:
by not privileging discourse or social action but, rather, seeing discourse as one of
many available tools with which people take action, either along with discourse or
separate from it, MDA strives to preserve the complexity of the social situation (p. 4).

The focus of MDA is the nexus of language, historical perspectives, and
semiotic systems; or the nexus of social practices of which discourse is one
part. When the term discourse is used in this dissertation, it refers to both
language and semiotic systems. (Mediated) action is a unit of analysis in
MDA that refers to the point of tension between the meditational means and
the social parameters that give action meaning (Jones and Norris, 2005: 5).
Jones and Norris (p. 6) describe the relationship between the mediated
action and the tools used to produce them, as a mutually transformative
process: “not only is the way we take action transformed by the tools we use,
but these tools themselves are transformed by the actions they are
appropriated to perform.” The communicative actions that are associated
with blogs leave artifacts. In this thesis, the artifacts of the actions examined
are, for example, the post, the comment, the reference and the network.
1.1.5 Social identity
The term social identity follows Norris’ (2005) work on habitus and social
identity, defined as a ‘construction in relation to others who may not be
present at a given moment’ (p. 183). It is an acknowledgement of the role
that perception plays in forming facets of our identity. Norris bases her
definition on Bourdieu (1977) who considered social identity as constructed
through social histories and as embedded in cultural and societal currents,
and internalized through the individual as habitus (Norris, 2005: 183).

1.2 Structure of the Dissertation
The dissertation is built around three case studies. Initially this work
considers previous research on the blog as an artifact, its material
affordances, and the social constructions of weblog community that feeds
into the research questions, theoretical framework, and case studies. Then,
before the first case is presented in Chapter 3, the ethical considerations
applied to this work are discussed. After the three case studies, the
conclusions, the blended model and suggestions for future research are
presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2. Background
Much of the early research on weblog community has measured community
through linking behaviors (Herring, Kouper, Scheidt & Wright, 2004;
Bachnik Szymczyk, Podsiadlo, Leszczynski, Rymszewicz, & Kurylo, 2005;
Lin, Halavais & Zhang, 2005; Chin & Chignell, 2006; Hendrick, 2006), or
assumed community due to bloggers writing about similar topics (see
academic blogging research: Halavais, 2006; Walker, 2006, or knitting ring
blogs, Wei, 2004). Moreover, generalizations about blogging community
have been made due to bloggers using similar tools to publish their writing
(Herring et al., 2004). However, just as the pen and paper are tools with
which to write, blogging tools are ways to mediate writing and publishing
online. Blogs, conversely to paper and pen, are born social in that they
incorporate sites of interaction on the main page of the blog, such as
comment sections and permalinks, as a default setting when creating a blog.
Setting up a blog without the ability to comment often entails changing
default settings. Furthermore, blogs are published pieces online, written with
the presumption that they will be read – whether by few or by many
(Walker-Rettberg, 2008).

2.1 Researching the Blog
There is a large body of research that separately examines the blog as an
artifact, its material affordances, and the social construction of the blog. In
the section below, an overview of these three branches of weblog research is
given. This section ends with an introduction to the changing face of weblog
research, one that equally examines the material affordances as well as the
social constructions of the blog community, and places this dissertation
within that landscape.
2.1.1 The blog as an artefact
Weblog research on the blog as an artifact and/or genre span a wide variety
of topics, from influence of information – not least in comparison with
traditional news sources (Herring, Kouper, Scheidt, & Wright, 2004; Nardi,
Schiano, Gumbrecht, & Swartz, 2004; Li, 2007), to motivations for blogging
(Huffaker & Calvert, 2005), the state of the art in the blogosphere (Herring
et al, 2004), and the existence and makeup of the community (Shirky, 2003;
van Dijck, 2004; Efimova & Hendrick, 2005; Herring, Scheidt, Kouper &
Wright, 2007; Papacharissi, 2007; Tremayne, 2007).
Herring et al. (2004) examined a cross-section of bloggers in order to
determine how blogs were being used. They found that the majority of blogs
are personal journals and written by women and teenagers. This contrasted
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with the discursive construction in the mass media that blogs were being
used for journalistic purposes and mainly written by men (Ratliff, 2003).
In another study, Miller & Shepherd (2004) found that while most bloggers
and blog researchers agree that the blog is a genre, they disagree about the
value and the aim of genre in praxis. Walker-Rettberg (2008) studied
weblogs as a genre more generally and sees blogs as unified by format, yet
varied as to function. This variance led to many studies examining specific
uses of blogs. For example: how blogs are used in politics (Hopkins &
Matheson, 2005; Bahnish, 2006; Bruns, 2007; Sweetser & Trammell, 2007;
Drezner & Farrell, 2008); blogging as a form of journalism (van Dijck, 2004;
Prillinger, 2004; Bruns & Jacobs, 2006, Lenhart & Fox, 2006; Scott, 2007;
Hendrick, 2010); blogging as self-documentation or as online diaries (Serfty,
2004); blogging in knowledge work (Aimeur, Brassard & Paquet, 2005;
Efimova, & de Moor, 2005, Efimova, 2008), and blogging in academia
(Mortensen & Walker, 2002; Burgess, 2006; Halavais, 2006; Hurt & Yin,
2006; Davies & Merchant, 2007; Kjellberg, 2009).
Blogs have also been compared with earlier forms of publication and
opinion building. For example, blogging can be considered an electronic
version of pamphleteering (Kochan, 2006; Pappas, 2006; Walker Rettberg,
2008) as both are produced inexpensively, yet effectively spread public
opinion and build reputation. Kochan (2006) considers blog audiences the
new listening assemblies and bloggers “the new pamphleteers of the
blogosphere” (p. 99), and Pappas (2006) claims it was feelings of
dissatisfaction with mainstream media coverage that drove early
pamphleteers and that drives today’s bloggers. Walker (2008) sees
increasing literacy levels and the circumventing of censorship that blogging
allows as the same forces which made pamphleteering successful. One
commonality, and limitation, of these studies is the assumption of a
community due to shared blogging norms or practices with little, or no,
social network analysis to determine if these groups are part of the same or
similar blog communities.
2.1.2 Material affordances of the blog
Blogging practices are negotiated within a community, but must be
performed within the constraints of the blogging tool – the material
affordances. This section will discuss the blog as a tool in order to highlight
how practices may be performed through the material affordances.
There have been several attempts to map a typology of the blog. These
typologies have had to grapple with the format versus function dichotomy of
the blog. Through the examination of blogger motivations, content analyses,
and blogger surveys, researchers have identified four types of weblogs: filter
blogs, personal journals, knowledge blogs, and mixed blogs (Herring,
Kouper, Scheudt, & Wright, 2004; Nardi, Schiano, Gumbrecht, & Swartz,
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2004; Li, 2007; Kjellberg, 2009). Filter blogs are similar to the original
meaning of the word weblog. Filter blogs filter information (and often
opinions). These blogs are generally link-heavy, that is the blog has many
links to other blogs, and heavily linked to, that is many other blogs link to the
blog in question. Personal journals contain mainly diary style entries and
very little linking. Knowledge blogs are thematically based and most often
center around a single, or a few, topics. Mixed blogs are a hybrid in the sense
that they feature two or more of the other blog types. Walker (2006)
attempted to apply this typology of four types of blog on a community of
academic bloggers, and found that the four types did not hold for this
community. Instead Walker found that three categories were more
appropriate for academic blogging: public intellectuals, academic bloggers
who blog through a political platform; research logs (and k-logs), a log of the
process of research; and pseudonymous blogs about academic life. That
Walker found it impossible to use a typology of four blog categories suggests
that when a specific community of bloggers is sampled, the assumptions
based on the blog as a genre due to a shared format do not hold. That is,
when the aim or practices of a specific community of bloggers and their
shared commutative norms are added this typology fails.
Although Walker’s (2005) definition of a weblog as a frequently updated
site set in reverse chronological order (See Section 1.1.1) is generally
accepted, a precise definition of blog is difficult to pinpoint, as the
definitions in the literature are diverse in purpose. Some common
definitions of a weblog or blog emphasize format as the most important
factor:
A weblog, or *blog, is a frequently updated website consisting of dated entries
arranged in reverse chronological order so the most recent post appears first (see
temporal ordering)
(Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory, 2005).

or
A Web site that contains an online personal journal with reflections, comments, and
often hyperlinks provided by the writer
(Merriam-Webster Online, accessed January 7, 2009).

danah boyd attributed the difficulty of academically agreeing upon a
definition of blog as a result of a conflict with traditional journalism: “as the
press attempts to cover the phenomenon, it is clear that ‘blog’ is not a selfdescriptive term and, as a consequence, blogs, bloggers and blogging are
being constructed in conflicting and problematic ways” (boyd, 2005:1).
The blog is a tool through which acts of journalism can occur (Allan,
2006). However, the blog does not become a news source merely by
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publishing works through the blogging tool (Rosenberg, 2009). This
misunderstanding can also be attributed to blogging platforms advertising
themselves using terms associated with publishing. For example, during the
period of data collection: Blogger as Push-Button Publishing,
Wordpress.com as Express yourself, or MovableType, whose name alone
invokes images of Gutenberg’s printing press, but also uses the tagline, Your
All-in-One Social Publishing Platform. Before understanding the practice of
blogging, one must understand these technologies as social practices rather
than ‘float free’ of them, as these artifacts “constitute society and culture as
much as constituted by them” (Travers, 2000:3).
2.1.3 The social constructions of the blog: a networked endeavor
A common way of examining blogging as a phenomenon is to look at it from
a network perspective. Chin and Chignell (2006) mapped weblog
communities through reciprocal linking behaviors. How network structures
emerg has been studied by Herring et al., (2006) and Lin, Halavais and
Zhang (2005). Bachnik et al., (2005) also studied emerging structures;
finding complex networks, small worlds, and cliques in the Polish
blogosphere. Information flow, or how information moves through a
community, has been studied using network analysis (Gruhl, Guha, LibenNowell & Tomkins, 2004; Adar & Adamic, 2005) and conversational flows
(Kumar, Merelo, & Rúiz, 2004; Aimeur, Brassard & Paquet, 2005; Herring et
al., 2005). There has also been research into regional and language-specific
parts of the blogosphere (Tricas, et al. 2003 on the Spanish blogosphere, and
Chmielewska, 2009 on gender stereotypes in the Polish blogosphere).
Additionally, research has been carried out on how linking behaviors create a
shared sense of place in the blogosphere. For example, Luzón’s (2009) study
of linking behaviors in academic blogs showed that academic bloggers were
using links as strategies to connect with others and for sharing knowledge
within the community. Although much of this work uses social networking
analysis as the primary means of examining how blogs form community, it
has become increasingly important to research the social constructions of the
blog in order to understand, for example, if where a link is placed in a weblog
has meaning in the analysis.
Weblogs are tempting objects of study for network analysis because linked
relationships are made explicit. As Bhagat, Cormode, Muthukrishnan,
Rozenbaum, and Xue (2007) write: “Blogs now provide a unique, public
source of data that naturally provides visibility into multiple networks” (p. 1).
In blogging, the type of link that you use to collect your sample (sidebar
versus main post link) can have an effect on the core membership of the
network that you generate as they represent two different types of network
strength (Efimova, Hendrick, & Anjewierden, 2004; Bergs, 2006). Links in a
post show a network from a communicative perspective, while links in the
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sidebar are more representative of self-defined community. Reciprocal
linking behaviors result in a decentralized network configuration. Patterns of
linking in relation to blog community type have also been reported in
Adamic and Glances’s (2005) study of the political blogosphere. McGlohon,
Leskovec, Faloutsos, Hurst, and Glance (2007) found similar results with
their measurement of ‘information cascades’ (p 2) – or traces of the flow of
information.

2.2 Research Questions
In 2006, Bruns and Jacobs called for a more sophisticated approach to
weblog research — one that does not focus on the user, use, platform or
practice alone, but in combination, when they said “Our discussion of blogs,
bloggers, and blogging must become more sophisticated; it makes little sense
to discuss the uses of blogs as it does to discuss, say, the uses of television
unless we specify clearly what genres and contexts of use we aim to address
(p.3). This dissertation responds to this call in order to provide new
perspectives on the negotiation between platform affordances, the practices
of the blogger, and the expectations of his or her community by posing and
answering the following research questions. The main research question of
this dissertation is:
 How do community norms and expectations reveal themselves in
weblog communities? (Main RQ)
The Main RQ is addressed through the sub-research questions:
 How can weblog community be located when there is no single
shared space? (RQ1)
 How are individual, social identities performed and negotiated
within weblog communities? (RQ2)
 How are community norms and expectations negotiated in the core
and periphery of weblog communities? (RQ3).
These research questions do not map one-to-one onto this dissertation’s
three case studies; rather, Table 1 summarizes how the research questions
map onto the case studies.
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Table 1. The Mapping of the Research Questions onto the Case
Studies
Research Question

Case Study

Main RQ

I, II & III

RQ1

I

RQ2

II & III

RQ3

I & III

2.3 Theoretical Framework
Initially, research into the field of virtual communities and cyberspace
focused on the social aspects of defined online spaces. That is, how a sense of
community is made possible online (Rheingold, 1993, Turkle, 1997, Baym
2001). However, when this sense of community was noted in decentralized
virtual networks, such as the blogosphere (Gurak, Antonijevic, Johnson,
Ratliff & Reymen, 2004; Herring et al., 2004; Nardi, Schiano, & Gumbrecht,
2004; Miura & Yamashita, 2007), much of the focus of research shifted to
the technological capabilities of the various web publishing tools used to
maintain or host community. This was often measured using social network
analysis on linking behaviors in an attempt to identify where online
community was situated. This rise in social network research by among
others, Castells (2000), Barabasi (2003) and Benkler (2006), temporarily
pushed the focus of the social to the background as it tended to focus on the
visualization of the network.
As making a distinction between technology and the social is not a clearcut action and a less than ideal approach to exploring weblog community,
the approach used in this dissertation is two-fold. First, social network
analysis has been employed in two of the three communities studied to find
the initial traces of weblog community (CASE STUDY I and III). Second, once
these were mapped, mediated discourse analysis was employed to better
understand how communicative norms were negotiated, shared and valued
in these communities. This dissertation will show that each community
values and negotiates different communicative norms.
2.3.1 Mediated discourse analysis
Two foci of mediated discourse analysis have been used in this dissertation:
multimodal analysis and nexus analysis. These are used to examine bloggers’
choice of (1) how to mediate the self in introductory posts of pseudonymous
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bloggers and (2) how discourses of attribution and publication are mediated
through academic blogging.
In 2004, de Saint-Georges wrote, “Discourse is bound to spaces of actions
and interactions. There is no discourse, knowledge, or social practice that
stands outside of a social, historical, and physical space” (p. 71) in response
to early work in discourse analysis which had not paid much attention to
space, rather focused more on discourse types, and the limited ideal settings
for recorded encounters of verbal data. Citing the “multimodal turn” as a
step in integrating the spatial in discourse analysis, de Saint-Georges
underscores the importance of the role of discourse in organizing spaces of
action (p. 72). Mediated discourse analysis is part of this multimodal turn
and is a theoretical approach to mediation, agency, and action (McIlvenny &
Raudaskoski, 2004: 63). Mediated discourse analysis is a theoretical
approach developed to help better:
understand how all of the objects and all of the language and all of the actions taken
with these various meditational means intersect at a nexus of multiple social
practices and the trajectories of multiple histories and storylines that reproduce
social identities and social groups
(Jones & Norris, 2005: 4).

MDA can be described as a way to uncover and explore the embodied
experience of the weblog community. The focus of MDA is not the discourse
alone, rather the point at which social practices converge, the role that
discourse plays in that convergence, and the affordances and constraints of
the meditational means (Jones & Norris, 2005). A basic premise is that the
social action, or the discursive moment, is a negotiation between the action,
cultural projections and societal currents.
2.3.1.1 Multimodal analysis
Multimodal analysis (MA) is based on the premise that identity is
continuously shaped at the micro level, yet that it is claimed and contested
against the “histories and cultures of the individuals and the societies that
they belong to...” (Norris, 2005: 183). The multimodal framework helps to
identify all communicative modes at play during a communicative event
(Norris, 2004). This framework borrows elements from Scollon and
Scollon’s (2004) nexus analysis, which claims that within discourse systems,
actors have been socialized to act in certain ways and that these actions
differentiate one discourse system from another.
MA is used only briefly in CASE STUDY II to explore how social identity is
constructed in relation to the affordances and constraints of the weblog tool,
and also how it is constructed against the discourses which inform blogging
studied in this case study — the blogging diarist and the blogging journalist.
Social identity is explored by examining macro and micro modes of
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communication that are present in the weblog, and how these macro and
micro levels are foregrounded and backgrounded during communicative
events. The macro modes of analysis include the interplay between cultural
projections and societal currents. Cultural projections can be found in the
artifacts and responses of perceived audience/reader opinion. These
projections can, for example, include discourses around prostitution,
academia, and parenthood. Societal currents, in CASE STUDY II, are
represented in the discourses negotiated between the blogger and news
items by the mass media.
2.3.1.2 Nexus analysis
In nexus analysis, as described by Scollon and Scollon (2004), individuals
draw on available discourse systems to which they are, or have been,
socialized. This socialization occurs in three cycles of discourse: engaging the
nexus of practice, navigating the nexus of practice and ultimately changing
the nexus of practice. In order to understand a nexus analysis, Scollon and
Scollon maintain that
we need to expand the circumference of our analysis in time and space from the
current situation by looking at the discourses which anticipate the future and to
extend geographically beyond the site of current engagement, at the historical bodies
of the social actors with their past experiences and future aspirations
(Scollon and Scollon, 2004: 15).

These cycles of discourse draw on past elements, but also project future
elements that, together, constitute the discourse. In a nexus analysis, the
unit of analysis, the social action, occurs at a site of engagement. When this
site of engagement occurs regularly, it is considered a nexus of practice and
it is at this nexus that cycles of discourse, or the histories and futures of
discourse, can be discerned as they “become submerged into the historical
body as practice through action” (Scollon and Scollon, 2004: 23). In
blogging, however, the order of interaction cannot be observed, as they can
be in a traditional physical world exchange at which the researcher would be
present. Rather the actions of blogging leave artifacts, or traces, of
communication and community through permalinked posts, comments, and
reference (Efimova, Hendrick & Anjewierden, 2005). It is at the interaction
located on the original post and its accompanying comments which
constitutes a nexus of practice in blogging. It is from this nexus that cycles of
discourses, informed by the historical bodies, discourse elements and
discourses in place, are mapped.
Nexus analysis is used in CASE STUDY III, where I focus on two parts — the
historical bodies of the discourses informing academic blogging and the
cycles of discourse as captured in seven blogging interactions.
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2.4 General Methodology
Two main methodological frameworks have been employed: social network
analysis in combination with ethnographic methods in order to find the
community, and mediated discourse analysis in order to examine blogging as
a social action. Below I outline the general methodological choices used in
the three case studies, as well as the ethical considerations made during data
collection and analysis, including my role as a participant observer.
In the CASE STUDIES I and III snowball sampling, a method of social
network analysis (Kumar, Novak, Raghavan, & Tomkins 2003; Anjewierden,
& Efimova, 2006; McGlohon, Leskovec, Faloutsos, Hurst, & Glance, 2007) is
used in conjunction with an exploration of virtual settlement through
blogging artifacts (Jones, 1997). CASE STUDIES II and III focus on discourses
as negotiated within two different communities; pseudonymous bloggers,
and academic bloggers. Here MDA is used in order to explore the discourse
between the blogger and his or her community, which negotiated over time,
embody the space of the weblog. Table 2 summarizes the methods employed
in the three case studies.
2.4.1 Social network analysis (SNA) in the dissertation
Social Network Analysis is used in CASE STUDY I and III in order to gain a
better understanding of how and why weblogs group in specific ways. CASE
STUDY I began with traditional snowball sampling being used to find a
particular community of knowledge management bloggers. Sampling started
from the blog, http://blog.mathemagenic.com/. Seven months of archives
were gathered into one file and mined for links. The file was then cleaned of
all news and non-blog links. Moreover, only blogs that were referred to more
than three times were included in order to omit blogs that were pointers to
information. After repeating the process for three degrees from the first blog,
a matrix of 418 links were compiled and visualized using the programs
UCINET and Pajek (Batagel & Mrvar, 2003).

Table 2. Methods employed in the three Case Studies
CASE STUDY I
Social Network
Analysis (SNA)
Mediated
Discourse
Analysis (MDA

CASE STUDY II

X

CASE STUDY III
X

X

X
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Figure 1. Knowledge Management (KM) Weblog Core and Periphery as
measured between March and September, 2004 (with comment anomaly).
Through the comment anomaly, the flower shape at top of Figure 1, it
became clear that mapping a network by reciprocal linking alone does not
give an accurate picture of the workings of the community. This realization
came from CASE STUDY I when the comment anomaly was mistakenly
identified as a link log, a blog which links heavily outwards. Upon closer
analysis the blog proved to be a text heavy blog with few links. The comment
anomaly was captured when this blog’s comments were included in the
dataset. Without looking into the type of blog captured, visualization alone
would have given the wrong picture of this blog community. By mapping
linking patterns, it is possible to identify traces of community – more
specifically traces of conversation – but then other methods must be used to
verify the existence of community within the network.
Social network analysis is also used in CASE STUDY III. The academic
community of bloggers was snowball sampled beginning from a known blog
in the community, http://culturecat.net and sampled three degrees out. In
this community, one month of posts were collected and a ruby script was
used to mine out all links. Links were then manually cleared of all non-blogs.
The list generated a community of 1,843 academic bloggers who were
connected by 2,758 links. A subset from the core and the periphery were
chosen for further, qualitative analysis. SNA was used in this case study to
delineate the fuzzy boundaries of the core and periphery of this community
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in order to later be able to suggest potential conclusions based on the
qualitative analysis on the two types of groups.
2.4.2 Methods of mediated discourse analysis methods (MDA) in
the dissertation
Mediated discourse analysis was used in CASE STUDIES II and III, although
each case study uses a different focus of MDA. CASE STUDY II uses Norris’
(2004) multimodal framework to deconstruct blogger’s choices to blog under
a pseudonym rather than a name associated with a physical identity. CASE
STUDY III uses Scollon and Scollon’s (2005) cycles of discourse and historical
bodies in order to focus on the ongoing negotiation between the cycles of
discourse which gives rise to a tension between the expectations of
traditional institutionalized knowledge production and blogging as an
alternative mode of academic production.
In CASE STUDY II, the social identity pseudonymous blogger is
deconstructed through the mapping of identity elements of two popular
bloggers, and compared to the mapping of identity elements of these
bloggers by the mass media. Norris’ (2004) multimodal framework was used
to identify and discuss how social identity is negotiated against cultural
projections and societal currents (as performed through the affordances and
constraints of the weblog tool). Two well-known bloggers who blogged under
a pseudonym were chosen for analysis. Both bloggers were popular within
their respective communities, appeared as the subjects of debate in the mass
media due to their choice of blogging pseudonymously, and were able to blog
incognito for several years before they chose to reveal their identities
themselves. In both blogs, the first month’s posts were selected for closer
analysis as it was here that both bloggers provided explanations for choosing
to blog pseudonymously. From a close reading of the first month’s posts,
actions were evaluated against the cultural and societal currents. Cultural
projections were garnered from a comparison of discourses informing
blogging; the blogging diarist and the blogging journalist. Societal currents
were gathered from examination of news articles presenting both bloggers,
as well as from the responses of the bloggers to these news items. The news
items chosen were concerned with the process of finding out the physical
world’s social identity counterpart to the online pseudonymous social
identity.
CASE STUDY III began with social network analysis to identify the academic
community, and to identify which actors belonged to the core and which to
the periphery. Scollon and Scollon’s (2005) concepts historical body and
cycles of discourse, were then applied in order to determine how academic
bloggers were using their blogs, especially in relation to cultural projections
informed by differing advice to blog or not to blog as an academic.
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From the academic community of 1,843 blogs, 20 were chosen for closer
analysis; 10 from the core and 10 from the periphery. These blogs were
chosen by printing out an alphabetical list of all 1,843 blogs and choosing
one blog from each printed page through stratified random sampling, that is
choosing a blog at random from each subset, the subset being one printed
page of blog links, matching that blog in the visualization by doing a search
in the visualization program, until 10 blogs from each section of the
community were obtained. Some randomly selected blogs were discarded as
the core reached 10 before the periphery.
From these blogs, archived posts were manually collected from the month
of September 2008 - the same month for which the social network analysis
was performed. All posts and corresponding comments from the month of
collection were read, and from these posts, seven points of interaction were
identified in seven out of the twenty blogs. These seven points of interaction
were posts in the blog where a discussion occurred between the blogger in
the main posting area and at least two guest commenters. The remaining 13
blogs of the original 20 did not contain interactions, and were thus excluded
from further analysis. If more than one point of interaction occurred on the
same blog during the month of collection, the point which was most typical,
that is contained similar content as other posts of the same month for that
blogger, was chosen. Cycles of discourse were then identified in these points
of interaction through close readings. The historical body, in this case study,
is represented by a thorough background reading of research on academic
blogging, and discourses resulting from this reading were later compared to
the cycles of discourse from the seven interactions.

2.5 Privacy and Overt Participation Observation
When using information that is freely available on the Internet, certain
ethical considerations must be made. Although information may seem
available and public, members of Internet communities may have
expectations of privacy of which the researcher, if not a member of the
community, may be unaware. Ess (2009) cites a new need for considering
how we look at the ethics of privacy when he stated, “the capacity of digital
information to move quickly from one place to another raises especially
serious ethical issues surrounding privacy” (p. 14) and that when examining
general guidelines for ethical research, “increased vulnerability requires
increased responsibility” (sic. p. 12). Further, Pace and Livingston (2005)
state that “In an online environment one’s level of technological
sophistication could play a major role in determining perceptions of privacy
[...] Computer-Savvy researchers cannot assume that their own perceptions
of privacy or lack of it are shared by research participants” (pp. 35-36).
The New Media Journal of Sociology and Society’s (www.sociology.org)
recommendations on participant observation state that overt participant
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observation avoids many tricky ethical questions as it allows for open
ethnography to take place within the group, who is thus aware of the
researcher, and his or her role and purpose. CASE STUDIES I and II employed
overt participatory observation between 2004 and 2008. The guidelines for
using digitally published material, as outlined by The Association of Internet
Researchers and by Pace and Livingston (2005), have also been employed.
I began blogging in the October of 2003 while finishing a master’s thesis
entitled The Function of Language to Facilitate and Maintain Social
Networks in Research Weblogs. I quickly embedded myself in a budding
group of bloggers who ranged from computer scientists, to teachers, to
knowledge management workers, to graduate students with my own blog,
http://www.sumofmyparts.org/blog. What we had in common was our
practice. We were meta-bloggers. That is, we were interested in, and blogged
about, the culture of blogging. We read each other’s blogs, commented, and
often met at both national and international conferences about blogging. As
can be seen in CASE STUDY I, participant observation became an important
part of the analysis when a comment anomaly was analyzed in two different
ways by two researchers. As the first author was an in-group participant and
I was an out-group participant, the difference in the analyses gives credence
to the idea that the weblog is a tool and that different communities which use
the weblog as a means of communicating do indeed have their own
communicative norms. Although both authors in CASE STUDY I were longterm bloggers, i.e., meta-participants, the norms of the specific community
played an important role in the final analysis. Participant observation was
also a consideration in CASE STUDY III as I am a member of the academic
blogging community. However, at the time of analysis I had not blogged in
that community for over a year. The ethical considerations made during data
collection and analysis include, for example: to not include personal
information unless the informant gave permission; and in CASE STUDY II,
although the researcher knew the identity of the pseudonymous bloggers, it
was decided to not reveal either identity even though both can readily be
found online. Two participants asked for copies of my analysis, both were
sent and neither objected nor commented upon the analysis.
The guidelines of the Association of Internet Researchers (2002) and the
criteria set by Pace and Livingston (2005) both address ethical issues of
perceived privacy and public data for researchers to consider when
conducting ethnographic research online. Pace and Livingston (p. 38) state
that data can be quoted or used without consent if the following criteria are
met:
1. The material is publicly archived and readily available.
2. No password is required to access the material.
3. The material is not sensitive in nature.
4. No state site policy prohibits the use of material.
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All blogs in this dissertation meet the above criteria. No blog identities
(links) that were studied using social network analysis were made public.
With the exception of CASE STUDY II, blogs that were chosen for close
analysis are cited using their URL’s and no effort has been made to make
these blogs anonymous. This decision was based on the facts that these
weblogs are freely available online, there is no perception of anonymity held
by these authors, and the subject matter discussed does not appear to be
sensitive. Moreover, as CASE STUDY II uses discourse analysis and close
readings have been conducted on the artifacts of communication, that is, the
exact language used in the blogs, a simple search would point to the blogs
used. Had the above criteria not been met, steps would have been taken to
make the blogs used anonymous. The exception made for CASE STUDY II is
that the name of the bloggers were not revealed as both bloggers choose to
use a pseudonym.

2.6 Summary
This chapter has suggested that the three research strands (1) the blog as an
artifact, (2) the material affordances of the blog, and (3) the social
constructions of weblog community are not sufficient for researching the
makeup and maintenance of weblog community alone; rather, a blended
approach to weblog research is needed.
This document is the culmination of four years study into the culture and
practice of blogging. In these four years, the practice of blogging has
undergone a drastic change – moving out of the technology enthusiast’s tool
chest and into popular culture. This has involved the legitimization of an
official definition, the negotiation and blending with similar practices such
as journalism and journal-keeping, and finally a move into mainstream
usage. These changes are explored in more depth in the coming chapters.
Due to the fledgling-like state of blogging culture, this dissertation can be
seen as a historical document that captures parts of an early period of
blogging culture.
In the following three chapters, the three case studies are presented, and
three separate weblog communities are explored using a combination of
Social Network Analysis and Mediated Discourse Analysis. Chapter 3, In
Search for a virtual settlement: An exploration of weblog community
boundaries (CASE STUDY I), weblogs are initially mined for community, and it
is in this case study that it becomes clear that an added ethnographic
approach to weblog community research is necessary. Six artifacts from
which to begin are indicated, however, in the subsequent case studies, it will
be claimed that mediated discourse analysis is necessary to tease out the
artifacts specific to each community as these artifacts are socially
constructed and valued differently by different weblog communities. In
Chapter 4, Social identity in action: A mediated discourse analysis of
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pseudonymous blogging (CASE STUDY II), two famous pseudonymous
bloggers are examined using nexus analysis in order to establish how social
identity is formed against the communicative norms established by the
community. The final case study, CASE STUDY III, To blog or not to blog: A
nexus analysis of the discourse of academic blogging, presented in Chapter
5, blends link mining the community with nexus and mediated discourse
analysis in order to contrast how traditional, institutionalized expectations of
knowledge production change when mediated through a new mode of
production such as blogging. I argue that these changes can illuminate
communicative norms forming in the weblog community, and that these
norms differ between different communities. This dissertation ends with a
suggested model for future research on blogs and similar distributed
networks of online communities.
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Chapter 3: CASE STUDY I
In search for a virtual settlement: An
exploration of weblog community
boundaries2
Weblogs (also called blogs) are not easy to define in one sentence. Most
authors agree that a weblog is “a frequently updated website consisting of
dated entries arranged in reverse chronological order” (Walker, 2003), but
then go on to discuss specific characteristics that make weblogs different
from other forms of webpublishing (e.g. Winer, 2003). The difficulty of
defining weblogs has something to do with the fact that their authors have
different goals, uses, or writing styles with only one thing in common:
format. Weblogs are often perceived as low-threshold tools to publish online, empowering individual expression in public. They are seen as a form of
individualistic expression, providing "personal protected space" where a
weblog author can communicate with others while retaining control
(Gumbrecht, 2004).
However, what makes weblogs different is not the publication of content
per se, but the personalities behind them. Weblogs are increasingly
becoming the on-line identities of their authors. Most weblogs are not
formal, faceless, corporate sites or news sources: they are authored by
individuals (known as webloggers or bloggers), and perceived as ‘unedited
personal voices’ (Winer, 2003).
Often a weblog is written as a narration of its author's thoughts and
feelings (Walker, 2003; Herring, Scheidt, Bonus, & Wright, 2004), allowing
personality and values to emerge from the words. Even weblogs that are little
more than collections of links and short commentaries say something about
their authors. The selected content a weblog author finds interesting enough
to link to and to comment on functions as a public record of personal interest
and engagement.
There is an ongoing debate in the weblog research community over how
interactive an average weblog actually is (e.g. Herring et al., 2005). For
example, a randomly selected weblog shows limited interactivity and seldom
links to other weblogs (Herring et al., 2004). Nevertheless, there are
indications of the development of weblog conversational practices

2 This case study is published as Efimova, L., and Hendrick, S. (2005, June). In search for a virtual
settlement: An exploration of weblog community boundaries. Paper presented at the Second International
Conference on Communities and Technologies 05, Milan, Italy. Available
at https://doc.telin.nl/dsweb/Get/Document-46041/
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(e.g. Efimova & de Moor, 2005) and community-forming effects of blogging
(e.g. Merelo-Geurvos, Prieto, Rateb, & Tricas, 2004).
Moreover, there is a growing evidence of social structures evolving around
weblogs. This evidence ranges from voices of bloggers themselves speaking
about social effects of blogging (e.g. Mehta, 2004), to studies on specific
weblog communities with distinct cultures (e.g. knitting community in Wei,
2004, or Goth community in Hodkinson, 2004), to mathematical analysis of
links between weblogs indicating that community formation in the
blogosphere is not a random process, but an indication of shared interests
binding bloggers together (Kumar, Novak, Raghaven, & Tomkins, 2003)
In comparison with many other types of online communities (e.g. those
forming around forums or chats rooms), weblog communities emerge from
connections between weblogs and their authors, and not around a single
shared space. From one side emergence of weblog communities is
paradoxical: in that the existence of highly personal spaces guarded by
individuals results in emergence of social structures. From the other side it
does not seem strange as human beings are quite used to living in cities
where private houses and public areas merge into a whole, providing spaces
for both individuals and communities.
The metaphor of the city becomes especially appropriate to weblogs
analysis with the application of the distinction between virtual settlement
and virtual community as proposed by Jones (1997). Jones argues against
equating virtual communities with the cyber-places (e.g. IRC channel or
web-based forum) they inhabit. He compares virtual community research to
archaeology and suggests studying a community through artefacts of its
virtual settlement.
According to Jones, a study of virtual community should start from
defining and characterising its virtual settlement. He proposes a set of
conditions that a cyber-space and its associated group computer-mediated
communication (CMC) must display in order to be considered a virtual
settlement. These conditions, however, do not indicate clearly how to define
the settlement’s boundaries (Liu, 1999). This may not be a problem for
studies on online communities forming around a shared space or group
communication technology, but it definitely is a challenge for the research on
communities supported by weblogs.
An individual weblog is not likely to represent a community3, while
shared social spaces seem to emerge between weblogs, like in a city where
life between buildings accounts for many social activities of its inhabitants
(Gehl, 2001). As in cities, blogger communal spaces are not evenly

3 Although communities emerging around popular weblogs (e.g. Blanchard, 2004, are an interesting target
for a research.
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distributed: some neighborhoods are full of social activities and
conversations, while others look like a random collocation of houses where
inhabitants have nothing in common. Blogger communal spaces may have
visible boundaries (e.g. NetRing for Knitting Blogger community, Wei,
2004), but more often indicators of a community are subtle and is difficult
for a non-member to distinguish. Just as a local garden is not likely to have a
sign indicating that there is a chess-player community that inhabits it every
Sunday, blog communities do not delineate obvious community boundaries.
It is here that the researcher faces very specific problems: where to start
looking for a weblog community and which indicators to look for.
The purpose of this paper is to get an insight into methods of finding ”life
between buildings”: virtual settlements where weblog communities may
reside. We address research challenges of locating a community when there
is no single shared space to start an analysis from, suggest an iterative
approach that includes refinement of research methods based on
assumptions about community norms, practices and artefacts, and propose
which artefacts could serve as indicators of a community presence. Then a
pilot study is presented, where social network analysis are used to identify a
network of knowledge management bloggers based on analysis of links
between 50 weblogs generated via snowballing sample. We close the paper
by conclusions and discussion of further research.

3.1 Finding life between buildings: Research challenges
In this section we would like to use Jones’ archaeology metaphor (Jones,
1997) and to compare locating a virtual settlement where a weblog
community resides with archaeological excavation. One has to know where
to start digging and what to look for. Then, once artifacts are found, there is
a need to interpret their meaning in order to decide more promising
directions for extended excavation. One must also know when to stop the
exploration.
Thinking about discovering and delineating a weblog community in terms
of archaeological excavation we have identified three sets of problems:
 uneven structure of the blogosphere that creates a situation where
it is not always clear where to start “excavation”;
 “teasing” data (a variety of artefacts is available, but most of them
are difficult to get) that complicates decision-making on data
collection methods;
 artefacts may be culture-specific, so one must be careful with his
or her interpretations.
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3.2 Knowing where to start: uneven structure of the
blogosphere
The chance of discovering a weblog community depends on a subset of
weblogs selected for an analysis, given that weblog social structures can vary
between free-floating weblogs, “A-list” weblogs with many incoming
connections, or dense clusters of reciprocally linked weblog clusters (Herring
et al., 2005). It may also depend on time interval selected for the analysis.
For example, the analysis of linking patterns between 25K weblogs over time
(Kumar et al., 2003) not only found growth of local-scale community
structures, but also bursty periods of linking within those communities.
Uneven structure of the blogosphere and different sampling methods may
explain differences between studies that found limited interactivity of
weblogs and limited linking between them (e.g. Herring et al., 2004; Nardi,
Schiano, & Gumbrecht, 2004), and those that indicate close community ties
and complex weblog conversations (e.g. Efimova & de Moor, 2005; Nilsson,
2003), as well as differences in representation of gender and age of weblog
authors in mainstream press and those characteristics for a random weblog
(Herring, Kouper, Scheidt, & Wright, 2004).
Because a randomly selected weblog is not likely to be well connected with
other weblogs (Herring et al., 2004) and data collection is resource intensive
(see below), researchers looking for weblog communities may need to look
for clues that indicate likelihood of the existence of community structures
before making decisions on sampling and data collection methods.

3.3 Data collection methods: "teasing" data
The public nature of weblogs makes them an easy target for a researcher,
providing a record of personal interest and engagement in the posts, as well
as links that indicate influences and relations with other bloggers. Most
weblogs have a simple and well-defined structure (e.g. the weblog post
usually has a title, a permalink and a date/time stamp), generate web-feeds
(RSS or Atom) representing weblog content in machine-readable format
(XML or RDF), or notify centralised weblog tracking tools (e.g. weblogs.com)
about updates. The relatively simple structure of weblogs and widespread
adoption of standards (RSS, XML-RPC, Blogger API) by weblog tool
providers enable a variety of tools and services that allow tracking and
analysing weblogs. For example, one can visualise a weblog neighbourhood
(related weblogs) at Blogstreet (blogstreet.com), check weblog popularity
ranking at Technorati (technorati.com), track ideas contagiously spreading
in a weblog community at Blogdex (blogdex.com) or read a selected subset of
weblogs online at Bloglines (bloglines.com).
Publicly available weblog data and a large number of tools to analyse it
raise expectations about availability of this data for research purposes,
although the practice of weblog research is dramatically different (e.g.
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Anjewierden, Brussee, & Efimova, 2004; Herring et al., 2005, for explicit
indications of challenges of obtaining weblog data). Most weblog tracking
and analysis tools index only a subset of weblogs (e.g. those that registered
with the system); include partial weblog data usually representing fresh
updates (e.g. links from homepages or content from last 45 days); or index
only data in machine-readable formats (e.g. RSS/Atom feeds that are not
always present or include excerpts of weblog posts instead of full-text).
Developing data collection tools for a specific study meets a variety of
challenges as well. These include distinguishing a weblog from other types of
web-sites and taking into account differences between structure and layout
of weblogs due to use of specific functionalities of different weblog platforms,
user- modified templates or different practices of using weblog tools. As a
result, many weblog researchers have to limit themselves to working with
convenient samples (e.g. restricting data collection to a specific weblog
platform as in Merelo- Geurvos et al., 2004) or rely on manual work that
limits the number of weblogs and weblog characteristics to be included in the
analysis. Choices made for data collection in those cases can heavily
influence the results of the analysis.

3.4 Clues to define direction: culture-specific artefacts
Weblogging tools are flexible to allow for a variety of uses ("Weblogs simply
provide the framework, as haiku imposes order of words", Hourihan, 2002).
Like a pen could be used to write a diary, a novel, a letter to a friend, or just a
shopping list pinned to a fridge door, weblogging tools can be used to
publish a personal diary, to collect and share links, to facilitate a course, as
an unfolding novel, a record of an experiment, a recipe book... Each of those
uses could require a particular use of weblog functionalities and a particular
format in a weblog. In addition, weblog format and features are influenced
by weblog tool functionalities available for a blogger, personal preferences
and technology skills, as well as norms and practices in social surroundings
of a blogger.
Even reading other weblogs often results in observing and "stealing"
practices of others (Efimova, Fiedler, Verwijs, & Boyd, 2004), for example,
use of specific plug-ins or particular style of quoting others. Being a member
of more defined weblog community may mean complying with a community
norms (e.g. being a member of Knitting Bloggers NetRing requires certain
frequency of posting and focus on knitting, Wei, 2004).
As a result, certain characteristics of a weblog (e.g. language, use of links,
weblog structure) can vary significantly between blogging subcultures. For
example, blogrolls (sidebar links to weblogs one reads) could be used to
identify relation between weblog authors (e.g. Herring et al., 2005). While
this approach can yield valuable results, it is not always applicable for
discovering potentially existing communities. Some bloggers do not use
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blogrolls, not because they do not have connections with others, but because
they have adopted news aggregators and read other weblogs via their webfeeds (RSS or Atom), as the following quote illustrates 4:
Seems to me that blogrolls made sense in a time before RSS aggregators. If you use
other blogs and sites as triggers for your own writing, then a blogroll serves as a
useful way to organize your surfing. When you shift to an aggregator driven
strategy, your subscriptions file becomes the equivalent of your blogroll. Of course,
your subscriptions file is invisible while your blogroll was public.

Differences between blogging practices and technologies used for blogging
suggest that researchers need to understand specific blogging communities
they study before interpreting data (Lawley, 2004).

3.5 Virtual settlements, practices and artefacts
Jones (1997) suggests studying a community through artefacts of its virtual
settlement and proposes a set of conditions to delineate it: (1) a minimum
level of interactivity; (2) a variety of communicators; (3) a virtual commonpublic-space where a significant portion of community interactions occur;
(4) minimum level of sustained stable membership. Those conditions
presuppose that there is a cyber-space with some kind of group interactions
that is studied to identify if there is a community there. Figure 2 provides a
simplified image of the process.
In case of weblog communities it is usually difficult to find a single shared
space as a point of departure, so we suggest an alternative approach (Figure
3). One can start from weak clues indicating likelihood of a community
presence and assumptions about norms and practices in it. These would
indicate where to start data collection, which weblogs to include in the
analysis, what artefacts to look for and how to interpret them in order to
define boundaries of the community virtual settlement. While the virtual
settlement is being uncovered, researchers could encounter new types of
artefacts, develop a better understanding of community norms and practices,
and adjust methods for data collection and interpretation.

Figure 2. Studying virtual communities

4 http://www.mcgeesmusings.net/2003/10/04.html#a3711
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Figure 3. Studying weblog communities
In the following section we identify a set of artefacts that can be used as
indicators when defining boundaries of a weblog community.

3.6 Signs of life between buildings
Although a weblog is a personal writing space, its public nature suggests a
need to communicate (Mortensen, 2004) and creates conditions for contact
with others by making a blogger present. From this perspective blogging is
similar to life between buildings in a real city:
Life between buildings offers an opportunity to be with others in a relaxed and
undemanding way. One can take occasional walks, perhaps make a detour along a
main street on the way home or pause at an inviting bench near a front door to be
among people for a short while. One can take a long bus ride every day, as many
retired people have been found to do in large cities. Or one can do daily shopping,
even though it practical to do it once a week. Even looking out of the window now
and then, if one is fortunate enough to have something to look at, can be rewarding.
Being among others, seeing and hearing others, receiving impulses from others,
imply positive experiences, alternatives to being alone. One is not necessarily with a
specific person, but one is, nevertheless, with others.
As opposed to being a passive observer of other people's experiences on television or
video or film, in public spaces the individual himself is present, participating in a
modest way, but most definitely participating
(Gehl, 2001).

In real life, such low-intensity contact is a starting point for growth of higher
intensity interactions or a way of maintaining already established relations
(Gehl, 2001). In online communities it is known as lurking and rarely
considered important, although it is a form of legitimate peripheral
participation (Lave & Wenger, 1991), a way of becoming a community
member through learning about others and the community (Nonnecke &
Preece, 2003).
Defining a virtual settlement in a case of shared cyber-space with group
interactions does not have to rely on analysing lurking:
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A group of "lurkers" who do not communicate can not be called a community. For a
group of individuals to qualify as a community, these individuals have to
communicate and interact. A lurker may be considered as part of a virtual
community only if the community exists, and the existence of a virtual community is
not defined by the presence of lurkers, but by those who do communicate and
interact.
(Liu, 1999, discussing methods of studying IRC community).

This is not the case of a weblog community, as it is not known in advance
what is the “core” interacting group and where are the lurkers. In this case
looking for indicators of low-intensity forms of contact (e.g. patterns in
weblog reading) may help to locate strong membership and active
interactions as finding a crowd of spectators on the street is likely to indicate
a social event.
Based on the reflection on existing research on weblogs and our personal
experiences of blogging we suggest that the following artefacts can be used as
indicators of a weblog community existence.
Meme paths. Ways ideas or references to interesting sources "travel"
around weblogs are influences by social structures behind them – relations
between Experts, Link Mavens and Connectors (Hiler, 2002). Mapping those
paths (e.g. as in Adar, Zhang, Adamic, & Lukose, 2004; Halavais, 2004b)
and especially patterns over multiple meme paths can indicate well
connected or influential weblogs as a starting point for an analysis.
Weblog reading patterns. Regular reading of a weblog is a way to start
establishing a relation or maintain an existing one (Efimova, 2004), so
analysing weblog reading lists (e.g. in a form of blogrolls, RSS subscriptions,
shared Bloglines accounts) and especially relations between reading lists for
a group of people (e.g. as in Dennis & Jarret, 2005) can indicate presence of
a communal ties.
Linking patterns. In many cases, links are not just pointers to
additional information, but also "currency of the web" (Walker, 2003) that
helps to improve visibility of a page being linked to or, especially in a context
of weblogs, signs of value and personal recommendation (see Mortensen &
Walker, 2002, for the analogy between linking in weblogs and references in
scholarly publications).
Links provide an easy way to identify connections between weblogs and
used in many studies (e.g. Merelo-Geurvos et al., 2004; Herring et al., 2005),
although one should be careful with assigning a particular meaning to a link.
For example, linking to someone's weblog in a blogroll does not necessary
mean that links in weblog text would refer to it as well (Marlow, 2004) and
even links in the text can have a variety of uses that do not necessary indicate
relations between bloggers (Efimova & de Moor, 2005, Halavais, 2004a).
Weblog conversations. A weblog conversation emerges when a weblog
post triggers feedback from others, either using comments to the original
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post or replies in other weblogs linking to it. Although weblog conversations
are difficult to locate intentionally (Efimova & de Moor, 2005) discovering
one could be a strong indicator of a shared context and system of relations
that enables it (Herring et al., 2005).
Indicators of events. Mentions of face-to-face meetings or participation
in online events can indicate existing relations between bloggers. Next to it,
participation in events, especially in face-to-face meetings can help
establishing new connections, strengthen existing relations and support
development of a community sense.
“Tribe” marks, group spaces and blogger directories. Weblogs
may display indicators of a belonging to a particular community, usually in a
form of linking to some kind of blogger directory (e.g. webring of bloggers on
a topic as in Wei, 2004). Connection could be also maintained via adding a
weblog or some weblog posts to a channel dynamically aggregating weblog
content on a specific topic (Paquet & Pearson, 2004). However, topic
channels and blogger directories can be maintained without bloggers
participation as well driven by an interest of a third party to keep a list of
interesting weblogs or aggregate their content.

3.7 Pilot study
In order to try out the suggested approach a pilot study was performed. The
purpose of the study was to map a community of knowledge management
bloggers where the first author belongs. As lack for appropriate tools for
extensive data collection was quickly discovered the study was limited to an
examining links between 50 weblogs over 7 months period using social
network analysis method. An assumption was made that reciprocal linking
indicates a relation between actors (bloggers). This relationship makes the
actor part of a network, a network that would indicate participation in a
community. This network would need to be analysed further for the
community structures outlined by Jones (1997) before one could determine
if the network is, in fact, a community as well.
For the pilot study a choice was made to base the analysis on links in
weblog text. Although analysing blogrolls and RSS subscriptions is a good
way to map the network as they used by bloggers to self identify members of
their network, they were not included into the analysis. Blogrolls were
excluded as many members of this community rely on RSS readers for
reading other weblogs and do not have blogrolls or do not update them
regularly. RSS subscriptions are difficult to obtain if they are not shared
publicly and have to be collected by asking bloggers directly, so the decision
was made to use RSS subscription analysis at a later stage once the core
members of the network are identified.
In addition, analysis of links in weblog text lessens the chance that a
weblog author will identify him or herself in a network that they do not
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communicate and/or participate in. Bloggers are often surprised upon
rereading their archives that the topics they would associate with their
weblog are not necessarily the topics that they link to and about. Rebecca
Blood underscores weblogging self awareness in The Weblog Handbook:
After producing Rebecca’s Pocket for several months I noticed how frequently I
linked to articles on archaeology and scientific discoveries. I chose them because they
seemed worth sharing, and in fact they were just the sort of stories I was apt to read
aloud to friends when sharing a Sunday New York Times over a latte. But reading
aloud is even more ephemeral then writing a weblog, and if you had asked me, I
would have told you my major interests lay in the arts and humanities, and that I
was only marginally interested in science of any king. Indeed, I had completely
forgotten that, for a short while as a child, I had dreamed of becoming an
archaeologist. Reading the record of things I deemed worth sharing reminded me of
a self that I had overlooked.
(Blood, 2002: 30)

3.8 Method
A snowball sample was created from the starting point of Lilia Efimova’s
blog (blog.mathemagenic.com). Seven months of archives were gathered into
one file, and then mined for links. Weblogs referred to more than three times
during a seven month archived period were used to generate the point of
departure for analysis. This choice was made in order to limit the number of
weblogs for further data collection as it was likely to exclude pointers to
interesting weblog posts outside of the author's community.
49 links were gathered from the first stage. For each link, the same seven
months of archives that were taken from Lilia’s blog were manually collected
and placed into a separate text file. Each text file was then run through the
Ruby script URLScanner, which generated a list of URL’s for each file. These
links were compiled into master list and cleaned for repetition and nonblogs. For the purpose of this study, a URL is considered a weblog if it
contains separate posts, each with enabled comments and post-specific
permalinks. The resulting master list included 418 links listed in a matrix.
This matrix was compiled in UCINET and exported to Pajek. The network of
this data is visualised in Figure 4.

3.9 Results
The visualization of the data yielded many interesting patterns. The centre
node in the core cluster represents Lilia’s blog, which is where data collection
began. The tight cluster of weblogs surrounding her represent those who
have the closest ties through instances of reciprocal linking. After identifying
the weblogs in the centre cluster, it became clear that these blogs belonged to
authors focusing on the topic of knowledge management. When comparing
the self-identified network with the network created from analyzing
reciprocal linking, over half of those identifying themselves as knowledge
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Figure 4. Knowledge Management (KM) Weblog Core and
Periphery as measured between March and September, 2004.
management workers and researchers were core members of the reciprocal
linking network.
Another interesting pattern found in data above concerns the boundaries
of weblog networks. There are many instances of mini-clusters on the
periphery of the core cluster of weblogs, which have a group of weblogs
shooting outwards, not linking back to the core. There are two reasons for
these ‘non-core linking’ clusters. The first represents a portal to different
networks, which are of interest to a minority of the members of the core.
These blogs often represent networks built around topics other than those
which concern the core collective. For example, the bottom most minicluster (see Figure 6) begins from the blog Chocolate and Zucchini
(chocolateandzucchini.com). This cooking blog does not link to core
knowledge management blogs, yet is linked to by several of them. The blogs
linked to by Chocolate and Zucchini are all cooking blogs, none of whom link
to the KM core.
The second type of mini-clusters are those which represent a meme or
topic of current interest. For example, during this seven-month period
Blogtalk, a conference for and about weblogs, was held. Many of the miniclusters present in Figure 4 are links to bloggers who presented a paper at
this conference. These weblogs held topics of interest to those in KM at a
particular moment in time. The weblogs from which these topics originate
are often topically similar to the core network, but not so similar that they
are core members. One of the presenters from the later example is Lisbeth
Klastrup (www.klastrup.dk). Klastrup maintains a research blog about
persistent online worlds, games, and interactive stories. While these areas
are not KM areas, the two do share common interests. These interests are
often magnified during events like conferences, or when a shared interest or
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Figure 5. Core cluster of the KM network

Figure 6. Mini-cluster from the KM network
topic is heavily discussed between blogs. If this network was analysed during
another seven-month period, it is very likely that these peripheral miniclusters would represent different weblogs than those present in Figure 6.
These mini-clusters, however, represent more than a shared topic or
interest. They are also an example of the fluidness of the boundaries of
weblog networks. The core of a network is built through the exchange of
ideas and shared aims between like-minded bloggers. Links are exchanged as
social currency for both the recognition of your peers and for
acknowledgement of topic. As topic is not limited to your core network,
theoretically any weblogger can be brought into a link exchange due to a
shared discourse on a certain topic. The boundaries of the network suddenly
become fuzzy. It is these fuzzy boundaries that allow for the core to expand
and contract. Going back to the virtual settlement and architecture
metaphor, suddenly the plot of land next to your house is up for sale. The
new neighbours have a lot of interesting thoughts and ideas, and you find
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Figure 7. Knowledge Management (KM) Weblog Core and
Periphery as measured between March and September, 2004
(with comment anomaly).
yourself going over for coffee more and more often (an exchange of topically
related links).
The fuzzy boundaries of the periphery can allow the network to change. It
is difficult to exchange members in the core of the network, as these
members are related by several attributes: similar belief structures, past
exchanges/relationships and a sense of familiarity. The members of the
periphery only need a similar topic exchange to become a temporary
member of the network. As time progresses, if a periphery member blogs
about core topics and stays in contact with core members through both links
of acknowledgement and participation in weblog conversation, that member
will become a part of the core.
Figure 7 represents an anomaly found in the initial data, which ultimately
provided an interesting comparison. The flower shaped formation at the top
of the figure is what, at the outset, was thought to be a linklog, a weblog
which links heavily to places of interest on the Internet. When going back to
the weblog to check if this was so, it was discovered that the blogger in
question had very long texts, and very few links; the opposite of what a
linklog contains. It turns out that the comments had been captured in the
gathering of archives for this particular blogger. On the average, weblogs in
this network have about 12-30 links to other weblogs during the sevenmonth period. This particular blog contained 147 links. When comments
were removed from the data, however, it only had 18 links to other blogs in
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the main posting area. The great number of unique links (139) removed
when the comments were removed from the data indicates that this weblog
has a high rate of participation in the comment area. The question remains if
this rate of participation is usual in weblogs, and is an interesting topic for
further study.

3.10 Conclusions
This case study began as an attempt to get an insight into methods of finding
“life between buildings”, virtual settlements where weblog communities may
reside. Through this process, several research challenges became necessary
to address. It became clear at an early stage that the linear way of
researching online community would not be sufficient as community
participation in weblog networks is not located in one place, but distributed
both on individual weblogs, as well as in the space between the personal
weblogs. In order to define community structures, a researcher must not
only collect artefacts, but have sufficient prior knowledge in the significance
of reading the artefact.
Through this pilot study, we were able to identify a network structure
with, a large periphery membership and a strong core with fuzzy or fluid
boundaries, which allow for the periphery members to become a core
member by both entrance through topic and through reciprocal linking. This
structure indicates the potential existence of a virtual settlement of a weblog
community; however further analysis is needed to identify if fits the
conditions suggested by (Jones, 1997). In CASE STUDY II, the ethnographic
approach is more in focus. How identity is created and maintained within
and against the weblog community is discussed, and a method of analysis for
further research into the virtual settlement of weblog communities is
suggested.
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Chapter 4: CASE STUDY II
A Mediated Discourse Analysis of
Pseudonymous Blogging5
Blogging is a practice by which an author, or authors, can create an online
representation of self, typically through text-based posts set in reverse
chronological order. According to Herring et al.’s (2004, p. 11) analysis of the
weblog genre, 92% of blog authors were found to provide a name, i.e. a full
name, surname or a pseudonym. Additionally, more than half of weblog
authors provided explicit demographic information such as age, occupation,
and/or geographic location (Herring et al. 2004). Despite the high number
of bloggers that include information about their identity on their blog,
anonymous blogging is an accepted practice. Blogging ‘fictionally’ or through
a fictional character6 without revealing that the blog is fictional, however,
seems to be quite taboo7 (Hendrick 2006). This interdiction can be
attributed to a conceptualisation of weblogs as containing stylistic elements
of both the diary and citizen journalism (Allan 2006; Rosenberg 2009). It is
within the cues of these two competing, yet similar, discourse systems that
the reader decides whether the author has presented him or herself
truthfully. The predominant response within the blogging community to a
weblog that is revealed to be written by someone other than the openly
identified author is often characterised by uproar8 (Geitgey 2002; Walker
Rettberg 2008).
This article will deconstruct the social identity pseudonymous blogger
through the mapping of identity elements in the presentation posts of two
bloggers, and compare these identity elements to a sample of the mass
media’s presentation of the same two bloggers. I begin this chapter by setting
the discourses of diary writing and journalism in historical contexts and
relate these contexts to the practice of blogging. I will then argue that the two
discourses inform the categories cultural projections and societal currents in
Norris’ (2004) multimodal framework. I then use Scollon and Scollon’s

5 This case study was originally published as Hendrick, S.F., 2011. Social identity in action: A mediated
discourse analysis of pseudonymous blogging. In A. Egan Sjölander & J. Gunnarsson Payne. eds., Tracking
Discourses. Politics, identity and social change. (pp. 225—255). Lund: Nordic Academic Press. Reprinted
with permission.
6 For a list of fictional blogs, see the fiction blog webring, http://fictionblogs2.blogspot.com/.

7The taboo-ness of blogging fictionally was expressed in discussions of fictional blogging at the weblog
conference, Blogher, in 2006, as well as in weblog discussions on my own research blog, The Sum of My Parts
in the same year. These discussions resulted in a commenter-generated ‘contest’ to find the identities of the
subjects of this article, who were at the time of blogging, anonymous. The commenters were unsuccessful.
8Examples of weblog backlash against blogging as a fictional character can be found in the Kaycee Nicole case
discussed later in this article, as well as in the discussion of resources dedicated to unmasking the physical
identity of the bloggers in question.
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(2004) nexus analysis and Norris’ (2004) multimodal framework in order to
examine the blogs BitchPhd and Belle de Jour. The aim is to examine the
construction of pseudonymous social identities in action, and how these
constructions dictate, and are dictated by, social practices.

4.1 Identity and blogging
The concept of identity can be understood as the story we tell others about
who we think we are. It is the ‘project of the self’ (Giddens 1991, pp. 53-54),
and often changes to meet the conversational demands of our perceived
audience (Bell 1984). Online diaries and weblogs can provide insight into
how social identity is remediated and translated online and over time
(McIlvenny & Raudaskoski 2005). Daniel Chandler (2004) wrote that
‘personal homepages may not always be of great importance to those who
come across them, but they’re profound, creative opportunities for people to
reflect on themselves and think about how they want to represent themselves
to the world’ (Thurlow, Lengel & Tomic 2004). There are often a limited
amount of cues to a physical-world counterpart in a blog, and it can be
exceedingly difficult to connect physical-world identities with their online
representations. Various weblog communities reward transparency and
identity play differently. For example, in academic and/or professional
blogging communities of practice, your physical-world identity is reinforced
by your reputation. It is often a simple process to identify whether a
professional or academic blogger is who he or she says she is because digital
traces of their identity are also located beyond the boundaries of the blog – a
university/departmental webpage, appearances at conferences, journal
publications, etc. However, in a pseudonymous social identity blog, rather
than your social identity serving as a redeeming part of your reputation, your
reputation is your identity. An example of this can be found in punditry
blogs. Albeit, punditry blogs do not have to be, by default, anonymous or
pseudonymous. The aspect of reputation as identity does remain equally
important though as continued success as an expert on his or her blog often
results in online and physical-world rewards9.
Blogs are more than a representation of their authors, but are
simultaneously a monologue and a dialogue. As such they are both a
reflection of the author’s thoughts and feelings and a channel to report news

9 An early example of a punditry site is the Drudge Report. The Drudge Report is a conservative aggregator of
editorialised links about news, entertainment and politics. The site was created in 1996 by Matt Drudge, who
in his own words ‘barely finished high school’ (Allan 2006). The Drudge report is most famous for having
scooped the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal (Scott 2007). And while Rheingold (2003) considers the Drudge
Report to be a cautionary tale about the idealisation of democratising publishing, Allan (2006, pp. 44)
considers the Drudge Report to be of ‘major significance in the emergence of blogging as a citizen-based form
of journalism. While the journalistic ethics or intentions of the Drudge Report are hotly debated, it is clear
that Matt Drudge’s online activities led to a high-profile online identity.
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and commentary. According to Scott Hall (2006, p. 4, emphasis in original)
in The Blog Ahead: How Citizen-Generated Media is Radically Tilting the
Communications Balance, a blog is a place ‘to inform and to be informed, a
conversation that is, derived from direct information, and an abundance of
straight talk’. This duality leads to interesting assumptions in relation to the
performance of privacy, accountability, and identity in weblogs. As will be
shown in this chapter, elements of diary writing and journalism have
assimilated into a domain of meaning which I argue have social
consequences both online and offline.
4.1.1 The blogging diarist
According to van Dijck’s (2004) exploration of the relationship between
diaries and blogs, diaries have long been associated with the misconception
that they are a private record meant for the author alone. Both the diary and
the journal display traits of the private and the public. Diaries are often
addressed to an unknown or perceived reader (even if the reader exists only
for the author). Moreover, Mallon (2004) posits that the journal was born
from the genre of travelogue and associated with the newspaper, which led to
ideas of a perceived audience and entries that were made on a daily basis.
... no one ever kept a diary just for himself; pointing out the continuity between the
‘journal’ and the ‘diary’, [Mallon] concludes that both are directed towards an
audience and ‘both [are] rooted in the idea of dailiness, but perhaps because of the
journal’s links to the newspaper trade and diary’s to ‘dear’, the latter seems more
intimate than the former’ (Mallon, in van Dijck 2004).

In the article ‘Composing the Self’, van Dijck (2004) goes on to say that the
diary was often perceived as a semi-public record by a community rather
than an individual, and used as a way of expressing and remembering, which
was shared within, but never outside a community.
Diaries have thus historically been produced by both individuals and groups,
regardless of their degree of intimacy or their potential to appear in print. Since its
very inception, the genre has been dialogic rather than monologic, hence obliterating
the line between private and public’ …
(van Dijck 2004)

The travelogues and diaries that Mallon and van Dijck describe above could
describe most blogs today. Blogs are written with a similar duality. They are
simultaneously a conversation with oneself, but also with an unknown or
perceived audience (Efimova et al. 2005). They are at once intensely public
and fiercely private.
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4.1.2 The blogging journalist
Both journalism and diary writing have a long-standing tradition in ‘getting
at the truth’10. Previously, diaries were written as part of religious exercises
in self-discipline or used as a means to highlight and edify a spiritual journey
(Serfaty 2004). These diaries craved truthful writing in order to fulfill their
purpose. Journalism was not nearly the introspective journey for truth, but
rather a search for fact through the inclusion of different sources and
perspectives that were carefully edited and verified (Prillinger 2004).
Weblogs can be seen as a blend of these genres. They are simultaneously a
chance for self-reflection, as well as an opportunity to report in a public
forum. As ‘truthful’ reporting is the basis for both of these genres it therefore
becomes clearer why blogging under a veil of secrecy is often met with anger
or frustration. It goes directly against an unwritten maxim of weblog writing:
‘truthful’ disclosure (Blood 2002). Even if you are writing under a
pseudonym, truthful disclosure is often expected and, in fact, the very reason
why a pseudonym may be needed. Blogs are merely a platform from which
acts of journalism or acts of self-expression may occur. And while they can
be used for journalism, a Pew Internet Research survey conducted in 2006
reported that 65% surveyed stated that they did not consider their blogs to
be a form of journalism (Lenhart & Fox 2006). Rather, blogs can be seen as a
subjective medium which filter information through the bloggers’
experiences. They are the multiple personality of online writing; a reflection
of truth as seen through the lens of the author.
4.1.3 The Kaycee case
There are several cases of blog identity that have been uncovered as
alternative or as a hoax in the mass media. Possibly the first case, and
certainly the first to receive such attention, was a 19-year-old girl who wrote
a detailed weblog in which she bravely described living as a teenager with
leukemia. Her name was Kaycee Nicole Swenson. Kaycee quickly garnered a
large audience who adored her. They wrote to her both through her weblog
and via email. People spoke with her and her family on the telephone, and
when she died, people grieved. They wanted to know where to send cards or
when the funeral was scheduled. When no-one in her audience was able to
find an obituary to scan in and distribute, or a funeral to attend, this scam,
which lasted well over two years, began to unravel. An internet forum 11 was
created to discuss what people actually knew about Kaycee and whether
anyone had ever physically seen her. It was soon discovered that Kaycee was

10 The notion of truth is applied with the full acknowledgement that it is a relative term and always
dependent on particular perspectives.
11 For more information about the Kaycee Nicole Swenson case see the FAQ,
http://rootnode.org/article.php?sid=26.
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actually the fictional creation of a woman named Debbie Swenson, and her
real-life, perfectly healthy, daughter. In order to make their ruse more
convincing, the Swensons used a combination of pictures of a girl at Debbie’s
daughter’s school and the daughter’s voice to give life to their blog character.
4.1.4 The Belle de Jour case
Another case that attracted a great deal of interest by the mass media and
readers in order to ‘correctly identify’ the author was that of Belle de Jour,
the supposed Internet call girl who the Times Online dubbed, ‘a stilettoheeled sex bomb with the erudition of a college professor’ (Woods & Hellen
2004). This weblog had an immense following which ultimately led to a book
deal – one with the stipulation that no one knows Belle’s real identity
(Bradberry & Wagner 2004). This stipulation was picked up in the mass
media and led to a host of reporters and professors attempting to identify the
real ‘Belle’. Several people were believed to be the call-girl, including a
journalist12 for The Register in San Francisco who replied, ‘I’m shocked. To
be accused of being a whore is one thing, but to be accused of being a
weblogger is actionable’ (Vance 2004). Belle’s blog, and the media attention
surrounding it, will be explored further in this chapter.

4.2 Analytical Concepts
4.2.1 Mediated discourse analysis
The construction of identity is not always an explicit process. We create the
stories of our identity through discursive actions. Furthermore, what may be
implicit in one mode of discourse may be made explicit in a different one
(Norris 2004). Every action that we effect contributes to the construction of
our social identity by accepting, denying, aligning with, or against a
discourse. It is through actions that we position artefacts of our identity –
foregrounding or backgrounding these artefacts in order to claim socially
constructed identities. In order to explore pseudonymous social weblog
identities through artefacts or traces left by blogging practices, a model (see
Figure 8) based partially on the frameworks of Ron Scollon and Suzie Wong
Scollon’s nexus analysis13 and Sigrid Norris’ multimodal analysis has been
created. This model traces artefacts of identity that are made explicit through
the actions of blogging by identifying cultural projections. One such
projection is anonymity=deviance, which can be assigned to the medium as
well as various other modes of communication such as a perceived audience

12 Andrew Orlowski, reporter for San Francisco’s The Register.
13 Scollon and Scollon define a nexus as, ‘a link between two different ideas or objects which links them in a
series or network’ (2004, p. iii).
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and the affordances of the blog’s layout. Scollon and Scollon’s and Norris’
frameworks are part of the field of critical discourse analysis called mediated
discourse analysis (MDA). Mediated discourse analysis is not focused on the
discourse in terms of talk and text alone, but rather on the point at which
social practices converge and the role discourse plays in that convergence
(Jones & Norris 2005). The unit of analysis in MDA is the mediated action,
which is the point of ‘tension’ between the meditational means and the social
parameters that give action meaning (Jones & Norris 2005, p. 5). The
communicative actions that are associated with blogs leave artefacts:
whether it is a post, a comment, or a reference to another action. Jones and
Norris (2005, p. 6) describe the relationship between the mediated action
and the tools used to produce them, as a mutually transformative process:
‘not only is the way we take action transformed by the tools we use, but these
tools themselves are transformed by the actions they are appropriated to
perform’.
Social identity is defined here as a ‘construction in relation to others who
may not be present at a given moment’ (Norris 2005, p. 183). It is an
acknowledgement of the role that perception plays in forming facets of our
identity. Social identity can be explored by examining macro and micro
modes of communication that are present in the weblog. The macro modes
of analysis include the interplay between cultural projections and societal
currents. Cultural projections are reflected in the response of bloggers to

Figure 8. Adapted from Sigrid Norris’ (2004) multimodal
framework and Scollon and Scollon’s (2004) nexus analysis
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what they perceive are the opinions of their audience14. These can include
discourses around prostitution, academia, parenthood, etc. Societal currents,
in this study, are reflected in the media’s response to the bloggers. The
elements that make up these modes are then expressed through actions, or
on the micro/blogger level. How these actions are foregrounded or
backgrounded, i.e., the awareness paid to the actions, suggest claims of social
identity.
4.2.2 Nexus Analysis
In nexus analysis, as described by Scollon and Scollon (2004), individuals
draw on available discourse systems to which they are, or have been,
socialized. These systems teach individuals to act in ways that come together
to either implicitly or explicitly construct and re-construct their social
identity (Norris 2007; Scollon & Scollon 2004). This ‘teaching’ occurs in
three cycles of discourse: engaging the nexus of practice, navigating the
nexus of practice and ultimately changing the nexus of practice (Scollon &
Scollon 2004). In this case study, the relevant nexus of practice occurs
between the competing, yet comparable, discourses that are based on a
debate which periodically makes its way around the blogosphere: Is blogging
journalism? Although many bloggers cringe with weariness at the question,
the blogging format (i.e., push-button publishing) creates a cognitive blend
between two related, yet separate spheres: diaries/journals and journalism
(see Figure 9). Catchphrases that are attached to weblog platform brand
names such as ‘push button publishing’ and ‘publishing for the people’ are,
in essence, statements by weblog platforms that the tool they are marketing
straddles the line between self-expression and journalism. Weblog platform
brand names such as MovableType and Wordpress, and the not-uncommon
practice of bloggers receiving press passes to cover an event, stand in
opposition to statistics that say that the majority of blogs are personal
accounts (Herring et al. 2004). This also exemplifies the confusion between a
blog as a journal and a blog as journalism. This blending, however, is not a
new phenomenon, as journals and news accounts share a history in which
they have had much in common, and the domains private/public, and
objectivity are grounded in both genres. Rosenberg (2009, p. 274)
summarizes the debate by saying that ‘writing a blog neither qualified not
disqualified you for the ‘journalist’ label...Blogger and journalist ought to
have served as simple names for straight-forward activities; too often they
were used instead as badges of tribal fealty.’ Allan (2006) also considers

14 Audience perception can be determined by cues such as IP numbers, email address and identifying
information left in the comments, yet the blogger can only make assumptions on the audience based on their
target audience, the outspoken audience, or their perceived audience (Viégas 2005).
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Figure 9. Attributes adapted from Prillinger’s (2004) comparison
of blogging and journalism of Journal/Diary, News/Journalism
and Blog.
blogs to be an important addition to the media landscape in which random
acts of journalism can occur. However, by demarcating the act of journalism,
both Rosenberg and Allan separate the content from the platform – an
important distinction that is often lost in the journalism vs. blogging debate.
As blogs have become an established medium of communication, discussions
that attempt to define or pigeonhole blogging among bloggers and
traditional media sources have brought this mixing of genres to the
forefront. Despite, or possibly due to, the cultural projections discussed
above, blogging incognito is an undesirable practice among mainstream
bloggers. Belle de Jour (in Knight 2009), one of the bloggers examined in
this study, comments on the desire to ‘find out’ in an article where she
reveals her identity after six years of successfully keeping it hidden.
Also, I started writing in 2003; I was one of the first bloggers to be anonymous.
People weren’t used to it. It was relatively easy for us to get our resources together
and keep me anonymous. By the time other anonymous bloggers came along, people
were looking out for them – they were under a lot more scrutiny
(Knight 2009)
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Norris suggests in her article (2007) on the micropolitics of identity, that this
type of behaviour may stem from deeply rooted assumptions that only one
identity can be claimed at a time, and that the actions that the author
chooses to focus upon are the only valid elements of identity. This cultural
projection is reflected in the discourse of traditional and alternative media
sources when writing about bloggers who write under a pseudonym, but also
in these bloggers’ responses to media accusations.
4.2.3 Multimodal analysis
According to Norris’ (2005) theory on the construction of social identity,
identity elements bind together and implicitly or explicitly ground
themselves in discourse systems. Norris (2007, 658) borrows Scollon and
Scollon’s notion of the discourse system, and claims that it is within these
systems that social actors have been socialised to act in certain ways; ways
that differentiate one discourse system from another. Norris relates this
construction to Scollon and Scollon’s (2004) theory of nexus analysis, which
states that identity is continuously shaped on a micro level, but that identity
is also claimed and contested against the ‘histories and cultures of the
individuals and the societies that they belong to…’ (Norris 2005, p. 183). The
multimodal framework attempts to identify all communicative modes15 at
play during a communicative event (Norris 2004). This framework is most
often applied to physical world events, and as such there is an equal focus on
actions and modes that would not leave digital artefacts on a blog; such as
the posture one uses when sitting at the computer, the music that may be
playing in the background, or where the blogging event took place.
Contextual information is an important part of Norris’ framework as,
according to her, it is the interplay between the various actions and modes
that allow identity to be performed (Norris 2004). Although contextual cues
that do not leave digital traces are not fully accounted for in this study,
identifiable communicative modes do include less explicit actions such as the
layout of the blog or news site, and the blogger’s awareness of a perceived
audience.

4.3 Materials and Methodology
Two bloggers that write under pseudonym were chosen for close analysis;
BitchPhD and Belle de Jour. These bloggers were chosen for their popularity
within their communities of practice, for their appearance in traditional
mass media debates, and for their ability to remain incognito.16

15 Kress and Van Leeuwen (in Norris 2004, p. 101) define a communicative mode as a set of signs that have
meanings and regularities attached.
16 However, it should be noted that both authors have now revealed their physical-world identities.
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Both BitchPhd and Belle de Jour use the weblogging platform, Blogger. This
platform allows for attribution and social networking by default. Both
bloggers posted regularly, and their newest posts were listed at the top of
their page. Both blogs were single authored; although BitchPhD invited
multiple authors to take part in her blog one year after it was posted online.
However, BitchPhD remains the main voice on the blog and the posts that
were authored by the other authors are all attributed by name. As this study
only uses the first month’s posts of each blog, the other authors were not
included in either sample. Feedbacks differ in the two blogs, as well.
BitchPhD welcomes conversations, and, as will be shown in this study, she
uses guidelines for her commentators as a way to negotiate her own social
identity. Belle de Jour, on the other hand, closed her comment area, thereby
removing the possibility for multiple authors to contribute to her blog – even
minimally though the comment spaces.
4.3.1 BitchPhD
BitchPhD (http://bitchphd.blogspot.com) began blogging in 2004 as a
discontented tenure track academic17. Her personal life and professional life
were at odds, and her relatively liberal view on issues such as open
relationships, birth control, and academia – sprinkled with a mix of snarky
remarks about co-workers – drew many readers. BitchPhD remains
somewhat anonymous today, although the occasional speaking appearance
has resulted in her identity becoming easily searchable without it being
explicitly posted on her weblog.
In her second blog post BitchPhD describes herself in the following way:
I am busy trying to be the person my department and I have agreed to pretend I
really am, so I want a space to try to figure it out (geographic discontent means
leaving your therapist behind) without having to worry about adding ‘indiscreet and
self-sabotaging’ to ‘lazy and disorganized’ as self-descriptors. Of course, by
pretending, in real life, to be a person that I think no one really is I merely substitute
‘hypocritical’ for ‘self- sabotaging.’ Well, don’t we all. (BitchPhD 6 July 2004)

4.3.2 Belle de Jour
Belle de Jour (http://belledejour-uk.blogspot.com) presents herself as a
London-based call girl who began blogging by recounting her job interview
as a call-girl in 2003. Her explicit posts that cover the day-to-day happenings
of the sex industry, and her witty, learned prose garnered her a large
audience, quickly. Belle de Jour continues to blog, but more about daily life
than about being a (now ex) call girl. There has been much speculation about

17 Tenure track’ academic positions describe a senior research position in which the holder is granted the
right to not be fired after a probationary period. Tenure is not usually granted upon hiring; rather the
professor must meet certain publishing and teaching standards before tenure is awarded.
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the ‘true identity’ of Belle de Jour, but as Liz Miller, a contributing editor for
BookSlut18 cites:
Suspicions persist that Belle is not a real person, but I believe her – if only because,
aside from commenting on the fiction made of her life, she still writes candidly about
her sexual experiences, drops updates on her other writing projects, and in general
blogs about the same sort of trivialities one fills a personal blog with. I can see
someone faking the blog of a prostitute – but the blog of an ex-prostitute? There have
to be better ways to spend your time (Miller 2008).

Belle de Jour is now the author of three printed books: The Intimate
Adventures Of A London Call Girl (2005), The Further Adventures of a
London Call Girl (2006), and Playing the Game (2008). In addition, Belle
de Jour’s memoirs have now been adapted for both TV19 and film.
The first post was chosen for analysis in both cases in order to highlight
the presentation of social identity in action. It is within these first few posts
that both bloggers provide explanations for their choice to use a pseudonym.
Excerpts from the actual posts are included in the analysis. From a close
reading of the posts, higher- and lower- level actions were evaluated against
the cultural and societal currents (cf. Figure 1) as presented in news articles
presenting both bloggers. The news items were concerned with the process
of ‘finding out’ the physical-world’s social identity counterpart to the online
pseudonymous social identity. Both blogs were read over a course of four
years, however due to the scope of the research question, only the first
month of posts from each blog has been examined further.

4.4 Analysis
4.4.1 BitchPhD
The popular, anonymous academic blogger, BitchPhD, begins her blog with a
warning of anonymity. This ‘warning’ both gives credibility to her posts, as
she claims ownership of the ideas presented, but also shows an awareness of
the taboo of blogging under a pseudonym by claiming the need to protect the
guilty and the innocent. The initial post from BitchPhD states that:
The events are real. The thoughts are my own. But the names have been changed to
protect the guilty and the innocent.
(BitchPhD, 5 July 2004)

18 BookSlut describes themselves as Bookslut is a monthly web magazine and daily blog dedicated to those
who love to read. We provide a constant supply of news, reviews, commentary, insight, and more than
occasional opinions ( http://www.bookslut.com).
19 The TV adaptation of Belle’s books is entitled the Secret Diary of a Call Girl and stars Billie Piper, formally
the start of Dr. Who?. The show aired first in September of 2007 in the UK. Currently Secret Diary is in its
third season and is internationally syndicated.
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After this initial post, BitchPhD debates the elements of the discourse
anonymous blogger which are personally salient against her alternative
lifestyle, leftist political views and her position in a traditional, humanities
tenure track academic position. This debate is a running meme on
BitchPhD’s blog and, as will be shown later in the analysis, culminates in two
key posts; a description on how to read and respond to her blog, as well as an
academic article in which she reveals her physical world identity while
simultaneously analysing anonymity in blogging as a panelist at a
scientific/academic conference.
Which brings me to the question: why an anonymous blog? Well, because, like all
academic types, I am paranoid. I am certain that everyone out there is as
disorganized and lazy as I am, and I know that my own geographic discontent and
frequent doubt as to whether I really want to be doing this are pretty common as
well…
(BitchPhD, 5 July 2004)
As I said in the comments, the question of anonymity is extremely troubling--and
interesting--to me. I feel strongly that if we would all say publicly the things we say
privately (on blogs, to our grad school friends, to our partners, whoever) about
things like work/life balance, how much we *really* write during the summer, and
so on, that academe would be a much better place….
(BitchPhD, 20 July 2004)

Two discourses are competing to be the foregrounded social identity. The
first discourse, pseudononymous blogger is constructed against the cultural
projections of anonymity=deviancy, which is grounded in the elements of
protection, fear, presumption, and attribution. You can see these elements at
play in the excerpt below. BitchPhD underscores anonymity=deviancy when
she states that now that she is becoming more well known, her blogging
practices have become more restrained. In fact, in the last sentence of the
post below, BitchPhD states this explicitly when she says, ‘that so many of us
put it out there without our names on it might be perceived, not as a
problem, but as a gift’.
And now I have this feeling that, having gotten a couple trackbacks and gotten
readers – which I'm very glad for – suddenly I'm ‘on the radar’ and even though I'm
anonymous, I feel more constrained about the subject matter I can/should write
about here. There are things that are on my mind that now I think don't ‘belong’ on
an academic blog – another kind of blog, maybe. And yet, for solid professional
reasons including my research area and the whole question of gender and academic
identity, I know that these topics can and probably should be addressed; more to the
point, I want to write about them. So actually, it isn’t I that thinks [sic] they don't
belong on an academic blog; I think other people might think that. Cultural
projection? I started an anonymous blog not just to bitch, but also to talk about these
things, and yet now that people are reading the darn thing, I am nervous again. It's
heinous…
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The private stuff that I fear is ‘unacademic’ is very much a part of my academic
identity; the bitching about job stress is a personal and self-indulgent but no less
important critique of academic culture. The fact of anonymous academic blogging is
itself the object of study; this stuff doesn't belong in a locked diary somewhere, it
belongs out there where people can think about it. That so many of us put it out there
without our names on it might be perceived, not as a problem, but as a gift.
(BitchPhD, 20 July 2004)

The second competing discourse is the attributed20 academic. BitchPhd
comes from a formal humanities background that is steeped in traditions of
attribution for written works. As her blog was started in order to discuss
academia but later became more political, BitchPhd was unsure about
whether or not to blog about personal matters. Discourses of politics, gender,
and social geography – not strictly part of the academy – are backgrounded
as important to the construction of BitchPhD’s social identity and her
identification with elements of the discourse attributed academic.
The social taboos that BitchPhD feels driven to talk about, and cites above
as an important element in the construction of her academic identity, do not
extend to the realm of the abstract. Instead, it is the potential personal
ramifications of her opinions that keep BitchPhD anonymous. As can be seen
in the post from 25 July, the blogger cites that she would publish written
porn under her real name, as this was a socially accepted form of writing in
her field.
Interestingly, however, I have been thinking about writing porn on the side, and that
I would be willing to do under my real name: why not? Anyone who worked with me
would “know” that it’s “just writing.”
(BitchPhD, 25 July 2004)

However, when she writes about her everyday existence, BitchPhD takes
great pains to keep her family and even location secret. This reinforces an
awareness of the aforementioned cultural projection of anonymity=deviancy.
To the person who asked about where I am/where I want to go: much as I long to go
into great detail on that question, I am far, far too paranoid to be that specific. I will
say only that I have moved from a large city to a small town, and there is NO WAY
IN HELL I am staying here. Not. Gonna. Do. It.
(BitchPhD, 12 July 2004)

A year after BitchPhD began blogging, she posted a welcome message to her
readers, that explained the protocol for participating on her site. In this post,
BitchPhD shows her awareness of the implicit rules of blogging, including
that of identity disclosure. However, the post below foregrounds her own

20 “Attributed” is used here to refer to the academic norms of citation and referencing as devices used to
establish credibility.
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anonymity through foregrounding the readers. This is done while explaining
the consequences for trolling21 her comment sections. The reader’s identity
can never truly be anonymous. Even if they do not use any identifying
marker to sign their comment (username, blog address, email address),
every comment is marked by an IP address, and that address can be blocked
from further participation. Therefore, BitchPhd, not only acts as the hostess
of the site, a role that is emphasized by her greeting in the post below, but
also enjoys supreme control over the site, as she holds the power to steer
conversation and banish those who break her rules.
Hi. I hope you'll poke around the archives, hang out in the comment threads, meet
the regulars, bookmark the site, and join in the discussions.
A few explanations. This is, obviously, a feminist site; it is also leftist and, in the end,
a personal site as well. If feminism pisses you off, or (after reading a couple of posts)
you decide that I have my head irretrievably up my ass, it's pretty easy to go away
and read something else, and that's what I expect you to do. The comments policy is
right up there at the top of the first sidebar, so if you feel moved to leave a comment
telling me I'm an idiot, or telling one of the regulars that he or she is an idiot, expect
your comment to be deleted and, if necessary, your ip to be banned. If you are
condescending, insulting, don't know the difference between a blog and usenet, or
are so self-centered that you think it's your god-given right to derail comment
threads onto your pet issue, you can also expect your comments to be deleted: if you
have some pet issue that needs airing, go right ahead and start your own blog like
everyone else. …
Basically it boils down to the importance of tone and community. If you can join in
and argue as among friends, colleagues, and peers, then by all means grab a cup of
coffee or a beer and pull up a chair. If you can't, though, or if you're the type of
person who goes to a party and ends up joshing with the guys out back by the
barbecue because you really have no interest in what the women have to say, then
this isn't the place.
The regulars here are a hell of a great group, and I really value their contributions to
the site. If you don't read the comment threads, you're missing half the value of the
place--and as the blog owner and saloniste, it's my job to keep the conversation
flowing and make sure no one breaks the furniture…
(BitchPhD, 25 July 2004)

BitchPhD has a large readership according to blog trackers such as
Technorati (http://www.technorati.com), however, her anonymity never fell
under the same scrutiny, as those bloggers who received book deals or
otherwise benefited financially from their blogs. In fact, BitchPhD’s
anonymity was strongly defended after an irate former commenter
threatened her after being banned from her site and another reader called

21 According to the Urban Dictionary online, trolling is the act of purposefully antagonising other people on
the internet, generally on message boards. http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=trolling
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his academic advisors to report his behaviour. While the reader who made
the call to the commenter’s advisors was publicly chastised, BitchPhD’s right
to remain anonymous was championed on many blog sites. News reports
too, such as the one below, presented BitchPhD by the topics commonly
found in her blog – and did not mention her state of anonymity until she
herself does in a quote.
Also on the morning of the 2nd, Deignan visited Bitch Ph.D.’s blog about academe
and politics where, by that time, the anonymous blogger had written about her
distaste for President Bush’s Supreme Court nominee, Samuel Alito Jr….
Bitch Ph.D., said that she feels somewhat threatened by Deignan. “I don't know if his
attempts to track me down represent a real threat, either in terms of my identity or
in terms of a physical threat,” she said via e-mail Wednesday. “I don't know if what
he's doing counts as cyberstalking. It's certainly upsetting.”
(Online Quicksand in Inside Higher Ed, 2005)

Why BitchPhD’s anonymity is championed while other bloggers, such as
WaiterRant22 and Belle de Jour, are the objects of intense investigation may
have something to do with the consistency of her performed identity.
BitchPhD is explicit about her reasons for anonymity from the outset. Her
need for anonymity is not to gain something, but rather a preventative
measure in order to perform what she feels is her authentic identity – a
contrast to the identity she is forced to perform in her professional life. The
contrasting discourses are not something internal to her identity, but rather
discourses that she is forced to perform and relate. This negotiation of
contrasting discourses is an example of the negotiation between the cultural
projection of being anonymous and the societal currents about the
controversial topics in her blog, especially within the often traditional
academe. Even the design of her webpage reinforces her performed
alternative identity. While the blog is formatted as a typical weblog (a main
posting area and a sidebar of links), the header of a blog contains a striking
image of a little girl with a challenging look on her face. The girl is captured
holding up her hand in a rude gesture while an older girl stares, mouth
agape.
4.4.2 Belle de Jour
Belle de Jour presents herself through the contrasting discourses – the
learned professional and the call girl. Belle opens her blog by describing the
process of applying to be a call girl. The language in the first post is subtle,

22 WaiterRant was the blog of a tell-all waiter from describing the habits of restaurant patrons from two highprofile bistros in New York City. His blog also became a book, and like both the bloggers in this case study, he
revealed his own identity after four and a half years of blogging pseudonymously.
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and the only reference to her work is the use of the word agency. This subtle
reference is somewhat contextualised by a distinct emphasis on the physical
beauty of the interviewing manager. It is not until the last line of the second
blog post that the reader begins to understand that the position for which
Belle de Jour is applying for is that of a call girl. This becomes clear when she
uses the explicit term, punters as a contrasting compliment for her
manager’s description, domina.
Located what sounded like an excellent, small, discreet agency (word of mouth, as
they say).
(Belle de Jour, 24 October 2004)
She had to take a few calls during lunch, where I learned she speaks fluent German
and Arabic. More than a touch of the domina about her. God, the punters must love
that.
(Belle de Jour, 25 October 2004)
She looked hard at me. ‘You're bored? That's terrible.’
‘I was being ironic. Actually I'm not bored at all,’ I said, cupping my own breast for
the thirtieth time.
(Belle de Jour, 28 October 2004)

When Belle de Jour’s posts are read in their entirety a pattern begins to
emerge. Belle de Jour’s posts often begin with narratives that are
characterised by their sophisticated vocabulary. It is often not until the end
of her posts, however, that strongly sexual linguistic images are presented. In
the post below, Belle de Jour narrates a conversation with her manager
about recently taken portfolio pictures. It is not until the end of the post that
the subtlety of the narrative becomes abrupt and explicit.
‘Darling, the pictures, they are fabulous’, the manager purred. I've noticed she never
introduces herself on the phone but launches straight into conversation. Must be a
graduate of the same charm school as my mother. ‘Thank you, I was worried about
not looking relaxed.’ ‘No, they are perfect. Can you do something for me? Can you
write something about yourself for the portfolio? Most of the other girls, I write
something for them, but you should do this very well.’ Cripes. I am a tall, luscious...
ah, no. Amusant, savoir faire? Save me. Self-motivated, works well in groups...
perhaps closer to the truth. Where are the CV clinics for whores?
(Belle de Jour, 29 October 2004)

Belle de Jour’s presentation of herself in her, The Intimate Adventures of a
London Call Girl (2005) are much more explicit then what can be found in
her blog. In the introduction to her book, she states without hesitation that
she is a whore. Choosing a harsh synonym for call-girl, Belle de Jour draws
on the element non-apology for her chosen profession. There is no work-up
to her profession, rather Belle de Jour’s use of the term whore underscores
the cultural taboo by ‘warning’ the readers of what is to come.
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The first thing you should know is that I'm a whore. I don't mean that in a glib way.
I'm not using the word as an analogy for working a desk job or toiling away in new
media. Many of my friends will tell you how temping for a year or ending up in sales
is equivalent to prostitution. It's not. I know this because I've been a temp and I've
fucked for money, and they are in no way similar. Not even the same planet.
Different solar systems altogether.
(Belle de Jour 2005)

In Belle de Jour’s presentation of herself, there is a constant merging of
contrasting discourses. Headlines in the mass media, however, present Belle
de Jour as a puzzle to be solved – a search for the ‘real’ Belle de Jour rather
than a figure that has written several print books which have resulted in a
highly successful TV adaptation. In the media’s presentation of Belle de Jour,
only one view seemed to be acceptable at a time – blogger/author or callgirl. When the mass media took up the story of Belle de Jour’s publishing
deal that made her popular blog into a book, their stories focused on either
uncovering her identity, or trying to prove why their guess at Belle de Jour’s
‘true’ identity was legitimate (Bradberry & Wagner 2004). One theory put
forward the idea that Belle de Jour was a 42-year-old man (Leitch 2005). An
alternative theory, and one that received the most attention, was of an
investigation by forensic linguist Don Foster who claimed that the linguistic
markers found in Belle de Jour’s blog are consistent with those of the writer,
Sarah Champion23.
Language that reflects the discourses of deviancy, secrecy and conspiracy
are present in the examples below. These discourses are further
strengthened through the use of images such as Figure 10, which depicts a
woman with a challenging facial expression dressed in a red Bionic Woman
t-shirt24. The picture of Sarah Champion sneering at the camera was chosen
to accompany an article in the Times Online (Coates 2004) entitled ‘Internet
“call-girl author” unmasked’. This picture was placed at the top of the article,
before any text appeared and the picture seems to have been a random shot
that is unrelated to Champion’s alleged Belle de Jour identity.
The academic, from Vassar College in New York, identified Sarah Champion using
little more than common sense, the internet and the vagaries of the English
language. An initial reading of Belle’s text gave him several clues. “I immediately
thought that Belle was English rather than American, internet-savvy and probably
lived outside London,” he said.
(Coates 2004)

23 Belle de Jour’s physical-world identity remained anonymous until she decided to ‘out’ herself in November
of 2009.
24 The bionic woman is the star of a television show with the same name from the 1970’s about a female
tennis player turned super hero after receiving bionic implants.
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Figure 10. Sarah Campion as ‘Unmasked call-girl author’ in Times
Online25, March 18, 2004
The ‘unmasked‘ author from the Times Online article above writes an article
in response in The Guardian Online’s, ’I was branded a call girl’. In this
article, language is used that reflects the discourses of deviancy (branded),
secrecy (textual Ghostbuster) and conspiracy (conspiratorial), which serves
to foreground the cultural projection of anonymity=deviancy.
‘Can I just ask you, is this a work of fiction or are you a working call girl?’ he
concluded, with a conspiratorial whisper.
A what? My heart missed more than one beat as reality hit, ‘Oh fuck, this guy might
be serious.… cause – Professor Don Foster, or ‘Doctor Comma’, as he quickly became
known in my household. Daft as it sounds, merely to discover the identity of a
blogger the paper had gone to the extremes of hiring a New York academic described
as the world’s number one ‘textual Ghostbuster’, an expert previously brought in to
study Monica Lewinsky's writings.
(Champion 2004)

25 Screenshot published with permission from Times Online.
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The elements of identity associated with Professor Don Foster, the person
who allegedly ‘unmasked’ Champion, are important, yet backgrounded in the
text. Whereas descriptors such as branded and unmasked were associated
with Belle de Jour, Foster is described in terms of him being an ‘academic
from Vassar College. There are also subtle statements that he was able to
outfox Belle de Jour in mere minutes, using little more than Google and a
little forensic linguistics. These backgrounded elements that are associated
with Foster not only highlight the dichotomy between legitimate and
illegitimate communicative online practices, but also allude to a dichotomy
of power that is associated with these practices. Belle de Jour has built her
online identity over time, and she has garnered a substantial readership
which seems to have accepted her identity makeup. However, she does seem
to be easily unmasked by ‘legitimate’ communicative practices.
The construction of a social identity discourse is reflected in the following
excerpt from the Times Online article, ‘Internet ‘call-girl author’ unmasked’
where writing about sex and writing anonymously are expected to coincide.
This conflation of a taboo topic and a taboo blogging style is drawn from the
discourse of blog deviancy and foregrounds Belle de Jour’s identity as
author/blogger
Belle is not the first anonymous sex columnist. Last year a teenager from Sicily
became sensation with a novel about her sexual adventures. It was pitched as a
thinly veiled autobiography. The author Melissa Panarello, initially tried to remain
anonymous but the book’s success forced her to reveal her identity. It has sold
500,000 copies and is being translated into English.
(Coates 2004)

Terms such as branded, unmasked, notorious, and conspiratorial in
conjunction with the revealing of Belle de Jour further substantiate the
implicit ‘wrong-ness’ of blogging under a false identity. Not only does
Champion use this language in her response (see above), but it is also used
by the editor to introduce her article:
I was branded a call-girl blogger. Media speculation about the identity of the author
behind an internet diary of a London prostitute fell upon one woman last week when
she was unmasked in the Times. Here writer Sarah Champion gives an exclusive
account of how it feels to be mistaken for the notorious ‘Belle de Jour’
(Champion 2004)

Notice that Sarah Champion (2004) felt the need to state clearly that she
had never been a call girl, thus negotiating cultural projections of
prostitution and anonymity, which in this case, both equal deviancy.
She said that she was aware of the impact Belle de Jour had had and asked: ‘How did
you find my name? Give me a clue?’ Later she sent an e-mail with the statement: ‘I
want to make clear that I have never been a call girl.’
(Champion 2004)
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4.5 Concluding discussion
Through the use of words, images and links, weblogs not only represent the
continuous deconstruction and reconstruction of the actual artefact, but also
the author’s online self (Serfaty 2004). Trust between the author and his or
her public is formed over time despite the fact that bloggers have no real way
of identifying their readers. The continuous construction and re-generation
of the blog through updating and posting creates a situation in which readers
become invested and trust in the blogger’s given identity – be it public or
anonymous.
Cues as to how bloggers negotiate their social identity can be found using
Norris’ multimodal framework. Bloggers foreground and background aspects
of their identity through the cultural projections of their perceived audience
and the societal currents (in this study from media coverage) against the
affordances of the weblog tool and the discourses that inform those
affordances. Blogging is a practice in which one can commit acts of selfdisclosure (diary-style), or acts of journalism. These two competing
discourses bring with them such strong practices of their own that affect how
identity is constructed within different blogging communities of practice. In
BitchPhD’s (2007) presentation of her own pseudonymous blogging
experiences at the 2006 Modern Languages Association conference, she
states that pseudonyms draw attention away from the name and place it on
the author’s role. She goes on to say that ‘pseudonyms mean something, and
one of the things they mean is that the pseudonymous writer has a reason for
pseudonymity… the genre entails risk, that publishing is risky’ (BitchPhD
2007 ).
BitchPhD performed her social identity through the affordances of the
weblog genre by foregrounding the discourse attributed academic against the
societal currents of a traditional humanist academic background, and the
cultural projections of gender, political correctness, and heteronormativity.
Belle de Jour, on the other hand, performed her social identity professional
call girl through the affordances of the weblog genre by foregrounding the
discourse cultured professional equally against the discourse of call-girl. By
doing this she embraces the positively rewarding elements of the societal
currents professional and learned, which were shown through linguistic
choice and the professional process of performing ‘call-girl’, and which was
simultaneously reinforced through articles in the media in order to
restructure the discourse, call-girl. While BitchPhD responded to the societal
currents with anonymity due to fear of repercussions, Belle de Jour used the
elements imbue the discourse call-girl credibility. As can be seen from the
two cases presented here, blogging under a pseudonymous social identity
can occur for different reasons. The affordances of the weblog, in
combination with the cultural projections of the subject matter can provide
profound opportunities to explore alternative identities. A multimodal
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analysis of their construction can identify elements that are important to the
discourse, and which can uncover hidden, or implicit cultural and societal
projections that have an impact on the formation of identity. In the two cases
presented here, anonymity is not equated with deviancy. The reasons for
blogging with a pseudonymous social identity may be for protection, but also
as a way to restructure societal currents. Identity becomes more than a name
or a set of characteristics – blogging into existence a pseudonymous social
identity involves building a reputation or credibility over time. It is through
the foregrounding and backgrounding of different elements from competing
discourses that one creates, plays and evolves social identity in action.
In the third and final case study, I examine identity, as well, but identity
negotiated at the nexus of academic, institutional, and blogging discourses
from a community of academic bloggers.
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Chapter 5: CASE STUDY 3
To blog or not to blog: Exploring the
tension of blogging as an academic
endeavor
5.1 Introduction
The very elements of blogging that make it most valuable - a networked audience,
open conversation, low barriers to entry, and transparency - are also most
threatening to established strictures of academic behavior. While each may be valued
by individual scholars, the university as an institution in many cases relies on
treating the public as a mass, providing authority to limited channels of
communicating, constructing barriers to scholarly discourse, and maintaining
bureaucratic partitions between academe and other parts of the life of a scholar
(Halavais, 2006: 123).

Academic blogging is a practice through which students, faculty, and
knowledge workers share the process of research and disseminate results
through typically text-based posts in frequently updated, chronologically
ordered web spaces. These blogs provide opportunities for researchers to
communicate over multiple time-scales and across geographical barriers, but
also provide a space where academics can record and work through the
process and products of knowledge work. As Halavais (2006: 123) states
blogging offers many opportunities for open, academic discourse, yet
academic institutions rely on the gatekeeping of information, artificially
creating barriers that are the antithesis of the open discourse which blogging
encourages. Thus, despite the many advantages of keeping a blog in
academia, there is much informal, as in not part of any official policy
document, yet published advice against blogging from both junior and senior
faculty, as well as from those in more administrative positions. In this article,
I explore the tension between expectations of traditional institutionalized
knowledge production and blogging as an alternative mode of academic
production which arises from an ongoing negotiation between cycles of
discourse, not yet set, at the nexus of academic, institutional and blogging
discourses. This tension can be attributed to blogging being a new mode of
academic production, and misunderstandings as to the purpose and value of
the academic blog are often cited as reasons for untenured academics not to
blog.
This case study blends elements of two methods, cycles of discourse and
the historical body from Scollon and Scollon's nexus analysis (Scollon &
Scollon, 2003), which is a methodological approach of mediated discourse
analysis, and social network analysis (Barabási, 2002; Watts, 2004), in order
to determine how blogs are being used by academics, and if blogs are being
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used in the same way in the core or periphery members of the academic
community, as this can ultimately influence how blogging is performed
within the community. Early blogging research did not make a distinction
between different blogging communities, thus research on blogging practices
such as linking and reference were assumed to be consistent over the whole
of the blogosphere. As will be shown in the background section, current
research shows that different communities perform blogging practices in
different ways. Analysis of the historical body of the participants, as well as
the discourses in ‘place’ is of critical importance. It should be noted that
discourse(s) is(are) used in this case study in two different ways, to describe
language in use, but also to describe both linguistic and semiotic systems
(cf. Foucault 1985, Gee 1999, and Scollon & Scollon 2003).
This case study begins by outlining current research on blogging both as
written scholarship and as a communal endeavor, and by discussing blogging
against expectations of traditional, institutionalized knowledge production.
The case study goes on to define the analytical concepts which are used in
the analysis and to describe the methodology employed. Using content
analysis of twenty academic bloggers over a one-month time span, seven
sites of interaction were mapped for cycles of discourse. From these sites it
will be shown that the central members of the academic blogging community
use their blog as an extension of their academic enterprise, while the more
peripheral members do not discuss the form and meaning of academic
blogging, rather use their blog as a format from which to discuss non-meta
academic topics – in this case study, the political.

5.2 Background
In this section, previous research on scholarly blogging is examined against
institutionalized expectations of knowledge production. The section is
separated into three parts: blogging as written/textual scholarship, which
discusses blogging as a form of textual scholarship, its antecedents and
modern counterparts; blogging as communal scholarship, which discusses
communal scholarship, not as a new phenomenon, rather how the
affordances of blogging have sped up the rate of interaction between
academics; and finally, blogging the institution, which discusses blogging
through, or around, the institution as a practice which is grounded in two
competing discourses, blogging as a legitimate form of academic expression,
and the gatekeeping of the traditional boundaries of academic authorship.
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5.2.1 Blogging as written/textual scholarship:
Scholarship is an inherently social activity, involving a wide range of public and
private interactions within a research community…Scholars communicate with each
other not only through books and journals but also through manuscripts, preprints,
articles, abstracts, reprints, seminars, and conference presentations. Over the course
of the twentieth century, they interacted intensively in person, by telephone, and
through the postal mail. Scholars in the twenty-first century continue to use those
channels, while also communicating via email, blogs, and chat
(Scholarship in the Digital Age, Borgman, 2007: 47).

Blogging as a form of written scholarship is not meant to replace traditional
peer-reviewed scholarship (Davies & Merchant, 2007). Rather, academic
blogging is about the process of research and connecting with other scholars
through linking and reference (Halavais, 2006; Walker, 2008). Blogging is
for revealing and “documenting intellectual work…and apprenticeship”
(Halavais, 2006: 120). Moreover, depending on the epistemic culture of the
academic discipline from which the blogger comes, how identity is portrayed
or even the way in which results are disseminated will differ between the
disciplines (Becher & Trowler, 2001, Wei, 2004, Kjellberg, 2009).
Blogs are often compared with one of its analogue predecessors, the
personal journal, and while there are many similarities to the journal, the
affordances of the digital variant adds a dimension of speed and
dispersiveness to communications between authors which can not be
duplicated in its analogue state26 Gannett (1992) argues that academic
journaling is an interesting area to investigate because it is a site which links
discourses
of
the
public/private,
masculine/feminine,
and
academic/nonacademic. Gannet describes the journal as a hold-all of various
styles and functions whose metaphors inform present-day academic
journaling:
…I see the journal as a complex set of forms, styles, and functions that vary over
time, that span the personal, familial, social, and public domains of discourse, and
that implicitly inform our current views of academic journaling…too carry forward
some of the primary metaphors that have informed this text: the journal is both seed
and container, Aunt Jane’s quilt and the sewing, a grandmothers desk or hold-all
trunk, a Pandora's box”
(Gannett, 1992: 192).

Gannet (1992) compares the negative discourses of journal writing to an
association with women’s writings, or diaries, and uses the metaphor of
pandora’s box, explaining that “using this metaphor, it becomes easy to see
diaries or journals as texts written by troublesome, vain, and silly girls who

26 For a more developed discussion on the discourses of diary writing and journals as they relate to blogging,
see Hendrick, 2010.
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let all kinds of secrets out. This metaphor likens the journal to a Pandora's
box, which, when opened - or written - or read - releases taboo, evil, and
toxins along with the good” (Gannett, 1992: 193). Focusing on the aspect of
privacy in the Pandora’s box metaphor, it can also be seen as informed by a
long-standing misconception that journals were never meant to be read, or
meant to be a private conversation between the author and herself (van
Dijck, 2004). Journals, however, are always addressed to someone, even it if
is to the author herself. Moreover, the journal, according to Mallon (Mallon
as read in van Dijck, 2004), is rooted in the travelogue and newspaper,
which assumes a readership, as well as regular entries.
There is much discouragement published online about academic blogging,
and this may be due to a misrepresentation or misunderstanding of the uses
or goals of the academic blog. Borgman (2007: 47-48) states that “because
anyone can ‘publish’ online, the balance between authors, publishers, and
librarians has shifted radically”. Examples of negative advice given about
academic blogging such as blogging not fitting into the assessment categories
for tenure (scholarship, service, teaching, etc.), that blogging can create a
negative image of the blogger in a tenure committee’s assessment (Hurt &
Yin, 2006: 1236-7), or that academic writing should not be about the process
of research, rather the product (Walker, 2006) can be seen as grounded in
similar discourses as journaling.
The American tenure process, for instance, is a results-orientated process
which is highly focused on a collective final product. It is often a 6-year long
process during which the faculty member must fulfill their institution’s
requirements for publications, teaching and service in order to remain on
staff. Advice given to junior faculty about tenure often stresses the product
rather than the lengthy process required to meet tenure standards. For
example, the National Communication Association’s website states that
candidates should “…fulfill tenure expectations that can produce
demonstrated credibility from multiple fronts”, while individual institutions
give more specific requirements such as the number of publications or peer
and student evaluations which must be submitted (Promotion and Tenure,
Florida State University, Online).
In critical response to the tenure system, Burgan (2003) states “the
demands made by the current tenure system have become so excessive that
many ordinarily bright and committed beginning academics wonder about
the price they might have to pay to meet them” (Burgan 2003, Online).
While the point of this article is not to evaluate the tenure system, by using
the expectations of tenure as part of the historical body of academic writing
discourse, the pressure to publish, and the product of that publication, can
be seen as important elements informing the expectations of traditional,
institutionalized academic knowledge production.
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Blogs are historically grounded in media outside the journal, as well. Letter
writing and pamphleteering have also been compared to blogging. Homer
Calkin (1940) wrote about pamphleteering as an ephemeral, yet effective way
to shape public opinion from which reputation building and shared interests
play an important role in getting your message across. Pamphlets could be
produced in an inexpensive way by most literate people of the time. These
same arguments have been made about blogging; Kochan’s (2006: 99)
considers blog audiences as the new ‘listening assemblies’ and bloggers as
‘the new pamphleteers of the blogosphere’; Walker, (2008) compares the
accessibility to increased literacy levels and the lifting of censorship that
blogging allows for as the same forces which made pamphleteering
successful; and Pappas (2006) compares the sudden uptake of blogging
being driven by dissatisfaction of mainstream media coverage as similar to
the dissatisfaction which drove the early pamphleteers. Henry Farrell
(2005), on the other hand, compares blogging to the Republic of Letters
from the 18th century, citing that the community built among blogging
scholars “builds a space for serious conversation around and between the
more considered articles and monographs that we write” (Farrell, 2005).
5.2.2 Blogging as communal scholarship
While blogging is, more often than not, a written medium by a lone author,
they are also innately social writing spaces which allow for discussing the
progress of a work - or a peer review of the process (Ewins 2005; Borgman,
2007; Davies 2007; Hourigan & Jeanneau 2007, Walker, 2008). Walker
(2006) states “Blogs are inherently social…For a new scholar, used to a world
where 3 people will read a paper, grade it, and put it away forever, that is an
exhilarating and frightening idea” (Walker, 2006: 132). Moreover, the
discourses which inform specific blogging communities differ between
communities - even within a writing genre such as academic blogging.
According to Burgess (2006), academic blogs in general are informed by
different, even overlapping, discourses grounded both in traditional
academic writing, and new media forms of communication:
In the context of educational,…"research" -blogging existing speech genres
(conversation, debate, personal storytelling) need to be articulated with ossified
academic writing genres (the essay, the research report, the lit review, the critique
(Burgess, 2006, p. 108).

However, Burgess’ genres are articulated, or performed, differently by
distinct communities. These differences can be identified by examining how
identity and community membership are performed linguistically, and by
determining which performances are valued by which communities of
practice. For example, Kjellberg (2009: 27), in her study of Swedish
academic blogs, she found that at the center most blogs within the sphere of
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academic blogs are written by those in the humanities due to their ‘broad
epistemic approach’ despite the more generally approachable hard science
blogs.
Walker (2006: 130-131) differentiates academic blogs under 3 categories:
public intellectuals, academic bloggers who blog through a political platform;
research logs (and k-logs27), a log of the process of research; and
pseudonymous blogs about academic life, often defined by refusing to
“revere the ivory tower experience” (Walker, 2006). Kjellberg (2009) in her
study of Swedish academic blogs, however, does not differentiate between
different types of academic blogs, rather Kjellberg uses Herring et.al’s
(2004) categorization; personal journal, filter, k-log, mixed, and other.
Walker’s way of categorizing blogs is based on the goal, or content, of the
blog within the category of academic blogs, while Kjellberg’s categorizations
are based more on the format of the blog and is not limited to academic
blogs, rather based on a categorization scheme taken from a cross-section of
the blogosphere without consideration for community practices or norms. As
the intention of this article is to explore the discourses that inform academic
blogging, Walker’s categorization for academic blogs will be used.
Two important social affordances of the weblog, which increase the rate at
which communal scholarship occurs, are the link and the archive. Ewins
(2005) describes the link-driven nature of the weblog as helping academics
to make scholarly connections efficient as they are often used in ways which
act as references as would a footnote and endnote. Ewins goes on to describe
the amalgamated nature of the archive as, in part, embodying a fundamental
academic quality:
The fact that weblog archives, as they grow over time, contain or link to things we
have written in the past is of particular advantage, since so much academic
endeavor is concerned with adding to bodies of knowledge and, on a personal level,
building a reputation for our own contribution to knowledge. If others can see not
only our presence in the sense of a contactable representation of ourselves and what
we are saying now, but also what we have said in the past, it is easier for them to get
to know us and out thoughts. In effect, everyone has access to our back catalogue
(p. 369)

Links act as a way to make scholarship public and transparent, legitimizing
the work through dissemination and public discourse (Borgman, 2007).
Luzón’s (2009) study of link structure shows that contrary to Herring et al.’s
(2004) findings that blogs are not highly interactive, when looked at on the
level of communities of practice, academic blogs use a large number of links
for purposes which include establishing their space in their community or
discipline, participating in conversations, linking to facts or arguments, to

27 k-log is short for knowledge weblog, a type of weblog that records the process of knowing and learning.
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organize their own research, or as a way to hypertextually disseminate their
own findings. Moreover, Kjellberg’s study (2009) found that academic blogs
act as an interface between the institution, the field, the public and private
life.
Clearly communal scholarship is not new to online academic discourse,
nor as Halavais (2006) writes, are the affordances of the weblog creating a
new kind of discourse; rather the affordances of the weblog, such as links
and archives make available catalogues of ideas and conversations and speed
up the rate of interaction: “Scholarship is always communal and scholarly
communication has continually moved toward quicker and more interactive
forms” (Halavais, 2006: 120).
5.2.3 Blogging the institution
We were graduate students in a new and only half-accepted field in a country on the
outskirts of the world: of course we loved blogging. Blogging allowed us to
circumvent the power structures of academic and geography
(Walker, 2006: 127).

Blogging through, or around, the institution is grounded in two competing
discourses; blogging as a legitimate form of academic expression, and the
gatekeeping of traditional boundaries of academic authorship. Walker, in the
latter quote, briefly mentions what has become an a popular topic among
academic bloggers - so much so that they have their own category in
Walker's three types of academic blogs, although you can find this meme in
non-pseudonymous blogs too.
In an academic blog, one of the first posts is usually a discussion about
how the blog will figure into the academic’s writing, job, and institution - and
often a disclaimer will appear on the main page of the blog stating that it is
only the opinion of the author and not of his or her institution28. This
disclaimer shows awareness on the part of the blogger that he or she is doing
something slightly ‘taboo’, as well as an awareness that this 'new' medium
must be read in new ways. Davies and Merchant (2007), discuss the
academic weblog as a new literacy and weighs the tension between the
vulnerability of publishing non-ventilated prose against the benefits of
reputation building that the weblog format offers: “through this unfiltered

28 An example of an academic disclaimer as found on the USC Graduate Professional Student Senate blog:
“The opinions expressed here on this blog do not represent the opinion of the University of Southern
California nor the opinion of the USC Graduate Professional Student Senate (GPSS). The University of
Southern California does not screen or control the content on this weblog and thus does not guarantee the
accuracy, integrity, or quality of such content. All content on this weblog is provided by and is the sole
responsibility of the person from which such content originated, and such content does not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the University administration or the Board of Trustees.” http://uscgpss.blogspot.com/
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self-publication we are potentially vulnerable, open to misinterpretation or
even ridicule. Yet at the same time our blogs, by making us visible, can also
develop respect and reputation (Davies & Merchant, 2007: 192). Davies and
Merchant cite the participation of the community as a relaxation of
traditional boundaries of scholarly authorship which leads to a more
transparent research process and enables the blogger to develop a ‘“new
relationship with participants and user-groups, who can view comment on
and even help shape the research as it unfolds” (p. 193).
When blogging as an untenured academic, the discourse of gatekeeping
takes on two meanings; the ventilation of your own, un-vetted work, and the
gatekeeping of institutional information that has traditionally been vetted by
the administrators of the institution. An example of the gatekeeping
discourse can be found in an essay by the Chronicle of Higher Education
who “warned academics seeking jobs to avoid blogs…that a hiring committee
may be threatened by a candidate's blog” (Halavais, 2006: 123). Likewise,
Hurt and Yin (2006) state that ‘conventional wisdom’ would advise nontenured academic faculty not to blog, citing panel speaker, Lawrence Solum’s
reasoning, “If you say something intemperate, ill-informed, or offensive on a
blog, it may create a lasting negative impression. This is not speculation. I
know of more than one academic blogger - both senior and junior - who has
prompted multiple negative remarks” (p. 1237). Weighing the risks involved,
Hurt and Yin do, however, advocate for blogging as an untenured academic
as long as the blogger can “unflinchingly… self-monitor, self-discipline, and
manage time” (p. 1255).
Daniel Drezner (2008) sees blogging as a form of service, allowing
professors to connect with those outside the ‘ivory tower’. He goes on to state
that blogging allows the scholar to exhibit writing skills and knowledge
outside of traditional publishing venues to book publishers and magazine
editors. And, indeed, many popular weblogs have either been published as
books, or their authors have received book contracts29. Drezner feels that it is
this openness that can be misunderstood as scholars who do not blog assume
that as much thought and time go into a blog post as would into a reviewed,
published longer piece, and that this can be perceived as a waste of time and
scholarship (p. 185-186). However, the risks are worth the benefits,
according to Drezner, who states:
Blogging creates new pathways to public recognition beyond the control of
traditional academic gatekeepers. An usurpation of scholarly authority is bound to
upset those who benefit the most from the status quo
(Drezner, 2008: 186.)

29 Ben Huh of Fail Nation, Walker Lamond of Rules for my Unborn Son, and Belle de Jour of the Belle de
Jour series.
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Blogs, however, are also very much performance pieces which put forward an
identity - made up of many posts, over time. Davies and Merchant (2007:
192), in their explanation of academic blogging as a new literacy, term this
performance as a ‘self-presentation’ that is to be perceived through
“appropriate and plausible performances” (Hine, 2000: 122). Further,
Walker (2006), remarks on the performance of academic identity as an
exploration of “the tension created by the openness and democratic lack of
hierarchy by these networks, rather than to be controlled by it” (p. 134).
As has been shown in this section, much research has been conducted on
how blogs are being used as tools for making scholarship public and
transparent, as well as how the affordances of the platform can act as an
engine for the dissemination of the process and product of scholarship. In
contrast, advice to junior scholars on a tenure track is often not to blog as it
can have lasting, negative affects on your progression as a scholar within the
institution. What this article intends to do is to explore the discourses which
inform academic blogging in order to uncover how these blogs are being
used in academia, and if there are differences in how core and peripheral
members of the academic community in this case study are using their blogs.

5.3 Materials and Methodology
In this case study, I use elements from two different methodologies; Ron
Scollon and Suzie Wong Scollon's nexus analysis and social network analysis
(Barabási, 2002, Watts, 2004). From nexus analysis, the concepts of
historical bodies and cycles of discourse are borrowed in order to help
identify the discourses that inform academic blogging. The historical body of
a discourse refers to the habitus of the participants of the action, while the
cycle of the discourse refers to the temporal nature of the discourse; i.e. the
past meanings of a discourse inform the present, which in turn affect the
future of the discourse. From social network analysis, the method of
snowball sampling was borrowed in order to better understand the size and
shape of the academic community sampled, as well as the participants’
placement within the community.
5.3.1 Mining the Academic Community
The academic community examined in this article consists of 1,843 academic
bloggers (represented by red nodes) connected by 2,758 links (as
represented by yellow edges, or lines). As can be seen in the Figure 11, while
these bloggers are connected through reciprocal linking practices, the blogs
here still cluster in smaller groups who, upon closer examination, tend to
blog about similar topics or blog in similar ways.
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Figure 11. Linked relationships during September 2008 in
Fruchterman-Reingold Layout30
Figure 11 represents linked relationships within this community for the
month of September 2008. The community was snowball sampled31 from a
known academic blog, http://culturecate.net, and a ruby script was used to
mine out all links from this blog, including links found in the sidebar and
those embedded in individual posts, for the month of September 2008. This
list was then manually cleared of all non-blog links and the script was again
applied to the list of bloggers generated from the first blog. This process was
repeated for a total of three degrees away from the original blog.
Twenty blogs were then chosen for closer, qualitative analysis; ten from
the core and ten from the periphery. The twenty blogs were chosen by
printing out a list of all 1,843 links and choosing one blog from each printed
page until there were ten blogs from the core and ten from the periphery.
From these blogs, archived posts were manually collected from the month of
September 2008, as were all accompanying comments. All posts and
corresponding comments from the month of collection were read, and from
these posts, seven points of interaction were obtained.

30The Fruchterman-Reingold is a force-directed layout algorithm, and is used to sort randomly placed nodes
into a aesthetically useful visualization.
31 More on Snowball sampling can be found at the Research Methods Knowledge Base,
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/sampnon.php
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The seven points of interaction, that is where a discussion occurred between
the blogger in the main posting area and at least two guest comments on the
blog in the comment area, were chosen for final analysis. The remaining 13
blogs of the original 20 did not contain interactions for analysis. If more
than one point of interaction occurred on the same blog during the month of
collection, the point which was most ‘typical’, that is contained similar
content as any other post of the month for that blogger, was chosen.

5.4 Ethical Considerations
When researching blogs, AAAS (1999) guidelines proposes three questions
when determining if the researcher should attempt to make identifying
characteristics anonymous: How accessible are blogs, to what degree is
privacy perceived by the authors, and to what extent does personal identity
exist in a blog. Pace and Livingston (2005) add the additional criteria of
passworded information, or policies stating the text may not be reproduced
as requirements for making the data as anonymous as possible. The blogs
chosen here for closer analysis will not be anonymized as their weblogs are
freely available online, there is no perception of anonymity held by these
authors, and the subject matter discussed does not appear to be sensitive.

5.5 Results
The following section explores seven blog interactions from which cycles of
discourses can be mapped into two main discourses employed by academic
bloggers; blogging as an extension of academic service and academic
blogging as political activism. In this case study, the core of the sampled
community used their blog as an extension of academic service. Academic
service is defined here as academic ‘duties’ outside of publishing and
teaching. This would include, but is not limited to, publishing relevant
information for their field, discussing meta-blogging issues towards
academic bloggers, the meta-discussion of the academe, etc. The difference,
however, between academic service 'in-house', or within the walls of the
institution, and service through blogging is the shift in who determines
which information is to be shared, and how this information is disseminated.
This shift also allows for the academic blogger to be as personal as he or she
likes, without institutional gatekeeping, although this can not be equated
with a lack of repercussions, as was exemplified in the discussion of blogging
untenured as an 'extreme sport' (Hurt & Yin, 2006). In the next two
sections, blogging as an extension of academic service and academic
blogging as political activism, the historical bodies and cycles of discourse
for each category are discussed through seven blog interactions. Following
this discussion, the social network analysis will be brought back into the
analysis and compared with the mapped discourses in order to identify if the
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cycles of discourse differ between the core and periphery of the sampled
academic community.
5.5.1 Blogging as an extension of academic service
In the first five blog interactions the discourse blogging as an extension of
academic service will be traced through mapping the cycles of discourse
through the historical bodies of blogger and academic, the historical bodies
of the online platforms blog and website, and blog development.
5.5.1.1 Blogger 1: Culture Cat
Blogging about blogging, or meta-blogging, is commonly written about
across the blogosphere and is an important part of ‘figuring out’ a new genre
of writing. The meta-blogging exchange found on the weblog Culture Cat32,
illustrates the need to negotiate the historical bodies of website against the
newer historical body of blog.
I originally intended to post this as a "be part of the solution" exhortation, as several
of us have expressed criticism of how CCCC [Conference on college composition and
communication] has used the web in the past. For example, when they started a blog,
some of us weren't impressed. I took a look at the CCCC blog right before writing this
post, though, and I was very impressed. The blog had lain fallow throughout late
2006, all of 2007, and the first half of 2008, but now Joyce Middleton has started a
series of posts titled Conversations on Diversity. She's featuring essay-length posts
by -- so far -- Victor Villanueva, Krista Ratcliffe, Malea Powell, Paul Kei Matsuda,
Haivan Hoang, Jonathan Alexander, and Mike Rose. Check it out; I will very likely
be assigning this series of posts in my pedagogy classes.
Excerpt 1: CCCC's Use of the Web, Blogger 1 33, Sept. 30, 2008

Blogger 1 describes her change of attitude as a result of a CCCC’s change in
the format of their website. What she, and others she cites through linked
reference rather by name, considered a blog was not what CCCC originally
produced. While Blogger 1 does not specifically reference the weblog format
in this post, she does reference the blogging practice of consistent posting. In
a later comment by Blogger 1, the weblog format is indirectly referenced by
contrasting the need for slight programming skills with social sites such as
Facebook. Blogger 1 is showing her understanding of the weblog format
through indirect reference and comparison. This indirect referencing is
interesting in a post that includes a job description (not shown) for the editor
of the site Blogger 1 and her readers are discussing. Job descriptions usually
require an outline of skills necessary. By not stating what a blog is, the
employer, Blogger 1 and her readers all assume a shared understanding of
the format. However, as was shown in the background section, an awareness

33 http://culturecat.net/
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of the elements which differentiate a blog from other forms of web
publishing is often not shared between bloggers and non-bloggers. This lack
of a shared awareness can be seen in Jenny's comment on Blogger 1’s post
below:
I hope someone who understands the web will apply for and get this job. Yes, I wish
"actual programming or web building is not required" weren't in there, and I'll
admit to a sigh when I saw "Face Book," but I hope that more people will apply based
on seeing the ad through my blog and/or Kairosnews.
Excerpt 2: Comment on CCCC's Use of the Web, Clancy (Blogger 1), Oct 1,
2008.
CCC Online has been the best and smartest thing to come out of NCTE/CCCC for a
long time. They should be running to Collin to try and figure out how to do more of
this kind of thing.
This current blogspot thing is a joke, and it's frankly embarrassing. More people
should be embarrassed by it, but they don't even know enough about online ethos to
understand why it looks less than professional.
NCTE is basically operating at the level of a 6th grader with a school club: blogspot,
Facebook, etc. What's next? A MySpace page for CCCC? This should make all of us
blush.
Excerpt 3: Comment on CCCC's Use of the Web, Jenny, Oct 1, 2008.

Another example of Jenny and Blogger 1’s understanding of blogging culture
can be seen in their positioning themselves against what they see as beginner
blogging practices. Jenny's comment above remarks on the CCCC's use of
blogspot, a free blogging service also often referred to as Blogger.com, as a
non-professional way to set up a website. Jenny's comment uses quite
derogatory language to describe the current web designers or editors: ‘6th
grader with a school club’, ‘a joke’. Her use of ‘a MySpace page’ also
compares the site to blogging’s then social writing competition Microsoft’s
MySpace platform - equating using this space as a step down from the 6th
grader with a school club level of blogging.
The historical body ‘blogger’, ‘website’, and ‘blog’ are all prominent cycles
of discourses in the small exchange between Blogger 1 and Jenny as they
negotiate what elements are necessary for a blog to be a blog, and a writer a
blogger, in contrast to elements which define a website or writer. The
historical body ‘blogger’ contains elements of what the participants have
mutually decided it means to participate in the act of blogging; frequent
posting, a minimum of design skills. But the historical body of academic +
blogging is here defined by what is not said as much as by what is. Or in
other words, the elements which are important to blogging, as discussed
between Jenny and Blogger 1, are defined by the participant’s foregrounding
what is missing on the NCTE/CCCC site. Neither Blogger 1 nor Jenny state
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what makes the blog ‘impressive’ when they returned to the site, however,
whatever information is contained in the essay-length posts (the length in
itself is against normative blogging practices which suggests shorter,
frequent posts (Blood, 2002; Mason, 2006) have changed their minds about
the quality and ‘blogishness’ of the site. The covert backgrounding of what
elements make the site more of a blog is implicitly understood by both
participants and suggests that they have an understanding of these elements,
but also the elements of different web writing genres such as found on the
academic site NCTE/CCCC and more mainstream sites such as MySpace and
Facebook. Their discontent is in the disconnection between an
academic/professional site being used in a mainstream or popular way and
not as a blog as it is advertised to be.
5.5.1.2 Blogger 2: Thinking with my fingers34
In the Blogger 2 interaction there is an ongoing negotiation as to what
constitutes ‘authentic’ blogging. The discourse cycles historical body: blog
and historical body: blogger are foregrounded against the older and more set
cycles of discourse, historical body: academic, historical body: writer, and
historical body: website.
Blogger 2 writes about helping organize a group blog for a news portal for
the Research Council of Norway. Walker-Rettberg, another blogger in the
academic community, wrote a post entitled How newspaper blogs go wrong
which numbered 8 things that the Research Council blog should do
differently, including fostering conversations, explaining what blogging is to
contributors, using links, making sure the technology you are using is set up
to easily foster social networking (links, trackbacks, permalinks), insisting
that bloggers respond to comments, pay, edit, and using experienced
bloggers (list adapted from Walker-Rettberg’s post, How newspapers go
wrong, 2008). In this post, Walker-Rettberg overtly lists the technical and
conversational elements she believes need to be fostered in group, academic
blogging, foregrounding these elements as the factors which differentiate a
blog from an online news source. Excerpt 4 is Blogger 2’s post in response to
Walker-Rettberg‘s suggestions.
Jill Walker Rettberg, probably the most highly profiled blogger in Norwegian
academia, is however not happy with the blog as it's organised. She wants technical
changes, more specialised blog-tools and different behaviour from the bloggers. I
agree with her comments on form (we agree on a lot of stuff, as long-time readers of
our blogs know), and have already communicated much the same to forskning.no,
making it clear that our blog will not look quite like what they have published so far.
But it's going to take a little while yet until I get on with blogging there and get to see
how much of her criticism of the tool and of NFR's policy of blogging that is too-the-

34 http://torillsin.blogspot.com/
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point, and how much is just a matter of letting a new group and a new publisher get
some time to settle into their role.
As for the comments on payment - one of the responsibilities of a publicly paid
academic is to participate in the public debate. Yes, there should be ways to register
blogging in a way that would give us "points" when counting publications, and I am
certain this would propel Norwegian academics into a blogging frenzy all over the
country. However, we are already paid to be part of a public exchange of thoughts
and ideas. No, I wouldn't turn down the money if forskning.no paid me for this. But
yes, I am willing to do it because it's part of what I am supposed to do.
Excerpt 4: Post by Torill Mortensen (Blogger 2), Research blogging and
blog norms, September 19, 2008.

The element of payment focused on by Blogger 2 is only one of the 8 listed by
Walker-Rettberg, yet it is given a prominent position in Blogger 2’s post.
This focus foregrounds the tension between what is traditionally accepted as
valuable in academic writing, against what academic bloggers thinks is
valuable. To Walker-Rettberg, and many academic bloggers, the communal
aspect of blogging (which makes up 5, arguably 6, of her elements) is what
makes academic blogging valuable (cf. the background section’s blogging as
communal scholarship). To those not familiar with academic blogging, other
incentives may be necessary, such as receiving payment. Blogger 2’s post,
however, does highlight the service aspect of blogging when she writes that
while she would not turn down payment, she would still blog without it
because it is ‘what I am supposed to do’. Blogger 2’s use of ‘supposed to’ may
be due in part to the Scandinavian tradition of the third task (Den tredje
uppgiften). In Sweden, for example, the third task is a legal mandate by the
Higher Education Act (SFS 1992:1434, 2§) requiring researchers to make
their research available and understandable to the surrounding community
(Kjellberg, 2009). Blogging as academic service in Scandinavia can be seen
as a part of this mandate, and Blogger 2’s comment of blogging as an
academic without payment, because it is what she is supposed to do, can be
read as supporting this mandate.
So will you four have a blog that's separate from the other blog posts on
Forskning.no, or will it be intermingled with the other posts? While I think
Forskning.no has done a lousy job of setting up blogs if they actually succeeded in
providing a good blogging platform to academics and thus encouraging more
academics to blog, that would be great. So far what they've got set up doesn't seem to
be a blogging platform at all - given posts are published once a day, very early in the
morning, I assume they're emailed to the editor rather than "blogged”.
Excerpt 5: Comment Research blogging and blog norms by Jill WalkerRettberg on September 19, 2008.

Walker-Rettberg responds to Blogger 2’s post, foregrounding, as did Blogger
1 and Jenny, the platform of blogging as synonymous with the practice of
blogging. In excerpt 5, Walker-Rettberg postulates that bloggers on the
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Norwegian site do not have the proper tools as their practice does not
conform to typical blogging practices. In fact, because the bloggers are
posting only once a day, Walker-Rettberg suggests that the editor of the site
is gatekeeping information - a practice that is considered taboo in blogging,
yet expected in academic writing and group writing practices such as
journalism. Blogger 2 responds, in excerpt 6 that the site is indeed
gatekeeping information, and differentiates the type of academic blogs that
she and Walker-Rettberg write from group blogs which are closer in focus to
news sources than blogs.
So far I am not sufficiently worried about "blogging" to feel forskning.no is doing
blogging a disservice. It's a pretty lively and self-propelling beast. I think you may be
right in the lack of experience in the writers, but that means this has a huge
developing potential. […] The time-stamp thing is interesting. I think that is an
indicator not of the technology, but of the routines within forskning.no. They have an
editor, I guess she has to approve of each post before it gets out. Now, this is not
unheard of in group blogs, even if it is a little unfamiliar for us who write our blogs
at the spur of the moment, and who value speed over editing.
Excerpt 6: Comment on Research Blogging and blog norms by Torill
(Blogger 2), September 19, 2008.

5.5.1.3 Blogger 3: AKMA35
The negotiation of what it means to blog, or be a blogger, is also found in the
blog AKMA. Blogger 3, critiques the online discussions about ‘ethical codes
of conduct’ or ‘blogging 10 commandments’ in his post “The good news is we
got him down to ten”. The bloggers’ codes of conduct is a meme which is part
of the cycle of discourse historical body: blogger, however, rather than
negotiating this cycle of discourse through foregrounding the affordances of
the platform of the blog, the negotiation in nexus 3 foregrounds the ethos of
conversing in the blog space. In this nexus, the ethos of blogging draws upon
inference from the cycle of discourse, historical body: 10 commandments by
mapping the ethical guidelines of that religious document onto the expected
ethical behaviors of bloggers. While drawing on religious doctrine is not a
common response to calls for codes of conduct when blogging, the not
uncommon blogging experience of comment trolls 36 often does result in
posted calls for conduct between different blogging communities.
Does anyone remember the periodic spasms of moral ferment that have bestirrred
Blogarians to device “Codes of Blogging Ethics” or good-behavior certification
systems? Well, Micah calls my attention to Ruth Gledhill’s report that “The
Evangelical Alliance will on Monday publish the new Ten Commandments of
Blogging.

35 http://akma.disseminary.org
36 A troll is a person who purposely disturbs an online community. http://encyclopediadramatica.com/Troll
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In my interactions with evangelical blogging, the two leading ethical questions these
blogs provoked concern anonymous writers defaming their enemies, and [openlynamed] bloggers misrepresenting their opponents’ claims and persons. The same
applies to progressive bloggers, of course, and to presidential politics on both sides;
none of these groups has, as best I recall, codes of ethics that prohibit such conduct.
Returning now to the topic, do the anonymous bloggers and public polemicists
imagine that they’ve been transgressing — or do they understand themselves to be
using their full repertoire of rhetorical leverage in order to expose the iniquity of
their adversaries, who are obscuring the truth and destroying the church? Is
someone going to be conscience-stricken, or will they reiterate their selfjustifications? (And who am I, who are we, to determine that we know they are
wrong?)
I’m all for ethics and Ten Commandments (the originals, that is). I’m just hesitant
about well-intentioned grand gestures such as this one. It would be great if enough
people demonstrated their commitment to righteous blogging that they could point to
positive results that show me to have been unduly skeptical.
Excerpt 7: “The Good News Is, We Got Him Down to Ten”, AKMA, Sept,
29, 2008.

As was seen in Blogger 1, and to some extent Blogger 2, Blogger 3 does not
specify what is ethical or ‘righteous’ about blogging. There is an assumption
that bloggers know what is ethical blogging behavior, but at the same time
the need for a blogging code of conduct points to a possible lack of
knowledge amongst bloggers. The state of anonymity that Blogger 3 does
refer to is interesting in that a non-anonymous poster to a blog can be
checked against his or her blogging intentions. This is commented upon by
Paul in his comments and specifications (cf. excerpt 8) as to what should be
in a code of conduct, and to whom it should be aimed. Here again we have
the cycle of discourse historical body: blogger, historical body: blog, and to
some extent historical body: writer backgrounded, or not stated explicitly,
when discussing what ethical blogging would entail:
One was to develop some sort of statement of ethics to which any particular blogger
could announce an intention to abide by. This would just be a matter of making
public commitments to act in a certain way such that someone else could justifiably
point to a discrepancy between your behavior and your ethical commitment.
The other thought was to develop some sort of informal guide, aimed particularly at
the young, thinking through some of the common sorts of interpersonal problems
which are common on the internet. Questions addressed might include things like
what constitutes respectful address, anonymity and its pitfalls, cautions about quick
emotional responses to topics, dealing with (or even identifying) trolls, etc.
Excerpt 8: Comment on “The Good News Is, We Got Him Down to Ten”,
Paul, Sept, 30, 2008.

In excerpt 8, Paul never explicitly defines ethical blogging. Instead, Paul lists
vague attributes of what he terms ethical such as respectful address, which
can be performed differently in different communities. This shows and
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assumed shared awareness of the historical body: blog and historical body:
blogger. Paul goes on to cite age as a key factor in whether the blogger will or
can blog ethically when he suggests that lists of ethical guidelines should be
aimed at the young. Research has shown, however, that the majority of
bloggers are teens and women (Herring, et al., 2004). Paul’s unwitting use of
age as a factor may suggest that it is Paul who is new to blogging and unsure
of the guideline of ‘authentic blogging’.
5.5.1.4 Blogger 4: Klastup’s Cataclysms37
In the next blog interaction, Blogger 4, wrote a response post to an online
magazine article entitled “Brave New World of Digital Intimacy” (Thompson,
2008). Blogger 4’s post discusses the change from private academic to public
figure that often accompanies the blogging and microblogging 38 practice she
calls ‘lifestreaming’.
His point is that through the many quick and constant updates of what is going on in
people’s lives (using Twitter, Facebook status updates etc), we create an ambient
awareness of what is going on in their life, that accumulated over time gives us, their
followers, an idea of the rhythm and content of their everyday lives. Most posts are
insignificant and mundane, but by reading many posts we might end up with a
general sense of the interests and character traits of the posters. […]
In my personal experience (this is not documented research), as always, it is the
internet researchers, the online media communication workers and the tech nerds
that actually engage in lifestreaming. […]
Well, the funny thing is that I had exactly the same kind of realisation/experience,
when I started blogging in 2001. Especially during the period 2001-2003 when I was
blogging quite a lot about the writing of my Ph.D., problems with my back and arms
etc, I would once in a while be confronted by almost complete strangers (to me) who
confronted me at conferences, meetings and the like and opened the conversation by
stating “I read your blog. How is your arm doing?” - and perhaps I would in return
turn out to also know this person from a blog, being aware that this person was also
struggling with her writing etc etc and so conversation was easily kicked off. So the
experience of being “monitored” or monitoring other people’s lives and through this
periperal monitoring acquiring an ambient awareness of their existence; as well as
the experience of using the acquired knowledge as a way to open conversations once
you meet them offline, is in itself nothing astonishingly new, it has just been moved to
another genre/format. Because now I get this kind of intimate knowledge from
people’s “microblogging” activities, not their “macroblogs” (the real blogs, where at
least people I know/follow tend to write about less personal stuff these days).
Excerpt 9: Ambient awareness, lifestreams and personal storytelling. Will
it change my relation to You?, Lisbeth, Sept 16, 2008.

37 http://www.klastrup.dk

38 Microblogging involves updating services such as Twitter (http://www.twitter.com) and facebook
(http://www.facebook.com) with short messages which can be commented upon and easily shared between
online platforms.
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Blogger 4 was not new to blogging at the time of this post, nor has she since
stopped blogging about her academic work or more personal information.
However, linguistic conventions within the post above suggests that Blogger
4 is, or was at the time of writing this, uncomfortable with the publicness
and transparency of blogging. For example, when discussing her realization
of how personal her blog is, Blogger 4 uses stylistic markers such as the
repetition of the verb confronted or through the description of being
monitored. Not only does the use of more negatively undertoned terms
underscore Blogger 4’s discomfort, but it also highlights the tension which
occurs when the historical body of the academic is brought out of the office
or cubicle and into a public space in a more personal rather than
professional capacity.
What can also be seen in this blog interaction is evidence of the
strengthening of so-called weak ties. Weak ties are an important point of
investigation in online network behavior because it is through weak ties that
opportunities and new information often arise (Granovetter, 1983). So-called
lurkers, those who read the blog or who participate lightly through
comments on someone else's blog, act as bridges between different blog
communities (Zijlstra, 2004). These bridges allow for new information to
enter the community, but also counteract what is known as the echo
chamber effect39. Blogger 4 discusses how information posted in a blog, or in
microblogs such as twitter, can create an awareness of others in your
network. Weak ties are maintained through this ambient awareness, which
helps to disseminate information through linking and commenting.
However, this ambient awareness can also turn a weak tie into a strong one
as the participants in the network get to know each other through blog posts
over a span of time. In academia, these bloggers will often meet at
conferences or share links and information - creating strong ties out of weak
ones over time.
The four blog interactions above show points of transposition from cycles
of discourse which are grounded in the traditions of the academy and
traditional knowledge production such as historical body: writer and
historical body: academic onto newer cycles of discourse such the historical
body: blog and historical body: blogger, creating emerging cycles of
discourse such as the historical body: academic blogger. For example,
traces of the historical body: writer (producer of knowledge, written
medium, stylistic and argumentative devices, etc.) and the historical body:
academic (producer of knowledge, peer review of product, research as

39 The echochamber effect happens when blogs discuss topics within their own community, and those topics
are not linked nor discussed outside the community. An example of this effect can be found in the 2008
political blogs (orgnet.com, 2008) from which social network analysis showed no ties between the A-list
republican and the A-list democrat weblogs.
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product, dissemination over longer periods of time, etc.) are transposed by
the affordances of the medium into the historical body: blogger (writer,
instant dissemination of knowledge, peer review of process, personal and
public, etc). Writer and academic are cycles of discourse that often contain
elements of an individual, not necessarily a public or famous figure, and
certainly not a public figure based on what Blogger 4 calls ‘mundane details’.
Nor does the historical body: academic contain elements of monitoring, and
while confrontation can be a part of the historical body: academic, it is
usually grounded in epistemic differences other than Blogger 4’s broken
bones or sore backs, rather in journal responses and questions at
conferences.
5.5.2 Academic blogging as political activism
The second most prevalent discourse in this case study was academic
blogging as political activism. This discourse contained a large mixture of
private information, i.e. information that is not related directly to the
bloggers work as an academic, and was often political in nature.
Interestingly, this discourse was found to a much larger extent in blogs who
were not part of the core community of academic bloggers.
5.5.2.1 Blogger 5: Collin vs. Blog40
The next blog interaction, Collin vs. Blog falls in between the two discourses
mapped here, blogging as an extension of academic service and academic
blogging as political activism, drawing on elements from both mapped
cycles. Blogger 5 discusses the annual conference in his field as having
become too large to facilitate real conversation, and he goes on to discuss
what he feels are the current criteria for having a presentation and abstract
accepted at the conference. Blogger 5’s post is political/activist in that he is
highlighting the problems as he sees them in relation to conference
submissions, but also calling for a change.

There's a little extra transparency afforded to us by the Interwebs, such that when
panels like those of Chris, Debbie, and Becky are rejected by our flagship conference,
it doesn't simply happen behind the scenes, as it used to. […]
As the number of proposals has increased, the amount of space devoted to describing
the actual projects has shrunk, and that is a trend that privileges the pithy,
speculative kind of prose that is its own genre, and which requires far less
disciplinary expertise than one might imagine. […]

40 http://http://wrt-brooke.syr.edu/
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The Area Clusters are not "equal" so asserting equality among them will often have
the opposite effect when it comes to quality. […]
We persist in the belief that the annual convention somehow represents our field in a
given year, but the fact is that nothing could be further from the truth. It represents
the version of our field represented by a flawed process, a version that discourages
many who do and prefer certain kinds of work, and the result of a process that I
continue to be critical of. […]
And honestly, I don't know that there are that many people who would agree with
me--I've believed for some time that our conference is much less than it could be, that
it's broken in important ways.
Excerpt 10: If I ruled the world, cgbrooke, Sept. 11, 2008.

Blogger 5 draws on the element of transparency set within the cycles
historical body: website or historical body: blog as gateways from which to
judge the quality of a submission to the CCCC conference, the annual,
flagship conference in his field. In other words, Websites, and more so, blogs
are grounded in making information available and transparent, which
creates a greater sense of accountability. Both academic websites and
academic blogs spread information in ways that make the process of the final
product more transparent than, for example, electronic journals or booklets
of abstracts handed out at the conference. Moreover, the element of
transparency allows for scrutiny of the academic submission by those other
than the conference reviewers. The element of transparency, and arguably
gatekeeping, through making submissions visible on blogs transcends the
closed room of the reviewer, and are informed by the tension of making the
product, the abstract, transparent while the process of selection remains
invisible.
Blogger 5 also draws on the historical body: writer by defining what an
important contribution to the field is, in his opinion, by setting against a
genre of writing he calls ‘pithy, speculative kinds of prose’. By using the
adjectives, ‘pithy’ and ‘speculative’ he is drawing on the negative
connotations associated with these words and applying them to they what he
states is a significant problem with his conference, and to which he later
draws a direct association with the loss of critical conversation within his
field, and as the reason that this conference is irrevocably ‘broken’. By
calling this type of abstract prose its own genre, Blogger 5 is also drawing on
the elements of academic writing, setting the aforementioned submitters
abstracts in opposition, as well as giving their work a higher status than that
of the subset of academic writing, the academic conference abstract.
And as I said at Becky's it's a talk about teaching that I knew would get in because
it's about porn with a pithy title.
Excerpt 11: Comment on If I ruled the world, nhighberg, September 11,
2008.
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Nhighberg, in excerpt 11, adds a layer of transparency to Blogger 5's
argument by foregrounding a physical-world conversation41 with Becky, an
abstract submitter who's piece was rejected, in which the historical body:
writer and historical body: academic is set counter to his own accepted
abstract. Nhighberg's short contribution adds the element of 'high culture' to
the historical body: academic through his counter argument that his
abstract was accepted as it had the word porn in the title. Nhighberg's
repetition of the adjective ‘pithy’ further negates the ‘worthiness’ of his
submission. By bringing up Becky in passing and in response to Blogger 5's
post, the level of transparency that Nhighberg foregrounds by stating that
there was a conversation about conference abstracts also implicitly
foregrounds Becky’s worthiness of abstract acceptance by setting it against
his own abstract.
But as is the case with any other big, complex social system, this problem isn't fixed
by critical awareness. And I personally don't think it's fixed by action aimed at the
conference itself, not even collective action. A better solution, I think, may be to
acknowledge that our discipline has grown large, and that its national conference
serves the primary purpose of community- and constituency-building, and therefore
does a poor job with the dissemination of scholarly insights. […]
On reflection, I'm thinking that in the years when I want to go to CCCC (which in the
past has been most but not all years), I'll continue to send them the snappy little
proposals that have served me so well in the past. And I'll save the research for
conferences that want it.
Excerpt 12: Comment on If I ruled the world, Becky Howard, September
11, 2008.

Becky responds to Blogger 5 and Nhighberg's comments in excerpt 12 by
reflecting on Blogger 5’s assertion that the conference has become too large,
and by countering their argument that it is something that can be fixed.
Becky sees the ‘problem’ with pithy abstracts as more a problem with how
these conferences are being read. She states that some conferences are for
pithy pieces, and some are for research and conversation. While Becky’s
rejection was used by both Blogger 5 and Nhighberg as an example of the
positive connotations of the historical body: academic and the historical
body: writer, Becky herself uses her own rejection as a point of
differentiation on how you read a conference as a genre. By doing this, Becky
is also highlighting her skill as an academic, but rather than foregrounding
the skill of abstract writing as a way to judge the health of a conference, and
ultimately field of research, as do both Blogger 5 and Nhighberg, Becky
foregrounds reading of the conference as a way to assert her own skill as a
writer and academic.

41 The conversation was previously mentioned in Nhighberg’s comment and does not appear in this excerpt.
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5.5.2.2 Blogger 6: BitchPhD42
Blogger 6, a coauthor on the BitchPhD blog draws upon several cycles of
discourse in his post, To speak clearly, which compares his boss’s inability to
express his argument to the vice-presidential candidate Sarah Palin’s
inability to communicate clearly when speaking publicly.
I've been saying for at least a week now that Sarah Palin is actually a worse
communicator than President Bush. That's really saying something. One of Bush's
main problems was that he would stumble, mess up, get the wrong word, or start a
joke he couldn't finish. His ideas were often coherent, or at least coherently wrong.
Palin's problem is worse. She hasn't even coherently explained her positions.
A couple of weeks ago, I got really angry at work over something small. I was
preparing for a hearing, and I was instructed to make a particular argument. From
what I could understand, the argument wasn't a persuasive one for our particular
client. My confusion was sort of waved away. As I said then, either you can't explain
it to me, in which case it's not a particularly good argument, or you won't explain it
to me, in which case you're being a shitty boss.
The same thing applies to Palin's incoherence. Either she can't explain what she's
talking about, or she won't, but in either case it makes her unqualified to hold any
major political office whatsoever, let alone be my supervisor.
Excerpt 13: To speak clearly, M. LeBlanc[1], Sept. 30, 2008.

Blogger 6 foregrounds the elements skillful debate and oration in the cycle of
discourse written argument and political activism. However, the cycles of
discourse intellectual and democratic are backgrounded, and thus defined
more by what is missing from Blogger 6’s post, or counter to what Blogger 6
sees as worthy to supervise his own intellectual pursuits, than what is
written. For example, Blogger 6’s boss’ inability to communicate a thoughtful
argument is defined by the missing cycles of discourse -skilled public debate,
skilled oration, and democrat - as is, according to Blogger 6, Palin, with
whom Blogger 6 compares his boss.
At the time of writing this post, Sarah Palin was a new, and highly
contested, American candidate for vice president running on the republican
ticket. She was in the news for her ‘folksy’ doublespeak and not uncommonly
for her inability to answer journalists questions (Harnden, 2008). The
comparison of Blogger 6’s supervisor to Palin maps elements of his inability
to communicate through elements of the very public failings of Palin’s
communicative skills. Additionally, Blogger 6 embeds this comparison in the
setting of preparing for a hearing. By transposing discourse elements from
trial law, the inability to make one’s point or debate skillfully has deeper
consequences, sometimes life and death consequences.

42 http://bitchphd.blogspot.com/
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Can I chose both options? I think that SP is actively playing the anti-intellectual in
this campaign but is also getting caught out on occasion.
The overlap between the two is pretty interesting though. Is it possible that she's
struggling to answer questions in a style that's not entirely natural to her?
Excerpt 14: Comment on To speak clearly - BritFriend, Sept. 30, 2008.

BritFriend’s comment on Blogger 6’s post in excerpt 14 reaffirms Blogger 6’s
analysis, but also foregrounds the counter argument that Palin's inability to
communicate may be a way of manipulating the elements which inform the
‘skilled’ component of the cycle of discourse skilled public debate by
intellectually ‘playing the anti-intellectual’. Again, in this cycle of discourse,
intellectual is defined by the elements which are missing from the discourse,
such as not struggling to answer questions (skilled oration, skilled public
debate), but also by the theater of politics, i.e., through using the verb
‘playing’ the anti-intellectual which suggests forethought about how to
manipulate elements of the campaign.
5.5.2.3 Blogger 7: Free Rang Librarian43
Blogger 7, librarian and author of the Free Range Librarian blog, draws on
the idea that the personal is political by choosing a political candidate
through expressed valued discourse elements of traditional knowledge
production. Blogger 7 begins half of her posts during the month of data
collection by alerting her readers that although the focus of her blog is not
political, she felt obligated to comment on the political atmosphere during
the 2008 American presidential election. In response to her unusual
political blogging, Blogger 7 herself states that the political has become
personal, as she felt that being silent during such a controversial and
historical election44 was abhorrent.

I don’t talk about national politics much on this blog, and it’s not because I don’t have
well-formed opinions; it could be that I have too many of them. I was raised by very
political parents, cut my teeth on anti-war protests and Eugene McCarthy’s
candidacy, and in my early 20s was very active in Democratic party politics. […]
So, these blog posts.
I attended an Obama rally a few months back where the organizer said this wouldn’t
be won by blog posts, and I agree with him. Phone calls, door-to-door, get-out-thevote — all this is key.

43 http://freerangelibrarian.com/
44 The American election for the 44th American president was historical in that it was the first time an
African-American was elected to office.
http://www.boston.com/news/politics/politicalintelligence/2008/11/obama_takes_com.html
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But it’s also all right to use this blog not in lieu of our actions, but in support of them.
I see all elections as crucial — local, state, national. But this particular election cuts
to the quick.
Excerpt 15: On politics, blogging, and being a Democrat, K.G. Schneider ,
Sept. 14, 2008.

Blogger 7’s warning to her readers that something different is coming before
several of her posts that month (i.e., discussion of political opinions), and
due to the historical context of this particular blog being about writing and
librarianship, not politics, Blogger 7 temporarily assigns the cycles of
discourse social activism and written argument as activism/as debate to her
blog. This change can be seen reflected in RCN’s comment about the need for
librarians to speak out politically during the 2008 election year and Amy’s
comment thanking Blogger 7 for speaking out, and encouraging her to
continue (see excerpts 13 and 14). The Free Range Librarian blog has a
reputation of being thoughtful, well-written, and is quite a popular blog. By
Blogger 7 stating that her opinions are well-formed, and practiced since
toddlerhood, she is assigning the cycles of discourse, skilled public debate
and democrat to this nexus. Moreover, the historical context of her blog, i.e.,
thoughtful posts over many years about writing, the academy and
librarianship the cycles of discourse intellectual can be assigned. Thoughtful
and intellectual is evidenced in Amy's comment about the skillfulness of
Blogger 7 argument and writing.
THANK YOU. I’m also a liberal Democrat who blogs a LOT about politics in my
personal communities but mostly avoids it in library communities. This year,
however, I’ve come to resent the continued silence by most librarians regarding all
things political. This particular election is simply too important. I think everyone
should read Questioning Library Neutrality: Essays from Progressive Librarian.
Sometimes it’s just our responsibility to speak out.
Excerpt 16: Comment on On politics, blogging, and being a Democrat,
RCN, September 15, 2008.
Thank you, sweetheart, for holding firm. Don’t stand down yet: a lot of people still
need to hear this, and few write better than you. Let this give you hope:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjXyqcx-mYY&feature=related “Yes we can” by
will.i.am
Excerpt 17: Comment on On politics, blogging, and being a Democrat,
Amy, September 19, 2008.

The two periphery blogs, Blogger 6 and Blogger 7, were much more focused
on politics than on academic topics during the month of data collection. This
focus on politics was not expected, and is most likely due to the thenimpending American presidential election, although this is not uncommon
for the blog BitchPhD to be political, in fact, this blog is known for its
mixture of politics and academic opinions. What is, nonetheless, interesting
in these conversations are which cycles of discourse are foregrounded and
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what these say about how value is assigned to the presidential candidates
discussed. Both BitchPhd and Free Librarian blogs express value in the
elements of traditional knowledge production in their candidates. While the
election was the main topic in both nexuses, they were evaluated by the
foregrounding of cycles of discourse such as skilled public debate and
written argument as activism - as debate.

5.6 Discourses in place
It would appear that there is an ongoing negotiation between bloggers, their
readers, and commenters about the elements that make one a blogger versus
a writer, or a blog different from a website. In this study, two discourses were
found to be prevalent, blogging as an extension of academic service and
academic blogging as political activism. The blogs that are part of the core
of this academic community used their blog as an extension of their
academic service (see Bloggers 1-4, and somewhat Blogger 5). The core
group of academic bloggers discussed form and the practice of blogging,
versus how to, say, write for a webpage or even other social networking sites
such as MySpace or Facebook. Blogs are valued for their openness, their
accessibility, and their transparency. They are the pamphlets of web writing.
Paradoxically, the discussions about how to blog, the ethos and ethic of
blogging, or discussion setting up rules of blogging were commonly found in
the core of the academic bloggers – the opposite of the openness and
transparency that blogging is known for. This may not be unusual if read
against Schmidt’s (2007) results on blogging practices. Schmidt maintained
that blogging is framed by three aspects; rules, relations and codes and that
different blogging practices continue to emerge as blogs negotiate to
establish shared communicative goals. What may have been captured in this
sample is the continued negotiation of academic bloggers to establish shared
communicative patterns in a relatively new medium.
Conversely, the periphery of this community used their blogs more often
for political reasons. While the overwhelming use of the political in the
periphery may be an anomaly due to the case study being sampled only a few
months before the American presidential election, the cycles of discourse,
and the elements used to foreground these cycles of discourse are similar to
the cycles and elements that are valued in the core, for example skilled public
debate and historical body: writer. Another possible reason for the topical
differences between core and periphery bloggers may be that the blogs on the
periphery are core members of different, yet similar communities. The space
between blog community cores can be considered a liminal space (Turner,
1969) where social identity is negotiated, but also as a place where legitimate
peripheral participation takes place. According to Lave and Wenger’s (1997)
view of legitimate peripheral participation, negotiating legitimate peripheral
participation can move a member in and out of the core, as well as allow for
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movement between different communities, consequently allowing for
differing phases of community development and information sharing (see
also Haslam, 2001; Walker, Justesen, & Robinson, 2004).

5.7 Concluding Discussion
In this case study, I explore the tension between expectations of traditional
institutionalized knowledge production and blogging as an alternative mode
of academic production which arises from an ongoing negotiation between
cycles of discourse, not yet set, at the nexus of academic, institutional and
blogging discourses. Academics are trained in the production of traditional,
institutionalized knowledge, which is informed by long standing, often
discipline specific, expectations and practices. When these expectations are
mediated through a new mode of production, new reputation systems, value
systems and practices must be renegotiated. These negotiations often bring
to light hidden power structures, such as the gatekeeping of information.
Going back to the example of applying for tenure, blogging can be seen as a
threat to one's reputation as a scholar, often because of a misunderstanding
of the goal of an academic blog.
Walker (2006) discusses the need to blog pseudonymously, or
impersonally, as a result of insecurity in the change of role from student to
scholar:
Traditionally, the process of research has been transient: conference discussions,
conversations with colleagues over coffee, and reviewers' reports on unpublished
manuscripts. Only the final publications remained, usually with traces of
uncertainty, false starts, considerations, and process neatly edited out. For a PhD
student, the academic system has built-in mechanisms to help with the process of
research and to make it visible… As an academic in a permanent or tenured job at a
university, your position changes. Now there are few role models for making the
process, the practice [sic] of research visible. Small wonder, then, that while
graduate students often blog openly and exploratively about their own research,
most professors seem to blog either pseudonymously, rarely, or relatively
impersonally, in almost all cases sticking to blog topics that have little to do with
their own research practice
(p. 135).

I also argue that lack of awareness of the implicit rules of the reputation
system in combination with the rigid tenure system added to the decision of
these scholars to blog pseudonymously. As was shown in the background
section of this article, blogging advice towards the academic is based on
expectations of a tenure system, a renegotiation of who is the new
gatekeeper, and what in Scandinavia is called the 3rd task, or a call for
researchers to share their work with the general public. In this case study,
the core academic bloggers most often used their blogs as an extension of
academic service. However, these blogs still displayed much negotiation
between work/life balance and process/product balance. In both of these
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negotiations, the role of the gatekeeper is important. There is clearly a shift
between who is now disseminating information on the level of the
institution, but as was seen in Blogger 4’s discussion of finding the
appropriate personal/work balance, there is also an ongoing negotiation of
the role of the personal gatekeeper over these public, yet personal spaces.
The cycles of discourse skilled public debate, historical body: writer,
historical body: academic, and partly historical body: website appear to be
fairly set. This is most likely be due to these elements being firmly grounded
in discourses native to the academic, regardless of whether he or she is a
blogger. It is the elements which are mediated through the blogging platform
which seem to be continuously negotiated: historical body: blogger,
historical body: blog, and partly historical body: website. The discourse
written argument as activism/debate seen in blog interactions six and seven
is an interesting point of negotiation, as well, as academic writing is steeped
in the epistemic commitments of debate and argument. However, given the
negotiation about how to blog among the core bloggers, and the negotiation
of value placed on the effectiveness of the political candidates ability to
debate among the periphery bloggers, the meta-negotiation within this
community seems to be focused on the process of finding shared ways of
communicating, rather than on the product of the communication.
I began this case study with the question, to blog or not to blog, as this
phrase continually appeared in the search results while doing the literature
review on blogging and academia. A google search of the term to ‘blog or not
to blog’ + university’ resulted in over 82,600 results. While this is purely
anecdotal, and should be taken as such, when taken together with the
findings above, it further suggests that the tension between the expectations
of traditional institutionalized knowledge production within academia and
the discourses of scholarly blogging is of real concern to academics.
Weighing the decision to blog, or in what manner to blog, is a question that
will continued to be explored in, of course, the mediated space of the weblog.
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6. Conclusions
Through three case studies, this dissertation has shown that weblog
community norms and expectations differ from community to community.
These norms and expectations are negotiated through the material
affordances of the blog and the mutually agreed social norms of each
community. Research on weblog community has traditionally separately
examined the blog as an artifact, the blog by its material affordances, and the
blog through its social constructions. Moreover, the majority of research into
the phenomenon of blogging has been based on one of two assumptions: that
community is built on reciprocal linking behaviors alone (Herring, Kouper,
et al., 2004; Bachnik et al., 2005; Lin, Halavais & Zhang, 2005; Chin &
Chgness, 2006), or that blog community exists because members are
blogging about similar topics (Wei, 2004; Halavais, 2006; Walker, 2006).
This dissertation is based on the premise that the blog is a social tool; one
that can foster community, and enables acts of journalism and other forms of
writing. Further, this dissertation is situated between analysis of the link and
ethnographic analysis, and posits that an integrated approach to exploring
weblog community is necessary.
This dissertation’s conclusion in response to this dissertation’s main
research questions is that blog social norms differ from community to
community, and a new model for describing weblog communities is
required. This conclusion is derived from the findings of three case studies
that addressed the following research questions:
 How can weblog community be located when there is no single
shared space? (RQ1)
 How are individual, social identities performed and negotiated
within weblog communities? (RQ2)
 How are community norms and expectations negotiated in weblog
communities in the core and periphery? (RQ3).
The mapping between RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, and the Case Studies (Table 1) is
repeated in Table 3.

Table 3. Mapping of the Research Questions onto the Case Studies
Research Question
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3

Case Study
I
II & III
I & III
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In this chapter, each research question (RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3) is first
considered independently, prior to the syntheses of these findings to answer
the main research question. Thereafter, a model suggesting an integrated
approach to finding weblog community is presented.

6.1 Research Question 1: How can weblog community be
located when there is no single shared space?
When looking for community among bloggers, many researchers begin from
the link and neglect the ethnographic aspect (Chin & Chignell, 2006;
Herring, Kouper, et al., 2006). Contemporary blog community research has
to address the issue of boundaries, unlike much of the early research on
virtual community (e.g. Rheingold, 1993; Lui, 1999) that was able to posit
the rough boundaries of the community due to a shared space. These are
harder to define for blog community as there is neither shared community
space nor overt community boundaries. Weblog community emerges from
connections between blogs and their authors, rather than around a single,
virtual settlement. As opposed to looking for community in a shared space,
as Jones (1997) did in his research on virtual settlements, weblog community
is found through a blend of weak cues and social network analysis. Weak
cues are signposts or artifacts of community that are found in the main
posting area, linking behaviors, and comment areas of the blog. Weak cues
are the starting places which indicate from which blogs to begin analysis,
what artifacts to look for, and how to interpret the boundaries of the
community. The process is not linear, rather the researcher must move back
and forth between weak cues and social network analysis
In CASE STUDY I, it was shown that weblog communities can have a strong
central core, and fuzzy boundaries that contain ‘mini-clusters’ which form
around shared topics. These are often temporally bound, and can, in this
case, act as a gateway into the core of the community. These fluid boundaries
allow for membership in the periphery to incorporate bloggers who blog
about similar themes. The fluid, fuzzy boundaries allow the core to remain
reciprocal and thematically linked and allow the network to change. It is
difficult to exchange members in the core of the network, as these members
are related by several attributes: similar belief structures, past
exchanges/relationships and a sense of familiarity. The members of the
periphery need only a similar topic exchange to become a temporary
member of the network. As time progresses, if a periphery member blogs
about core topics and stays in contact with core members through both links
of acknowledgement and participation in weblog conversation, that member
will become a part of the core.
In summary, the answer to RQ1, How can weblog community be located
when there is no single shared space, is that weblog community, which has
no central meeting place or site, is found through a combination of analysis
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of reciprocal linking behaviors, which maps a community at either a moment
in time, or over time, and ethnographic approaches, which can uncover a
community’s communicative norms.

6.2 Research Question 2: How are individual, social
identities negotiated within weblog communities
Social identity, is a “construction in relation to others who may not be
present at a given moment” (Norris, 2005:183), and is mediated through the
affordances of the weblog and against the social constructions of the
immediate community, as well as the larger online community. While Norris
examines social identity in multimodal situations (Norris, 2005), I have
examined social identity through traces left in the form of blogging artifacts
(Hendrick, 2011). In CASE STUDY II, I show that the continuous construction
of social identity through frequent posting by the blogger builds, over time, a
sense of trust in the presented identity, be it public or anonymous, between
the blogger and his or her readers. The cultural projections are performed
through the affordances of the weblog, and can provide rich opportunities to
explore alternative identities. For example, weblog communities reward
transparency, and identity acts differently in each community of practice. As
the construction of identity is not an explicit process, a mediated discourse
analysis over time of one blogger’s identities can uncover hidden or implicit
projections of the community. Further, aspects of identity that are rewarded
or frowned upon in a given community can also be uncovered. The
communities examined in this dissertation were pseudonymous bloggers and
academic bloggers.
In CASE STUDY II, I analyzed facets of social identity through the mapping
of identity elements in the presentation posts of two pseudonymous
bloggers, and compared these to a sample of the mass media’s presentation
of the same two pseudonymous bloggers. The aim was to examine the
construction of pseudonymous social identities in action, and how these
constructions influence, and are influenced by, social practices. I show that
blogging provides opportunities to explore alternative identities, as blogging
pseudonymously is an accepted practice, although blogging fictionally
without revealing that the blog is fictional seems to be taboo. Pseudonymous
blogging draws attention away from the name or place of the author and
places it on the author’s role. In other words, the identity of the
pseudonymous author is built over time and through the actions of blogging.
In CASE STUDY III, I explore a tension between traditional institutional
knowledge production and blogging. I show that cycles of discourse at the
nexus of academic, institutional and blogging discourses are not set, and that
the mediation of the representation of the professional self is in negotiation.
Further, I show that discourse elements grounded in traditional academic
production, such as an academic and a writer are synchronically set,
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whereas discourse elements, such as blogging academic and blogger, which
are mediated through the blogging platform seem, at the time of this writing,
to be in a state of flux.
In CASE STUDY III, I also argue that academic bloggers’ physical world
identity is reinforced by their reputation. Academic bloggers’ identity leaves
digital traces in the form of institutional websites, journals articles, and
conference participation. In contrast, pseudonymous bloggers, as is seen in
CASE STUDY II, use their reputation as their main identifying characteristic.
As there are little to no real-world correlations to their off-line identity in
their blog, their reputation, built over time, becomes the main identifying
characteristic.
In summary, individual, social identities are negotiated against the social
constructions of the immediate community and mediated through the
affordances of the weblog. This negotiation happens over time, and gives
insight into the communicative norms of the particular community in
question.

6.3 Research Question 3: How are community norms and
expectations negotiated in weblog communities in the core
and periphery?
Weblog community maintains a strong core of bloggers and fuzzy boundaries
which contain mini clusters of bloggers (see CASE STUDY I). Mini-clusters are
topically driven, and are an example of the fluidness of the boundaries of the
weblog community. It is the fluidity of the boundaries that allow for the
expansion and contraction of the core community. There are two types of
non-core linking mini clusters: (i) those that have links to networks that hold
an interest for a minority of bloggers in the core, and who do not blog about
core topics, and (ii) those that have a temporal membership and are blogs
about something that is of interest to the core during a specific time period,
often in conjunction with an event such as a conference.
In CASE STUDY III, I found a discrepancy between how academics in the
core of the community were using their blog, versus how academics in the
periphery of the community were using their blog. Core bloggers were
concerned with meta-issues of blogging, while the periphery mainly
discussed non-meta issues, in this case current affairs/politics. In CASE
STUDY III, two discourses were found to be prevalent— blogging as an
extension of academic service and academic blogging as political activism.
The core group of academic bloggers discussed form and the practice of
blogging. Discussions about how to blog, the ethos and ethic of blogging, or
discussions setting up the rules of blogging were commonly found in the core
of the academic bloggers—paradoxical considering the openness and
transparency for which blogging is known. This may not be so unexpected if
read against Schmidt’s (2007) work on blogging practices. Schmidt
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maintains that blogging is framed by three aspects (rules, relations and
codes) and that different blogging practices continue to emerge as blogs
negotiate to establish shared communicative goals. It is possible that the
CASE STUDY III sample captured the continuing negotiation of academic
bloggers to establish shared communicative patterns in a relatively new
medium.
Conversely, the periphery bloggers of this community used their blogs
more often for political reasons. While the overwhelming use of the political
in the periphery may be an anomaly due to the case study being sampled
only a few months before the American presidential election, the cycles of
discourse, and the elements used to foreground these cycles of discourse are
similar to the cycles and elements that are valued in the core, for example
skilled public debate and historical body: writer. Another possible reason
for the topical differences between core and periphery bloggers may be that
the blogs on the periphery are core members of different, yet similar
communities. The space between blog community cores can be considered a
liminal space (Turner, 1969) where both social identity is negotiated, and
legitimate peripheral participation takes place. According to Lave and
Wenger’s (1997) view of legitimate peripheral participation, negotiating
legitimate peripheral participation can move a member in and out of the
core, as well as allow for movement between different communities. This
consequently allows for differing phases of community development and
information sharing (see also Haslam, 2001; Walker, Justesen, & Robinson,
2004).
In summary, community norms and expectations are negotiated in the
core and periphery differently. The core members replicate innovations until
the innovations become part of the communicative norms of the community.
Periphery members echo these behaviors if they are intending to become a
part of that particular community’s core, but the periphery members may
also be responsible for innovation if the periphery acts a portal between
different weblog communities.

6.4 Main Research Question: How do community norms
and expectations reveal themselves in weblog communities?
Schmidt (2007), in his analytical framework for blogging states:
different blogging communities may have different (but overlapping) sets of
procedural rules that also act as indicators for affiliation. Only those who know and
follow those shared routines and expectations will be considered part of the
community and subsequently will have the chance to attain their communicative
goals
(p. 5)
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Moreover, placement in the community can also have an effect on the
function of the weblog. Schmidt goes on to say that,
emerging patterns of centrality and peripherality are not only an indicator of
hierarchies of attention and popularity, but also influence the way information,
ideas, and “memes” spread through the blogosphere”
(p. 6)

In this dissertation, it has been shown that norms are negotiated through the
material affordances of the blog and that the social norms are mutually
agreed upon within each community; specifically the norms of social identity
construction and community placement.
The material affordances of the pseudonymous bloggers in CASE STUDY II
and the academic bloggers in CASE STUDY III revealed constructions of
identity as they are rewarded, or not, in their specific communities. For
example, for pseudonymous bloggers their reputation becomes their
identity. In the absence of identifiers, what stands for reputation are devices
with which the blogger writes him or herself into being – regular posting,
seemingly truthful posts. Unlike the academic bloggers, pseudonymous
bloggers give no names, use hosted blogging services, and sometimes disable
comments. Academic bloggers, on the other hand, use their name as part of
their reputation. Blogging for academics is to publish the process of research.
These bloggers will often include their name, the name of their institution,
and while they too will use hosted blogging services, many also choose to
host their own blogs and link an URL as part of their blogging identity.
Linking is another material affordance that can reveal social constructions
of identity. Pseudonymous bloggers often have very low levels of out-linking,
and write in a more narrative style than their academic and knowledgemanagement blogging counterparts. Academic communities and knowledge
management bloggers gain status through the spread of information that
often is afforded by out- and in-linking. The more current and useful
information, the more useful they are in their community.
Norms appear to be expressed differently in the core and the periphery of
weblog communities. As has been previously stated, weblog community
maintains a fairly static core, and fuzzy, bursty boundaries (Kumar, Novak
et. al, 2005; McGlohon, Leskovec, Faloustsos, Hurst, & Glance, 2007; Wu,
Huberman, 2006; Wei, 2004). Blogs that are situated in the periphery of a
community are often part of another, or many other, communities. They
reside in what can be considered a liminal space (Turner, 1969) – a place
where social identity is negotiated, but also where legitimate peripheral
participation can take place. Legitimate peripheral participation can act as a
conduit to move a blogger in and out of the core of a community, as well as
let the blogger move between different communities (Lave & Wenger, 1997).
In this dissertation, it was found that the core and periphery do indeed
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construct their identity as part of the community slightly differently. In the
academic blog community, in-group members valued traits that were
common to traditional, institutionalized academic practices, yet blogged
about meta-blogging issues, as well as their research practices. Out-group
members, on the other hand, in this small sample, also valued traits common
to traditional, institutionalized academic practices, but also blogged about
current affairs/political events. In the knowledge management bloggers, outgroup members became part of the core during thematic events such as
shared conference attendance, or shared links and readings.
In summary, community norms and expectations differ between different
communities. Each community establishes communicative norms specific to
itself. These norms are performed through the affordances of the weblog as a
tool, but negotiated against the established and establishing norms of the
community. The next and penultimate section of this chapter extends the
main research questions of this dissertation by proposing a model, The
Integrated Approach, for researching weblogs as community. This proposed
model is an outcome of my experiences when conducting the research
presented in this dissertation.

6.5 The Integrated Approach to Weblogs as Community
The integrated approach to weblog community research suggested here
brings together social network analysis, engaging with the blog as a material
artifact, and ethnographic analysis. Social network analysis shows the
strength of the relationships between members of a blog community, as well
as who are members. Engagement with the material foundation shows how
individual and communal performances are articulated through the blog as
an artifact. An ethnographic analysis allows the researcher insight into what
performances are being articulated, as well as how these performances are
valued within a particular community. If social network analysis and
material engagement alone were to be examined, the researcher would then
be concentrating on the blog as a tool. If social network analysis and
ethnographic analysis alone were examined, the researcher would be likely to
miss how social constructions such as identity play or trust were performed
through the blog as an artifact. Likewise, if an ethnographic analysis and
material engagement alone were examined, then in-group and out-group
dynamics that influence blog communications would not be analytically
pregnant. It has here been argued that what is needed is an integrated
approach to weblog community research which combines network analysis,
engagement with the material and an ethnographic approach.
The integrated approach has three primary components or levels: social
network analysis, material engagement, and ethnographic analysis. These
analytical levels are not independent of each other, but contribute to a rich
reading of weblogs as community based on their placement in the
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community, their material representation and performative role. Figure 12
shows how this integrated approach, as gradually developed in the Case
Studies of this thesis, provides a way of approaching weblogs as community
as described and framed in the introduction to this dissertation.
In Figure 12, the right-hand side of the figure is an analytical model of
weblog as community, as has been represented through the Case Studies.
Each level contains material affordances or social constructions which are
important to understanding weblog community makeup and maintenance.
As previously stated, these levels are not independent of each other, yet
earlier research has often singled out one or two strands. The left-hand side
of the model suggests three components, which together, can give insight
into how a particular weblog community functions. These three components
are explained in greater detail below with examples from the Case Studies.
6.5.1 Social network analysis:
Social network analysis is often an appropriate starting point for an
integrated approach to weblog community. It is important to get in-depth
knowledge of the network structure of your community in order to better
understand the role played by different members, as well as to understand
how the players are connected and work together. Visualization plays an
important role here.
How blogs are linked together is the initial indicator of a community.
However, the networked visualization only gives the researcher a snapshot of
a community in a specific moment in time. As was seen in CASE STUDY I,
weblog community changes over time. They have fuzzy boundaries that allow
for movement in and out of the core of the community. Change is more
frequent during events such as conferences or when topics under discussion
shift. It is for that reason that weblog community defined by social network
analysis alone is misleading. An added ethnographic analysis and an
engagement with the material is necessary to provide a more complete
understanding of weblog community formation.
6.5.2 Engagement with the material
Material engagement is important to understanding the interplay of social
constructions and the medium at use as it is through the artifacts of the
medium that social constructions are negotiated and performed. As blogging
practices are being negotiated, they are performed through the material
affordances of the blog. The material affordances involves writing in the
posting area (the main voice/space of the blog), commenting in the
comment/ping area (the secondary voice/space of the blog), linking to other
blogs and relevant information, posting often (dynamic writing), and
delineating what control the blogger has in his or her space (are comments
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allowed, are trolls banned, etc). And while the social constructions are
performed and constrained through the material affordances of the blog, it is
through the blog artifact that these negotiations can be seen; through
publishing, comments and linking behaviors (See Figure 12). These artifacts
will be described in detail below.
6.5.2.1 Blogging artifacts
It is from the blogging artifacts that traces of social constructions can be
seen, as these constructions must be performed through the affordances of
the blog – leaving artifacts. These artifacts are the main space/published
post, the comment, and the link.
6.5.2.2 Main space/Posting area
The main posting area is a space in which the blogger writes his or her main
entry. It usually contains a title, date and an area for text. It is in this space
that the blogger has sole control. It is in this space that bloggers play with
identity, find their voice, learn to summarize competing discourses, and in
general, hone their writing skills (Blood, 2002). As blog posts move down
the main page over time, this movement allows for play with aspects of selfawareness and self-expression, and has been found to be is a leading
motivation for blogging (Nardi, Schiano, Gumbrecht, & Swartz, 2004,
Herring, Kouper, Scheudt, & Wright, 2004, Papacharissi, 2004, Li, 2007).
Social identity (Norris, 2005) plays an important part in blogging. boyd, in
her study of blogging as a liminal practice, found that the blog represents the
“digital ‘face’ in the Goffman sense — showing the traces of past expressions,
revealing both what the blogger brings to the front stage and what aspects of
the backstage slip through” (boyd 2005: 8).
6.5.2.3 Secondary space/The comment space:
The comment area is the secondary voice of the blog. It is here that
discussions can occur as your readers are invited to participate through
direct commenting, or by linking to the individual post. Interactivity in blogs
is a contested point of research. When examining blog activity within the
blogosphere as a whole, research has shown that blogs show very little
comment activity (Herring, Kouper, Scheudt, & Wright, 2004, Li, 2007).
However, studies that look at interactivity in smaller and thematically based
communities have shown that when these smaller communities are factored
into the analysis, a low-level of chat produces information cascades45 in the

45 ”Information cascades are a phenonemon in which an action or idea becomes widely adoped deu to the
influences of others, typcially, neighbors in some network” (McGlohon, Lesskovec, Faloutsos, Hurst, &
Glancce, 2007: 2).
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backgrounded place (McGlohon, Leskovec, Faloutsos, Hurst, & Glance,
2007).
While interactivity in itself can be at quite low levels, great importance is
awarded to its status as a characteristic of blogging (Blood, 2002, de Moor,
Efimova, 2004, Herring, Kouper, Scheudt, and Wright, 2004; Li, 2007).
Blogs facilitate conversations by “providing the author with a personal space
next to a community space. As a result at any given time a blogger is involved
in two types of conversations: with self and with others” (Efimova & de Moor
2005: 9).
6.5.2.4 Link currency/The link
There are several types of links important to network analysis in a weblog:
the permalink46, the post-internal link47, and the sidebar link (sometimes
called the Blogroll).
Links in the sidebar are not often updated regularly. These links represent
a self-defined network that is not always representative of the actual network
at a given time. As was shown in CASE STUDY I, while networks of weblogs
tend to have a fairly static core, they also have fluid boundaries (Efimova,
Hendrick, & Anjewierden, 2004). These boundaries allow for members to
move easily between networks, creating bridges between the different weblog
communities. In traditional network studies, it is often these periphery
members who are the innovators as they represent legitimate peripheral
participants who bring new information in and out of the core of a network
(Haslam, 2001; Walker, Justesen, & Robinson, 2004). However, more recent
studies in computer-mediated communication (CMC) have shown the
opposite; in online networks, it is the core members who innovate (Bergs,
2006). The pecking order of a blogging network is defined by what you bring
to the table – not how well you maintain what already exists.
Links in a post, on the other hand, show the network from a different
perspective. Rather than the self-defined network listed in a blogroll, links in
the post constantly redefine the community as they change with the
movement of the blog posts down the main page. These links are often
mined only from the main page, or a subset of posts for a given amount of
time. Moreover, these links are often used to contextualize information, and
can be seen as traces of conversation. Over time, post internal links can
create a picture of the core of the community which often is similar in scope
to that visualized by only using the blogroll. However, links for a post often
will capture the fuzzy or fluid boundaries of the community as it changes
over time and across themes.

46 The permanent location of the post in the archives. This link is often generated by the blogging software
47 Links found in the main posting area, often to new items or other blogs.
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6.5.3 Ethnographic analysis
An ethnographic analysis involves exploring the social constructions of the
weblog community. This mode of analysis forms the third component of the
integrated approach to weblog community suggested here. Social
constructions are the mutually negotiated individual and community
practices, and, for example, can be identified through two strands of
mediated discourse analysis; multimodal analysis, and nexus analysis. This
is not to suggest that mediated discourse analysis is the only fruitful way of
qualitatively analyzing a community of bloggers. It is, however, as also
claimed in the introduction, a useful way at getting at both the individual
blogger and his or her relationship to the community as MDA is an approach
to help better:
Understand how all of the objects and all of the language and all of the actions taken
with these various meditational means intersect at a nexus of multiple social
practices and trajectories of multiple histories and storylines that reproduce social
identities and social groups.
(Jones & Norris, 2005: 4)

6.5.3.1 Individual practices
Individual practices include identity performances and trust performances.
These practices are negotiated against community norms, as well as social
constructions such as the negotiation of community boundaries and
placement within the community, and can be found using methods of
multimodal analysis (MA). The basic premise on which MA is founded is that
identity is continuously contested on a micro level against the “histories and
cultures of the individuals and the societies that they belong to” (Norris,
2005: 183). In blogging, social identity is remediated and translated online
and over time; online diaries and weblogs provide insight into how these
identities are brokered (McIlvenny & Raudaskoski, 2005). Weblogs
represent the continuous deconstruction and reconstruction of the artifact,
but also the author’s online self, through continuous updates using words,
images and links. Readers become invested and trust in the blogger’s given
identity as it is reconstructed over time. This constant renegotiation between
the blogger and reader builds trust, despite the fact that bloggers have no
easy way of identifying their readers, nor readers a real way of identifying the
blogger.
Bloggers foreground and background aspects of their identity through the
cultural projections of their perceived audience and societal currents. It is
how actions are foregrounded or backgrounded which suggests claims of
social identity. Moreover, these projections are performed through the
affordances of the weblog tool and the discourses that inform those
affordances. An example of this performance can be found in CASE STUDY II,
where blog readers and journalists alike rigorously sought pseudonymous
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bloggers’ identities. It was found that the discourse anonymity=deviance in
blog authorship due to the informing discourses of blogging and journalism.
Blogging takes the social constructions of ‘truthful’ presentation from
journalism. This construction is present in the catchphrases associated with
many blog tool platforms such as Blogger’s Push-Button Publishing, or the
name of the platform, MovableType, but also through social constructions
and expectations such as truthful reporting in a public forum – truthful
reporting also being a social construction of diary writing. Both blog authors
foregrounded presentation of facts of their lives and backgrounded
identifying characteristics such as name or place. Both bloggers in CASE
STUDY II had reasons to remain anonymous, as both were writing in ways
that were deviant to discourses which strongly informed the social
construction of the community in which they blogged. When commenting on
this pseudonymity, one blogger from CASE STUDY II said, “pseudonymous
means something, and one of the things they mean is that the pseudonymous
writer has a reason for pseudonymity ... the genre entails risk, that
publishing is risky” (BitchPhD, 2007).
6.5.3.2 Community practices
Individual blogging practices are also informed by community blogging
practices, which, in turn re-inform the individual practice. Community
practices include negotiation of membership/network placement, the
boundaries of the community, and which public performances are rewarded
and become a social currency. Practices anticipate or affect future social
constructions; these are manifested through the blog artifact. More, these
constructions are different for every community and can be identified
through a nexus analysis of cycles of discourses to which the bloggers have
been socialized (Scollon & Scollon, 2004). These cycles of discourse draw on
the past elements, but also project future elements which, together,
constitute the discourse. In a nexus analysis, individuals draw on available
discourse systems to which they are, or have been, socialized (Scollon &
Scollon 2004). In order to understand a nexus analysis, Scollon and Scollon
(2004) state:
we need to expand the circumference of our analysis in time and space from the
current situation by looking at the discourses which anticipate the future and to
extend geographically beyond the site of current engagement, at the historical bodies
of the social actors with their past experiences and future aspirations
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004: 15).

Nexus analysis can be used to find community practices. These practices
anticipate or effect future social constructions and are manifested through
the blog artifact. An example of this can be seen in CASE STUDY III where the
rules, relations and codes (Schmidt, 2007) of how to blog were being actively
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negotiated between core members of an academic blogging community. This
core comes from a tradition of specialized institutional knowledge
production unlike the openness, transparency and opinionated style of
blogging. In attempting to set rules for blogging in place, the core is drawing
on the historical writing discourses to which they have been entrenched. In
this new medium, however, the traditionalized institutional style of writing
does not quite fit, and consequently, and as was seen in the discussion
between core members, new, or modified, styles of writing have to be
negotiated. Taken together, past elements and future projections of writing
style constitute a discourse of blogging style that remains in negotiation.
The integrated approach model provides a way of understanding weblogs
as community. The three-pronged approach allows for a deeper
understanding of the social and technical affordances that make up each
weblog community, but moreover, make each weblog community unique.

6.6 Concluding Remarks
The reading and writing of weblogs has changed since 2004 when I started
my research. RSS eliminated, or changed drastically, the need for a blogroll.
And microblogging services such as Twitter has changed blogging as a
practice (Goolsby, 2009; Kopytoff, 2011). Many of the blog authors in the
corpora included in this research have stopped maintaining their blogs in
favor of microblogging. It is generally considered easier and faster to read
hundreds of tweets than it is to keep updated on hundreds of blogs. Blogs, in
the time of twitter, are seen as a slower form of writing – a permanent place
in which to archive information and opinions (Goolsby, 2009). This does not
necessarily mean that blogs have become less important, but rather that they
have a different position in a complex media landscape. Furthermore,
platforms such as Tumblr have realigned the material and social affordances
of blogging.
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the material affordances
and social constructions of weblog community, not blogging as a practice or
as a changing practice. This dissertation argues that an integrated approach
to weblog community is needed to search for the digital life between the
links, and that this search cannot be done through social network analysis,
nor mediated discourse analysis alone. The model presented in this
dissertation allows for and expects change in the practice of blogging. It asks
the researcher to explore blogging as a variety of practices that are
negotiated within communities rather than assuming that blogging is one
type or genre of writing. Going again back to the metaphor of life between
the buildings being different in each city you visit, so too is life in weblog
communities.
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Svensk sammanfattning
Denna avhandling undersöker bloggemenskaper (eng. weblog communities)
och hur de formas av materiella affordanser (eng. affordance)48 och sociala
sammanhang. Studierna av bloggemenskaperna skedde under perioden
2004 till 2008. På basis av tre fallstudier vill denna avhandling hävda att
bloggemenskaper inte enbart kan identifieras genom visualisering av hur
bloggar länkar till varandra, utan att man också måste analysera de
diskussioner som förekommer med tillhörande diskurser. Även om man kan
identifiera bloggemenskaper med hjälp av att analysera hur bloggare länkar
till varandra, så är ett sådant tillvägagångssätt otillräckligt; etnografiska
betraktelsesätt och metoder är också nödvändiga för att man ska kunna
identifiera det som utgör kärnan i en bloggemenskap.
Följande
forskningsfråga
utgör
utgångspunkten
för
detta
avhandlingsarbete:
 Hur skiljer sig normer och förväntningar mellan olika
bloggemenskaper åt och hur kan man bäst karaktärisera dessa?
Denna kan i sin tur brytas ner i tre mer specifika frågeställningar:
1. Hur ska man förstå bloggemenskaper i termer av plats, när det inte
finns någon gemensamt virtuellt rum för dem?
2. Hur formas individuella, men samtidigt sociala, identiteter inom en
bloggemenskap?
3. Hur formas en bloggemenskaps normer och förväntningar i
kärnan/centrum respektive periferin?
Dessa frågeställningar har sedan behandlats i tre olika fallstudier vilka delvis
överlappar varandra. Forskningsfråga 1 besvaras i fallstudie I,
forskningsfråga 2 besvaras med hjälp av fallstudierna II och III tillsammans,
och forskningsfråga 3 besvaras av fallstudierna I och III tillsammans. De tre
fallstudierna utgör kapitlen 3, 4 och 5 i denna avhandling. De skrevs
ursprungligen som artiklar för fristående publicering (Fallstudie I och II har
publicerats och återges här med tillstånd) och av denna anledning
förekommer viss repetition av teori och metod.
Perspektivet att en blogg är ett verktyg har varit en central utgångspunkt i
denna avhandling. Det som händer när detta verktyg används och hur
utförandet värderas i, och formas av, de olika gemenskaper som bloggare

48 Jag har i denna sammanfattning valt att försvenska den svåröversatta engelska termen affordance till

affordans. Detta svenska ord har tidigare använts av till exempel Åberg-Bengtsson (1996) och är även det som
förspråkas av tidskriften Computer Swedens språkwebb, sökord: affordance.
Andra svenska översättningar är interaktionserbjudande (Liljeroth 2004) och meningserbjudande (Qvarsell
1998). Begreppet affordans (ursprungligen hämtat från ekologi) innebär i korthet och något förenklat att ett
verktyg/föremål eller en miljö erbjuder individen olika möjligheter att interagera. Formgivning av verktyg
skapar på detta sätt olika affordanser.
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bildar, är av avgörande betydelse för en allsidig beskrivning och analys av
bloggar. I varje fallstudie undersöks en typ av bloggemenskap och hur dess
band formas av dels de möjligheter verktyget tillhandahåller, dels de normer
och värderingar som varje gemenskap omfattas av.
Avhandlingens andra kapitel innehåller en forskningsöversikt samt de
överordnade teoretiska och metodologiska grundvalarna för arbetet.
Tidigare forskning om virtuella gemenskaper och cyberrymden under 1990talet tenderade att fokusera på sociala dimensioner inom väl avgränsade
gemenskaper, och det man framförallt undersökte var hur en gruppkänsla
eller gemenskap alls kunde möjliggöras online. Relativt snart kunde man
fastslå att sådana gemenskaper stod att finna i decentraliserade virtuella
nätverk, som den så kallade bloggosfären, det vill säga den del av nätet som
består av bloggar. Efter denna upptäckt byttes fokus i forskningen och man
började istället undersöka hur bloggemenskaper skapades via det sätt man
länkar till varandra. Analysmetoder för sociala nätverk användes ofta för att
kunna studera hur en gemenskap på nätet (online) skapas och utvecklas.
Denna forskning, med betoning på nätverk och länkar, medförde att
visualiseringar av nätverk hamnade i förgrunden, på bekostnad av den
sociala dimensionen som istället ofta hamnade i bakgrunden.
Det är självfallet en mycket svår och grannlaga uppgift att särskilja de
tekniska från de sociala dimensionerna när man studerar bloggemenskaper.
Det är heller inte särskilt eftersträvansvärt. För denna avhandling har istället
ett tudelat tillvägagångssätt valts. Dels har jag använt analysmetoder för
sociala nätverk för att etablera tydliga bloggemenskaper (i fallstudierna I och
III), dels har jag, efter denna kartläggning, använt metoder från medierad
diskursanalys för att kunna urskilja och analysera hur kommunikativa
normer och förväntningar formas, sprids och värderas inom en
bloggemenskap.
Efter introduktion och bakgrundsbeskrivning till studien (kapitel 1 och 2)
följer de tre fallstudierna (kapitel 3, 4 och 5). Fallstudie I genomfördes under
2004, en tid då bloggande som aktivitet ökade lavinartat. I undersökningen
problematiseras den då ofta förkommande metoden att kartlägga bloggar
och bloggemenskaper enbart genom att studera länkarna i en bloggs så
kallade bloggrullarna (eng. blogroll). En fullständigare bild fås dock genom
att istället inkludera länkar från såväl bloggrulle som huvudwebbsida och
kommentarfält, samt andra typer av indikatorer. Sex sådana indikatorer,
eller artefakter, identifieras i studien vilka kan vara användbara
utgångspunkter för analys av en bloggemenskap: i) så kallade ”memvägar”
(eng. meme paths), ii) läsmönster av andra bloggar, iii) länkar till andra
bloggar, iv) explicita bloggkonversationer (till exempel i kommentarfältet),
v) indikatorer på att man deltar tillsammans i olika tilldragelser på nätet
eller i verkliga livet, samt vi) markörer av en gemenskap, till exempel en
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delad bild eller symbol som länkar till andra bloggar i gemenskapen, eller
”bloggringen” som de också ofta kallas.
I fallstudie 1 framkommer det att bloggemenskaper karaktäriseras av ett
starkt centrum men ett mer otydligt gränslandskap. De perifera bloggarna
bildar minikluster grundade i gemensamma ämnesintressen, ofta av
tidsbegränsad karaktär. Sådana bloggar kan fungera som inkörsportar till
bloggemenskapens centrum. Periferin av en bloggemenskap kännetecknas
således av en viss dynamik då medlemskapet ofta är mer temporärt och
banden enbart omfattar en viss aspekt. Kärnan i en bloggemenskap kan
däremot antas vara mer permanent eftersom bloggarna uppvisar större
samhörighet. Även här finns givetvis en dynamik, då till exempel perifera
medlemmar rör sig ”inåt”, mot centrum, genom att exempelvis aktivt delta i
bloggsamtal eller blogga mycket om ämnen som är centrala för
gemenskapen. Centrala medlemmar kan också bli mer perifera i
bloggemenskapen genom låg aktivitet eller frånvaro.
I fallstudie II analyseras olika aspekter av social identitet. Jag har
undersökt två bloggare som skriver under pseudonym samt deras
självpresentationer, och då identifierat olika typer av identitetsformande
element. Dessa element har sedan jämförts med ett urval av de bilder av
dessa två populära bloggare som förmedlats via massmedia. Avsikten med
studien var att undersöka den aktiva konstruktionen av en social identitet
och hur denna påverkar och påverkas av sociala praktiker. Undersökningen
visar att en bloggares aktiviteter konstruerar en social identitet och att
tilltron till denna växer hos läsarna över tid i takt med att identiteten får
skarpare konturer. En analys av diskursen eller diskurserna kring en
bloggares identitet kan blottlägga de ofta dolda eller implicita kulturella och
samhälleliga förväntningarna inom en bloggemenskap, liksom vilka element
av en identitet som understöds eller ogillas i den givna gemenskapen.
Det framkommer också i fallstudie II att bloggande i sig erbjuder
möjligheter att utforska alternativa identiteter eftersom det överlag är
accepterat att blogga pseudonymt.
Dessa möjligheter är emellertid
begränsade då bloggande som en fiktiv person förefaller vara kontroversiellt,
särskilt om bloggens fiktiva natur inte framgår tydligt. En bloggares namn
och fysiska plats är av naturliga skäl inte angivna i pseudonyma bloggar och
därför koncentreras istället intresset till bloggarens roll och aktioner.
I fallstudie III granskas den spänning som finns i akademin mellan å ena
sidan traditionell kunskapsproduktion genom institutionaliserade kanaler
och å andra sidan bloggande. Medierad diskursanalys har används för att
studera sju professionella akademikers bloggar. Här visas att
diskurscyklerna är dynamiska i det nexus som bildas mellan akademiska,
institutionella respektive bloggdiskurser. Som en följd av dessa processer
modifieras representationen av den akademiska bloggarens professionella
identitet. Det förefaller som om diskurselement som medieras genom
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bloggande är de mest dynamiska, medan de som tillhör en akademisk
diskurs är mer statiska. Studien kunde också påvisa en tematisk skillnad
mellan de bloggande akademikerna i gemenskapens centrum och de som
tillhörde periferin. De i bloggemenskapens kärna diskuterade påfallande ofta
meta-frågor om bloggande, medan detta ämne nästan inte alls berördes
bland de perifera bloggarna.
Det avslutande kapitlet i avhandlingen knyter samman resultaten från
fallstudierna och besvarar de ställda forskningsfrågorna. Därefter
presenteras en ny modell för fortsatt forskning om bloggemenskaper som
bygger på integration av tre olika perspektiv som vanligtvis hålls särskilda.
Den integrerade modellen kombinerar nätverksanalys, etnografisk analys
och analys av hur bloggaren nyttjar bloggverktygets olika möjligheter. Denna
integration skapar förutsättningar för att ge en mer komplex bild av
bloggande som praktik och som verktyg för att skapa och forma
bloggemenskaper.
De tre fallstudierna visar att normer och förväntningar i olika
bloggemenskaper formas dels genom de materiella affordanserna som i sin
tur skapar möjligheter för vissa typer av normer att utvecklas, dels genom
påverkan från de gemensamma sociala normer som bloggare delar. De typer
av normer som formas i en bloggemenskap tycks ofta beröra
identitetskonstruktion.
En jämförelse mellan de pseudonyma bloggarna i fallstudie II med de
akademiska bloggarna i fallstudie III visar att deras identitetskonstruktioner
(som bloggare) och de normer som gäller för bloggandet, kan vara kopplade
till de materiella affordanserna. Den pseudonyma bloggaren skapar sin
identitet och sitt anseende genom regelbundna inlägg och trovärdiga
berättelser, alltså sitt skrivande, och inte genom sitt namn och här spelar
utnyttjandet av affordanser och dess innehåll en central roll. Det kan också
noteras att pseudonyma bloggare tycks använda andra affordanser än
akademiska bloggare och att de ofta väljer att stänga ner till exempel
kommentarfältet. Bloggande akademiker har redan en identitet och ett
anseende oberoende av bloggen. Denna position utanför bloggemenskapen
verkar spela en viktig roll, och bloggen används ofta för presentationer av
pågående forskningsprocesser. Av detta skäl blir andra affordanser viktiga,
till exempel kommentarfältet. Man kan också se skillnad mellan dessa två
typer av bloggare i hur man använder länkar. Pseudonyma bloggare utnyttjar
möjligheten till att länka i mycket begränsad omfattning. Akademiska
bloggare, å andra sidan, är intresserade av att sprida information och för
detta syfte är länkandet av stor vikt.
En annan viktig iakttagelse är att normer tycks ta sig olika uttryck i
kärnan respektive periferin av en bloggemenskap. Detta kan delvis hänga
samma med att kärnan i en gemenskap är relativt statisk, medan periferin
kännetecknas av större dynamik. Bloggare som tillhör periferin av en
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bloggemenskap tillhör ofta även andra gemenskaper, och kan därför sägas
vara i ett slags gränsland där man också påverkas av andra. Genom aktivt
deltagande kan en deltagare skaffa sig en mer central position i en
gemenskap, vilket i sin tur kan påverka de etablerade normerna i kärnan
eller innebära att bloggaren själv antar fler av de normer som etablerats i
den gemenskapen. Skillnader i identiteter och normer mellan centrum och
periferin kunde i denna avhandling påvisas ibland annat i de gemenskaper
som omfattade akademiker. I centrum värderades sådant som kännetecknar
den traditionella akademin högt och bloggarna diskuterade framförallt
frågeställningar som relaterade till deras egen forskning eller till bloggen
själv, en slags metadiskussion alltså. Perifera deltagare höll också
traditionella akademiska värderingar högt, men tillät sig i mycket högre grad
lämna ämnet för att istället föra en friare diskussion om till exempel
dagspolitiska frågor.
Sammanfattningsvis visar denna avhandling att normer och förväntningar
kan skilja sig åt mellan olika bloggemenskaper, och även inom en gemenskap
beroende på relationerna mellan en gemenskaps centrum respektive periferi.
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Appendix 1: Blogger Corpus for Chapter
4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

BitchPhD
Culture Cat
Torill Mortensen
Free Range Librarian
Data Mining
Maud Newton
Media Citizen
The Little Professor
Klastrup’s Cataclysms
Instapundit
Home Cooked Theory
Grammar Police
Fernham
Erik Marshall
The Education Works
Collin vs. Blog
Brutal Women
Love in Tokyo
Angry Black Bitch
AKMA
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